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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Continuous systems have, traditionally, been the focus of system theory. Due to signi cant
advances in digital-processor technology in the past few decades, the use of digital controllers
has successfully improved the automation level in the control of physical plants. One typical
example is a chemical batch plant where computers are used to supervise complex sequences
of chemical reactions, each of which is modeled as a continuous process. As another example,
consider a digital engine controller in a car, which has to interact with the physical processes
in the engine as well as with the events generated by the driver. The increasing integration
of such controllers results in highly complex systems involving both continuous and discrete
event dynamics. In addition to discontinuities introduced by the computer, most physical
processes admit components (e.g. valves, gears, switches) and phenomena (e.g. collision,
emptying of tanks) whose most useful models are discrete. Systems that consist of a combination of discrete and continuous features are called hybrid systems, and they arise in many
applications, such as chemical process control 63], air trac management systems 103],
robotics 5], and automobiles 15].
During system design, formal veri cation and controller synthesis are two important issues.
The goal of formal veri cation is to prove that the system performs as expected. As today's
automated systems are growing in scale and complexity, the possibility of subtle errors is
much greater. In particular, for safety-critical systems, any error during the operation may
cause loss not only in money but also in human life, and, as a result, it is crucial to ensure
that the system is always safe (no error occurs). Whereas the goal of veri cation is to
ensure a desired property of the designed system, the goal of controller synthesis is to design
controllers so that the controlled system satis es a desired speci cation.
This thesis is concerned with the formal veri cation and synthesis of hybrid systems. The
best way to understand the problematics in this eld of research and the approach we propose
is to follow simple examples. In the sequel we discuss two hybrid system examples, the role
of which is to illustrate several characteristics of hybrid systems that make veri cation and
9
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synthesis dicult and to motivate the reader to proceed to the de nitions and the algorithms
in the next chapters. The second example is a variation of the rst, and both are very
simple one-dimensional linear systems, which can be analyzed by hand. The discussion will
be informal and not rigourous, but the ideas to be given underlie the motivation of our
approach.

1.2 Hybrid System Examples
1.2.1 Example 1
Consider a thermostat that is used to control the temperature of a room. The thermostat
consists of a heater and a thermometer. Its lower and upper thresholds are set at m and M
such that m < M . The heater is maintained on as long as the room temperature is below
M , and it is turned o whenever the thermometer detects that the temperature reaches M .
Similarly, the heater remains o if the temperature is above m and is switched on whenever
the temperature falls to m . One can think of the room temperature and the thermostat
as a dynamical system whose state is de ned by the room temperature x, which changes
continuously, and the operation mode of the thermostat, which changes between `on' and
`o'. The evolution of the temperature is described as follows:
;x + 4 if the heater is on,
x_ = ff1 ((xx)) =
=
;x
otherwise.
2

x=

M

on

off

x_ = f2(x)

x_ = f1(x)
x=

m

Figure 1.1: The model for the thermostat.
A visual description of the thermostat is given in form of a directed graph whose vertices
represent two operation modes `on' and `o' (see Figure 1.1). We associate with the edges
the conditions for switching from one mode to another.
Our veri cation problem is to prove that the temperature always stays in the desired range,
that is,
mxM
(1.1)
In this simple example, for a given initial condition x(0) = the solution of the dierential
equations of the modes `on' and `o' can be written as x(t) = e;t +4(1;e;t ) and x(t) = e;t ,
respectively.

1.2 Hybrid System Examples
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Let us now describe a scenario of the system's behavior starting from an initial state where
the temperature x = 0 and the operation mode of the thermostat is `on'. Suppose that the
initial temperature is in the desired range, that is, m  0  M . The heater initially being
on, the temperature evolves as follows:

x(t) = 0 e;t + 4(1 ; e;t ):
Increasing monotonically over time, the temperature reaches M after t1 time, and the heater
is then shut o. The temperature is next governed by the dierential equation of the mode
`o' and can be written as
x(t + t1) = M e;t+t1 :
The temperature decreases monotonically over time and falls to m , at which point the
heater is turned on, and the process continues as shown in Figure 1.2. One can see that
the trajectory of the temperature alternates between two phases corresponding to the two
operation modes of the thermostat.

x

M
0

m

0

on

t1

off

on

t2

t3

off

t

Figure 1.2: A trajectory of the room temperature.
It is not hard to see that the thermostat satis es the property (1.1) if only the thresholds
m and M satisfy the following condition:
mm

^

M

 M:

(1.2)

Note that such a veri cation problem can be analytically solved only when solutions to the
dierential equations are known1 . In more general cases, numerical simulations are used to
obtain an approximation of the behavior of the system from a given state. For most systems,
the state of the art in simulation techniques allows the approximate solution to be as close
as desired to the exact one. However, in practice the initial conditions are usually not known
exactly but only known to lie within some range. Consequently, instead of a single trajectory,
one needs to consider an in nite number of trajectories. Concerning numerical techniques,
this gives rise to the special diculty in simulating sets of trajectories.
1

Many dierential equations tend to not have closed-form solutions.
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1.2.2 Example 2
Before attempting to analyze a model, we should make sure that it captures all possible
behaviors of the physical process. The described model assumes ideal conditions, namely
the thermometer can detect exactly the moments the temperature reaches the thresholds and
the switching time between `on' and `o' is zero. Nevertheless, in practical situations exact
threshold detection is impossible due to incertitude of sensors. Similarly, the reaction time
of the on/o switch is usually non-zero. The eect of these inaccuracies is that we cannot
guarantee switching exactly at the nominal values m and M but only in their neighborhoods.
To make the model reect this uncertainty, we modify the switching conditions as follows.
The thermostat switches o the heater if the temperature satis es M ;   x  M +  and
switches it on if m ;   x  m + , for some  > 0. This means that when the temperature
enters the interval  M ;  M + ] the thermostat can either turn the heater o immediately
or keep it on for some time provided that x  M + . We say that the behavior of the
system is non-deterministic in the sense that from a given state the temperature can follow
more than one trajectory (see Figure 1.4). The enhanced model with uncertainty is depicted
in Figure 1.3.

x=

M

; 

M

+ ]

on

off

x_ = f1(x)
x =  m ; 

x_ = f2(x)
m + ]

Figure 1.3: The model of the thermostat with uncertainty.
M +

x

M
M ;e
0

m

0

t

Figure 1.4: Two dierent trajectories of the temperature starting at 0 .
Another source of non-determinism can come from the continuous dynamics which are of the
form x_ = f (x u) where u is an under-speci ed input. In this case, from every initial state
there might be a \tube" of possible trajectories, each of which corresponds to a dierent input
signal. In the example of the thermostat, a source of such uncertainty can be uctuations in

1.3 Thesis Outline
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the outside temperature which we obviously cannot control.
The model with uncertainty is harder to analyze both analytically and using simulation
since, to characterize all possible behaviors, we have to deal with sets of trajectories. Furthermore, it is imposible to simulate the system with all inputs. This shows that the simulation approach is not suitable for verifying such a system since sample solutions obtained
do not give absolute assurance that the system satis es the property. Although the simple
one-dimensional thermostat example can still be analyzed analytically (since we know the
solutions of the dierential equations and, moreover, they are monotonous), the reader can
imagine that for high-dimensional systems with many modes and complex continuous dynamics, there is no existing methodology to solve such veri cation problems.
We turn now to the controller synthesis problem. Our objective is to keep the temperature
of the room in the range m M ]. Suppose we are given a thermostat whose structure is
xed, but we are free to set the thermostat at the appropriate thresholds m and M so that
the room temperature is maintained as desired. In other words, we use the thresholds to
characterize the feed-back function in order to achieve the desired behavior. Then, the goal
is to nd switching rules based on state observation such that the system always satis es
the desired property. We will show, in this thesis, how the methods proposed for verifying
hybrid systems can also be used to synthesize automatically such switching rules.
To sum up, the essence of the above examples is that in order to develop a framework for
veri cation and synthesis of hybrid systems we need:

 An appropriate model capable of capturing the interaction between discrete and con-

tinuous dynamics and constraints on the physical system as well as on the controller.
 Analysis methods which are rigourous in the sense that they can characterize all possible behaviors of the system and derive feasible controls.

In addition, hybrid systems in practice are often complex, which makes automatic analysis
very desirable. This motivates us to adopt the algorithmic approach to veri cation which
consists in building a software tool which can analyze automatically all the behaviors of a
given system and decide whether is satis es a given property. This approach has been applied
successfully to purely discrete systems (digital circuits, communication protocols) 30], but
its adaptation to continuous and hybrid systems is still a serious challenge.

1.3 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2 we discuss hybrid automata 3], the modeling formalism we will use for hybrid
systems. Various hybrid system models have been proposed the reason we have chosen this
model is that it can capture naturally a wide range of hybrid behaviors and, moreover, provides a framework suitable for the veri cation and synthesis problems we tackle in this thesis.
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The chapter includes the theoretical background neccessary for subsequent discussions.
Chapter 3 is concerned with the veri cation problem for hybrid systems. We are interested in
verifying invariance properties which state that all trajectories of the system remain inside
a subset of the state space. Proving such properties can be done using reachability analysis,
that is, computing all states which can be reached by any trajectory of the system. We
examine the problematics of extending the algorithmic methodology to hybrid systems and
propose an approach which consists in rst developing reachability techniques for purely continuous systems and then adapting them for hybrid systems. We then discuss computability
issues and present a basic reachability algorithm for continuous systems, based on numerical
integration and polyhedral approximations. This chapter serves as an introduction to the
next three chapters.
In Chapter 4 we develop a technique for approximating reachable sets of linear continuous systems. This technique exploits the special properties of linear systems so that the
computation is relatively fast and the approximation error does not propagate from iteration to iteration. This technique has some common features with the work of Chutinan
and Krogh 29], which has been developed independently. We also extend this technique to
deal with linear systems with uncertain input (dierential inclusions) based on some ideas
proposed by Varaiya 106].
In Chapter 5 we present an alternative reachability technique which can be applied to nonlinear continuous systems. The technique, which we call \face lifting", is inspired by earlier
work of Greenstreet 43]. The novelty in our approach is in the way we approximate high
dimensional subsets of the state space using orthogonal polyhedra. This makes both the
linear and non-linear analysis techniques applicable, in principle, to any dimension. Of
course, computational complexity is a major limiting factor.
The goal of Chapter 6 is to adapt the above techniques to the veri cation of hybrid systems.
Strategies and methods to increase the performance of the veri cation algorithm and other
important computational issues are also investigated.
Chapter 7 is devoted to the controller synthesis problem for hybrid systems. More precisely,
we consider systems with several modes, each of which has dierent dynamics. Our goal
is to automatically synthesize a controller which switches the system between modes in
order to satisfy invariance properties. We present an abstract synthesis algorithm, based
on the algorithm in 12] for timed automata, and then apply the reachability techniques of
Chapters 4 and 6 to derive an approximate version of the algorithm.
In Chapter 8 we describe the experimental tool d/dt , in which most of the algorithms discussed in the thesis have been implemented. The tool provides automatic veri cation and
switching controller synthesis for hybrid systems with linear dierential inclusions.
Each of the above chapters ends with some examples (academic and real-life), which illustrate
the applicability of our approach, as well as a discussion of related work.
The concluding chapter summarizes the contributions of the thesis and suggests future research directions.

1.3 Thesis Outline
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For the best understanding of this thesis, the reader is encouraged to follow chapter by
chapter. In particular, Chapter 2 contains important de nitions and notations which are
refered to throughout the thesis. For reference, we include a glossary of notation in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Glossary of Notation
natural numbers
real numbers
time domain, p. 21
integer numbers
zero vector
empty set

N
R

T
Z

0


Continuous Systems
 (F )
r (F )
0r](F )
(F )

x
 x 

Hybrid Automata

c
d
qq

0

=(  )

1

q

Uq
Geometric Operations

B
bloat(C #)
conv(F )
grido(C )

reachable set from F , p. 30
successors of F at time r, p. 30
successors of F within the time interval 0 r], p. 30
backward-reachable set from F , p. 31
trajectory starting from point x, p. 24
trajectory starting from point x under the input , p. 64

continuous-successor operator, p. 31
discrete-successor operator, p. 32
discrete-successor operator w.r.t transition from q to q0 , p. 32
hybrid automaton trajectory, p. 27
one-step predecessor operator, p. 134
unbounded-time predecessor operator w.r.t discrete state q,
p. 134
until operator w.r.t discrete state q, p. 134

the unit ball at the origin, p. 49
bloating convex polyhedron C by #, p. 53
convex hull of F
orthogonal polyhedron over-approximating convex polyhedron C , p. 54

1.3 Thesis Outline

gridu(C )
h(X Y )
!(b d;  d+ )
N (X )
Ns (G )
(X )
C uo G
C uu G

hx yi

17
orthogonal polyhedron under-approximating convex polyhedron C , p. 54
the Hausdor distance between sets X and Y , p. 49
lifting the faces of hyper-rectangle b by d; (left) and d+
(right)
-neighborhood of set X , p. 49
rectangular -neighborhood of orthogonal polyhedron G,
p. 61
diameter of set X , p. 49
orthogonal polyhedron over-approximating intersection of
convex polyhedron C and orthogonal polyhedron G, p. 108
orthogonal polyhedron under-approximating intersection of
convex polyhedron C and orthogonal polyhedron G, p. 110
scalar product of vectors x and y
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Part I

Modeling Formalism
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Chapter 2

Hybrid Automata
As we have seen from the informal examples in the previous chapter, in order to analyze hybrid systems we need a model which is rich enough to describe both continuous-time dynamics and discrete transitions. In addition, the model should be potentially non-deterministic
allowing more than one behavior from a given state. Multiple behaviors can be due to
uncertainties in both continuous and discrete dynamics which can arise from external disturbances, uncontrollable events, the modeling abstraction, or imprecision in our knowledge of
the system. Continuous dynamics are traditionally considered within the context of dierential equations, and discrete-event dynamics are often modeled and analyzed using automata.
Hybrid automata 3] combine these two models and provide an eective formalism which
satis es the above requirements. In hybrid automata, the continuous behavior is captured
by dierential equations associated with the discrete states and the discrete behavior is captured by transitions between states. In this work we use hybrid automata as a modeling
formalism for hybrid systems.
This chapter is organized as follows. The rst part is devoted to some basic de nitions
of automata and continuous systems, the main components of hybrid automata. Next, we
present the syntax, semantics for hybrid automata, and some basic reachability notions.
Finally, we discuss briey some other hybrid models considered in the literature.

2.1 Notations
Automata and continuous dynamics can both be viewed as dynamical systems whose states
evolve in time. Their de nition is therefore associated with a time set. For automata, the
underlying time set is any discrete set which is order isomorphic to (N  ). For continuous
dynamical systems, time ranges over the real numbers. We begin by introducing some
notations needed for describing the temporal behavior of the systems under consideration.
Throughout this thesis we will use the time domain T = R + .
A time sequence is a strictly increasing sequence of time points t0 t1  t2 :: where tk 2 T for
21
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every k 2 N .

Denition 1 (Temporal Behavior)

A temporal behavior over a set S is a partial function : T ! S whose domain of de nition
is an interval 0 r) for some r 2 T f1g.

We call r the metric length of , denote it by j j, and say that is in nite if r = 1.

Denition 2 (Piecewise-Continuous Behavior)

A behavior is piecewise-continuous if it admits a time sequence J ( ) = 0 t1 t2 : : : such
that for every k 2 N , is continuous on the interval Ik = tk  tk+1).

We denote the time interval sequence I0  I1  : : : by I ( ). The number of intervals is called
the logical length of , denoted by j jl .
A piecewise-constant behavior is a special case of piecewise-continuous behaviors where is
constant on every interval Ik . The untimed abstraction of a piecewise-constant behavior is
the sequence " = s0  s1  : : : such that for every k, sk = (tk ).
Figure 2.1 shows an example of piecewise-continuous and piecewise-constant behaviors.

q1
I0

q3
q2
I1

t0 = 0 t1 t2

q4
I3

t3

I4

t4

Figure 2.1: A piecewise-continuous behavior and a piecewise-constant behavior of logical
length 4 with " = q1  q2  q3  q4.

2.2 Automata
Denition 3 (Automaton)
An automaton is M = (Q ) where
 Q is a nite set of states.
  Q Q is the transition relation.

2.3 Continuous Dynamical Systems
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The transition relation describes how the system may evolve. Notice that the behavior of
the system is potentially non-deterministic since the transition relation represents a set of
possible next states rather than a unique state.

Denition 4 (Behavior of automata)
Given an initial state q 2 Q, the behavior of M is a sequence  : N ! Q such that (0) = q
and for every k > 0, (k + 1) 2 ((k)).
q3

q2

q1

Figure 2.2: A 3-state automaton.
It is important to note that in studying the behavior of automata, only the ordering information between the transitions is considered and there is no attempt to embed the behaviors
into real metric time. Consider the automaton of Figure 2.2 where Q = fq1  q2  q3 g and the
initial state is q1 . The automaton admits a behavior  = q1  q2 q1  q2  q3  q2 . This description
of the behavior does not say anything about the time elapsed while the automaton is at each
state. In other words, the behavior  could be the untimed abstraction of in nitely many
piecewise-constant behaviors of the form : T ! Q (see Figure 2.3). The behavior of hybrid
automata, as we shall soon see, is, however, grounded in the real time axis.

q1

q2

q1

q2

q3

q2

1

q1
t

q2

q1

q2

q3

q2

2

t

Figure 2.3: Two piecewise-constant behaviors 1 and 2 which can be associated with the
sequence  = q1  q2  q1  q2  q3  q2 of the automaton of Figure 2.2.

2.3 Continuous Dynamical Systems
Denition 5 (Continuous Dynamical System)
A continuous dynamical system is C = (X  f ) where
 X = R n is the state space.
 f : X ! R n is a continuous vector eld.
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The behavior of the system is governed by the dierential equation:

x_ = f (x)

(2.1)

where x 2 X is the state of the system.
The behavior of a continuous dynamical system is characterized by the solutions to the
initial-value problems of its dierential equation.

Denition 6 (Trajectory of Continuous Dynamical Systems)
A trajectory of C starting from x 2 X is a continuous behavior x : T ! X such that x is
the solution of (2.1) with initial condition x(0) = x.
We assume that f is globally Lipschitz in x, which guarantees that there exists a unique
solution to (2.1) for every initial condition in X . The continuous system of De nition 5 is
deterministic in the sense that from a given point it generates a unique trajectory.
Given two point x, x0 2 X , we say that x0 is reachable from x in time t < 1 if x0 = x (t).
t 0.
We denote this by x ;!x

2.4 Hybrid Automata
A hybrid automaton is an automaton augmented with continuous variables whose dynamics
at every discrete state are de ned by dierential equations. Transitions between states are
enabled by conditions on the values of these variables.

2.4.1 Syntax
Denition 7 (Hybrid Automaton)

An n-dimensional hybrid automaton is a tuple A = (X  Q f H G R) where

 X R n is the continuous state space. Elements of X are written as x = (x1 x2 : : :  xn).
 Q is a nite set of discrete states.
 f : Q ! (X ! R n ) assign a continuous vector eld on X to each discrete state. While
the hybrid automaton stays in discrete state q the evolution of the continuous variables
is governed by the dierential equation x_ = f (q).

 H : Q ! 2X are staying conditions (\invariants"). H (q) is the condition that must be
satis ed by the continuous variables if the automaton is to stay in discrete state q.

 G : (Q Q) ! 2X are transition guards determining the conditions for switching from
one discrete state to another. When the automaton is in discrete state q and x 2 Gqq ,
it can make a transition from q to q0 .

0

2.4 Hybrid Automata
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 R : (Q Q) ! (X ! 2X ) is the reset map which assigns to each transition a multivalued function. R(q q0 ) de nes how the continuous variables may change when the
automaton switches from q to q0 .

We assume that for every q 2 Q, f (q) is globally Lipschitz over x 2 H (q). This assumption
ensures the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the dierential equation at q for every
initial condition in H (q).
The intuitive meaning of De nition 7 is that the set of discrete states Q denotes all the
possible continuous \modes" of the hybrid automaton. The system can evolve in a discrete
state q only if the current continuous state is in H (q). These staying conditions can arise
from constraints imposed by physical systems or decisions in system design. While being
at discrete state q where x 2 H (q), the system can evolve according to the dynamics f (q).
Whenever it reaches a point x0 2 G(q q0) the transition from q to q0 is enabled and the
system can switch to discrete state q0 . At q0 the continuous variables may be reset to new
values according to R(q q0 ), which become the initial states for the evolution according to
f (q0). Our convention is that if there is no transition from q to q0 then G(q q0 ) is de ned
as empty set. Notice that in the examples so far, R was the identity, i.e. Rqq (x) = fxg for
every q, q0 2 Q and x 2 X .
It is customary to represent graphically the hybrid automaton A by a directed graph whose
vertices represent the discrete states and edges represent the transitions. We write the staying
conditions and the dierential equations inside the vertices. With the edges we associate the
transition guards and the resets (identity resets will
S be omitted). From now on Swe will use
the notation fq for f (q), Gqq for G(q q0), Gq for q Gqq , Hq for H (q), H for q Hq , and
Rqq for R(q q0).
0

0

0

0

0

x
on

x_ = f1(x)
x M
q1

x

M
off

x

x_ = f2(x)
x m
q2
m

(a)

M

;

on

x_ = f1(x)
x M +
q1

off

x

m+

x_ = f2 (x)
x m;
q2

(b)

Figure 2.4: The hybrid automata for the ideal thermostat (a) and for the thermostat with
uncertainty (b).
We can now de ne formally hybrid automata for the thermostats examined in the previous
chapter (see Figure 2.4). The two operation modes `on' and `o' are represented by two
discrete states q1 and q2 . The continuous variable x models the temperature, and its dynamics in each mode is given by a dierential equation. We de ne the conditions for the
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thermostats to stay in each mode by the staying conditions, such as x  M for q1 in case
of the ideal thermostat. The conditions on the temperature for the thermostats to switch
between two modes are speci ed by the transition guards. Notice that the upper (lower)
bound of the switching condition for the transition from q1 to q2 (from q2 to q1 ) need not
be de ned due to the speci ed staying conditions at the source state of the transition. In
both models, the temperature does not change at the switching point, and the resets are
thus identity functions.
Although the continuous evolution is deterministic at every discrete state, the hybrid evolution may be non-deterministic for the following reasons:

 Hq and Gqq may intersect with each other not only on their boundaries. As a result,
0

there are points from which the system, when being at q, can either switch to q0 or
continue the continuous evolution at q.
To illustrate, consider again the automata of the thermostats. Suppose that the system
starts at q1 (`on'). After some time the temperature rises to M , which enables the
transition from q1 to q2 . At this point the staying condition of q1 in (a) forces the
system to switch to q2 while in (b) it allows the system to either stay there for some
more time as long as x  m +  or switch at once. In other words, the system in
(b) can switch from q1 to q2 anywhere in the interval  M ;  M + ]. Therefore, the
behavior of the system in (a) is deterministic while the behavior of the system in (b)
is non-deterministic.

 The resets can be set-valued maps, and this causes non-deterministic changes in continuous variables whenever a transition is taken.

2.4.2 Semantics
We now turn to the semantics of a hybrid automaton like A. By the semantics of such an
object we mean the set of all behaviors it can generate. In this sense, the semantics of a
continuous system de ned by a dierential equation is the set of all solutions of its initial
value problem, namely trajectories.
For the hybrid automaton A we will consider temporal behaviors over the hybrid state space
Q X . A state (q x) of A can change in two ways:

 By continuous evolution: the values of the continuous variables change according to
the dynamics fq while the discrete state q remains constant.

 By discrete evolution: the system changes the discrete state by making a transition and

possibly changes the values of the continuous variables according to the reset function.

Let x, x0 2 X and q, q0 2 Q. Let : T ! X be the (unique) solution of x_ = fq (x) with the
initial condition (0) = x.

2.4 Hybrid Automata
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The dynamics q is enabled from x for time t > 0 if (t0 ) 2 Hq for every t0 2 0 t]. This is
qt
denoted by x ;!
. The state (q x0 ) is reachable from (q x) by the continuous dynamics fq
if there exists t < 1 such that (t) = x0 and (t0 ) 2 Hq for every 0  t0  t. In this case we
qt 0
say that x0 is q-reachable from x and denote it by x ;!x
.
A state (q0  x0 ) is reachable from (q x) via a discrete transition if x 2 Gqq , x0 = Rqq (x) and
x0 2 Hq .
0

0

0

Denition 8 (Trajectory of Hybrid Automata)
A trajectory of a hybrid automaton A starting from a state (q0  x0 ) is a pair of behaviors
= (  ) of the same metric length where : T ! X is piecewise-continuous and : T ! Q

is piecewise-constant satisfying the following conditions:
1. Initiality: (0) = x0 and (0) = q0 .

2. Continuous evolution: for every interval Ik = tk  tk+1) I (
qt
(tk ) ;!
(tk + t) for every t 2 0 tk+1 ; tk ).
3. Transition condition: for every tk 2 J ( ) such that "k;1 = q and
and (tk ) = Rqq ( (t+k )) where (t+k ) denotes the right limit of
0

) such that "k = q,
"k = q0 , (t+k ) 2 Gqq
at tk .

0

The logical length of , denoted by j jl , is the logical length of .

Figure 2.5 sketches another hybrid automaton and a projection of one of its trajectories onto
the continuous state space X = R 2 .
The use of staying conditions and the ability to switch in zero time between states can
create phenomena which are impossible in models of well-behaving continuous systems. The
two behavioral anomalies that can be generated by hybrid automata are blocking and Zeno
behaviors.

Blocking Behaviors
A trajectory is blocking if it reaches a point (q x) from which it is impossible to continue
neither by continuous nor by discrete dynamics, i.e. x 62 Hq and x 62 Gqq for every q, q0 2 Q.
An automaton is non-blocking if from every (q x) such that x 2 Hq there are no blocking
trajectories.
There are two ways to enter into a blocking situation:
0

 After a discrete transition, the system moves from (q x) to (q0 x0) but x0 does not

satisfy the staying condition of q0  as a result, the continuous evolution cannot be
continued. This means that Rqq (Gqq ) 6 Hq . As an example, consider the case when
a careless user sets the thresholds of the thermostat such that M < m and then
turns on the heater. The temperature rises to M + , at which point the thermostat
0

0

0
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x2
H1

x0

x_ = f1(x)
x 2 H1
x 2 G31

H3
G23

x 2 G21

x1

G12

x 2 G12

x 2 G13
x_ = f3(x) x 2 G32 x_ = f2(x)
x 2 H3
x 2 H2
x 2 G23=x0 := R23(x)

x2
a

H2

x3
G32

b
x1

(1)

(2)

Figure 2.5: (1) A 3-state hybrid automaton A (X = R 2 , the guards G12 and G23 are the
shaded regions and G32 is the line segment ab) (2) A sketch of a behavior of A starting from
(q1  x0 ). The jump from x2 to x3 is due to the reset R23 .
must switch o the heater, but the current temperature does not satisfy the staying
condition of the mode `o' the automaton is thus blocked.

 The system leaves Hq without entering any Gqq  consequently, the continuous evolution
0

at q is no longer possible, but the system cannot switch to another dynamics.

One of the reasons for blocking behaviors is the inconsistency of the model. An automaton
can be turned into non-blocking as follows. To prevent the rst source of blocking, for every
q q0 2 Q, Gqq can be replaced by G0qq = Gqq \ Rqq;1(Hq ) where Rqq;1 : 2X ! 2X is de ned
as
Rqq;1 (X ) = fx0 j 9x 2 X x = Rqq (x0 )g:
The second type of blocking can be removed by adding an additional discrete state to which
the system enters whenever it goes out of every Hq .
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Zeno Behaviors
A Zeno behavior is a piecewise-constant behavior having an in nite number of discontinuities
(logical length) in a bounded interval of time. For example, consider a behavior such that
J ( ) is the time sequence ftk g k = 0 : : : 1, de ned as t0 = 0 and tk = tk;1 + 1=2k which
converges to 1, and (tk ) = 0 for even k and (tk ) = 1 for odd k. Such a behavior switches

2.5 Reachability Notions
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in nitely many times between 0 and 1 in the interval 0 1). An automaton is non-Zeno if it
does not admit Zeno behaviors.
In the example of the thermostat with uncertainty, if the thresholds m and M are chosen
such that the intervals  m ;  m + ] and  M ;  M + ] overlap, then from points in
the intersection of these intervals the thermostat can keep switching between two modes
without letting time pass at each mode. The requirement of non-Zenoness, which ensures
the progress of time past any real number, comes from the fact that physical systems cannot
be in nitely fast which implies that only a nite number of actions can be executed in a
nite amount of time.
Since dynamical systems are supposed to be executed forever1, blocking and Zeno hybrid
automata are inadequate models, which often result from modeling over-abstraction or modeling errors. In this thesis, when solving the veri cation problem we assume that the hybrid
automata we address are non-Zeno2 . We will discuss Zeno behaviors in Chapter 7 where
we deal with the safety controller synthesis problem for hybrid systems. Since Zeno behaviors are mathematically possible but not physically achievable, when solving the synthesis
problem, it is important that the automaton is non-Zeno, otherwise the synthesis algorithm
might produce a controller which succeeds in avoiding bad states by preventing time from
diverging.

2.5 Reachability Notions
The set reachable from a given set of states F by a hybrid automaton can be de ned as
the set of states visited by all the trajectories starting from states in F . A trajectory of the
hybrid automaton in the continuous state space can be thought of as a sequence of trajectory segments of continuous dynamics. Thus, for a clear understanding of the reachability
notions of hybrid automata, it is convenient to consider rst discrete and continuous systems
separately.

2.5.1 Reachability of Automata
Consider an automaton M = (Q ) of De nition 3.
We de ne the successor operator Post for a set F
reached from F in one step:
Post

Q as the set of states that can be

(F ) = fq0 j 9q 2 F q0 2 (q)g:

We also de ne the predecessor operator Pre for F as the set of states from which F can be
This hypothesis is without loss of generality. In case a system can terminate execution in a state q, one
can model this by adding to it a self-loop transition whose guard Gqq = X .
2
The reader is refered to 74] for the work on nding existence and uniqueness conditions under which all
trajectories can be extended to in nite time.
1
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reached in one step:

Pre

(F ) = fq j 9q0 2 F q0 2 (q)g:

Hence, the set of states that can be reached from F is the least xed point  of the equation
 = F Post() and can be computed as the limit of the recursion

P0 = F
Pi+1 = Pi

Post

(Pi )

Similarly, the set of states from which F can be reached is the least xed point of  =
F Pre() and can be computed using the iteration

P0 = F
Pi+1 = Pi

Pre

(Pi)

2.5.2 Reachability of Continuous Systems
We consider a continuous system C of De nition 5.

Denition 9 (Successors)

The successor operator  : 2X ! 2X is de ned for a subset F of X and a time interval I
as
t 0 g:
I (F ) = fx0 j 9x 2 F 9t 2 I x ;!x

T

t 0 indicates that x0 is the state reachable from x after exactly
Recall that the notation x ;!x
t time, in other words, x0 = x (t) where x is the trajectory of C starting from x.
For simplicity, we use the notation r for rr] (states reachable after exactly r time), I (x)
for I (fxg). The reachable set from F is therefore 01) (F ) (all states reachable after any
non-negative amount of time), denoted by (F ).
Figure 2.6 illustrates the above notions. In this two-dimensional example, the shaded region
represents r (F ), that is, the set of successors of F at time point r, and the set reachable
within the time interval 0 r] lies between two dotted lines and the outer boundary of F and
of r (F ).

F

0r] (F )

r (F )

Figure 2.6: Successors of F by a continuous system.
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The set (F ) can be thought of as the union of all trajectories over all possible initial points
in F and is also known in the literature under the names reach tube 66] and ow pipe 114, 29].
Similarly, we de ne the predecessor operator. The predecessors of a set F are all the states
from which F can be reached.

Denition 10 (Predecessors)
The predecessor operator
I T as

: 2X ! 2X is de ned for a subset F of X and a time interval

I (F ) = fx

t 0 g:
j 9x0 2 F 9t 2 I x ;!x

The operators  and

satisfy the semi-group property 59], that is,
I2 (I1 (F )) = I1 I2 (F )
where  is the Minkowski sum, and, in particular, 0r2 ] (0r1 ] (F )) = 0r1+r2 ] (F ).

2.5.3 Reachability of Hybrid Automata
We can now proceed with the reachability of hybrid automata. Consider a hybrid automaton
A = (X  Q f G H R) of De nition 7.
As we have already seen, there are two types of evolutions from a state (q x), namely the
continuous evolution by the dynamics fq and the discrete evolution by taking a transition.
Accordingly, we de ne two types of successors: successors by continuous evolution, which
we call continuous-successors, and successors by discrete evolution, which we call discretesuccessors.

Denition 11 (Continuous-successors)
Given a set of states (q F ) where q 2 Q and F
successors of (q F ), denoted by c (q F ), as

X , we de ne the set of continuous-

qt 0
c (q F ) = f(q x0 ) j 9x 2 F x ;!x
g:

qt 0
Recall that the notation x ;!x
, introduced in Section 2.3, indicates that x0 is q-reachable
from x. Intuitively, this notation means that the trajectory segment of the dynamics fq from
x to x0 lies inside Hq .
Figure 2.7 depicts the continuous-successors of a set (q F ) in the continuous state space.
Unlike continuous systems, the behavior of the hybrid automaton at discrete state q is
constrained by the staying conditions Hq , which are de ned in this example by the half-space
on the left-hand side of the vertical straight line. The dotted trajectory is thus impossible,
and the point z is not reachable from F by the continuous dynamics fq . However, the
automaton admits the segment of this trajectory from x to y. As a result, all the continuoussuccessors of (q F ) lie on one side of the vertical line.
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z
x

y

c(q F )

F

Hq
Figure 2.7: Continuous-successors of F by the dynamics fq
Let F be a set of states de ned as F = f(q Fq ) j q 2 Q ^ Fq Xg. We can naturally
extend the above de nitions to the continuous-successors of F as follows:

c (F ) = c (q Fq ):
q2Q

We turn now to discrete-successors.

Denition 12 (Discrete-successors)

Given a transition from q to q0 and a set of states (q F ) where q q0 2 Q and F X ,
we de ne the set of discrete-successors of (q F ) with respect to the transition from q to q0 ,
denoted by qq (q F ), as
qq (q F ) = f(q0 x0) j 9x 2 F x 2 Gqq ^ x0 2 Rqq (x) ^ x0 2 Hq g:
0

0

0

0

0

The set qq (q F ) contains the states (q0  x0 ) where x0 are the points in Hq resulting from
applying the reset relation Rqq to the points x in F that satisfy the guard Gqq .
To illustrate, consider the example shown in Figure 2.8 where the set F is the set of
continuous-successors in the example of Figure 2.7. The set Hq is the half-space below
the horizontal line, and the guard Gqq is the rectangle. Suppose that the continuous variables do not change after taking the transition from q to q0 . The discrete-successors of (q F )
with respect to this transition can be obtained by intersecting F with Gqq and then with
Hq , which gives the shaded region in the gure.
The set of discrete-successors of (q F ) by executing all enabled transitions from q, denoted
by d (q F ), is

d(q F ) = qq (q F ):
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

q 2Q

0

0

Hence, the set of discrete-successors for a set of states F = f(q Fq ) j q 2 Q ^ Fq

d (F ) = d (q Fq ):
q2Q

Xg is
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Gqq

F
qq (q F )

0

Hq

0

0

Hq
Figure 2.8: Discrete-successors of F by transition from q to q0 .
We de ne now the operator  for F as the set of states reachable from F by continuous
dynamics and then discrete transitions:
(F ) = d(c(F )):
Then, the reachable set from F by the automaton A is the limit of the recursion
P0 = F
Pi+1 = (Pi)
The successor operators are basic ingredients in forward reachability analysis. For backward
reachability, we introduce subsequently the predecessor operators.

Denition 13 (Continuous-predecessors)
Given a set of states (q F ) where q 2 Q and F

X , we de ne the set of continuous-

predecessors of (q F ), denoted by c (q F ), as
qt
c (q F ) = f(q x0 ) j 9x 2 F x0 ;!x g:

Denition 14 (Discrete-predecessors)
Given a set of states (q F ) where q 2 Q and F X , we de ne the set of discrete-predecessors
of (q F ) with respect to the transition from q0 to q, denoted by q q (q F ), as
0
0
0
0 0
q q (q F ) = f(q  x ) j 9x 2 F x 2 Rq q (x ) ^ x 2 Hq ^ x 2 Gq q g:
0

0

0

0

0

Then, the set of discrete-predecessors of (q F ) is

d (q F ) =
q q (q F )
q 2Q

0

0

and the set of discrete-predecessors of F = f(q Fq ) j q 2 Q ^ Fq

d (F ) =
d (q Fq ):
q2Q

Xg is
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2.6 Other Hybrid System Models
Hybrid systems have been intensively studied by both computer science and control communities. However, the respective approaches to the modeling of hybrid systems are slighly
dierent due to the dierent types of problems of interest and analysis/design techniques in
these two disciplines.
The approach pursued by computer scientists is to extend traditional nite-state automata
by introducing progressively more complex continuous dynamics. Timed automata 4] can be
viewed as a very restricted class of hybrid automata in which the derivative of all continuous
variables is 1. The rst model which augmented discrete transition systems with variables
governed by dierential equations is the phase-transition system 79], from which the hybrid
automaton model was derived. In 2] it was shown that the reachability problem for hybrid
automata is undecidable, i.e. there is no general algorithm for any hybrid automaton. The
research in the computer science approaches continued in two major directions. One was to
build tools for classes of hybrid systems for which the veri cation problem is solvable (e.g.
Kronos 112] and Uppaal 69] for timed automata) or semi-solvable (HyTech 51] for `linear'
hybrid automata3). The other was to nd further restrictions on continuous and discrete
dynamics that guarantee decidability. Several models along these lines are multirate timed
automata 2], piecewise-constant derivative systems PCD 11], integration graphs 60], and
rectangular hybrid automata 92]. In these models, essentially, the guard and staying sets
are polyhedra and the vector elds are constant in every discrete state. These works gave
important insights concerning the diculties in exporting exact veri cation methodology to
hybrid systems. In addition, the hybrid automaton model has been accepted as a working
model by the control community.
Control theorists, on the other hand, approach hybrid systems by incorporating discrete behaviors into their continuous dynamical descriptions, speci cally ordinary dierential equations (see 46, 25] and references from there). Other models which deal explicitly with
continuous dynamics and discrete event dynamics consist of a continuous plant (represented
by dierential equations) supervised by a discrete controller (represensed by an automaton).
Examples of such models are 41, 86, 7]. A more general hybrid model is proposed in 26],
which considers a variety of hybrid behaviors exhibited in hybrid control systems within a
uni ed dynamical setting. Surveys of the hybrid models developed from the control point
of view can be found in 26, 25, 70] and a comparison between discrete and continuous
dynamical systems in 78].

3
Linear hybrid automata should not be confused with hybrid automata where continuous dynamics are
linear.

Part II
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Chapter 3

Algorithmic Verication
3.1 Problematics
Having a formal model for hybrid systems and their behaviors, we need methods for proving
that these systems behave as required. We will adopt the algorithmic veri cation methodology (also known as model checking 82]), which has been developed for discrete systems and
applied successfully to digital circuits and communication protocols. In this thesis, we will
concentrate on invariance properties, which are the simplest type of safety properties 81]
and can be phrased as follows: no trajectory of the system should ever reach a certain subset
B of the state space, or equivalently, the system will always stay in the complement of B.
For nite automata, there are two straightforward methods to verify invariance properties,
namely by forward and backward reachability. The forward reachability method consists in
starting with an initial set F of states and computing iteratively their successors until the
set of all reachable states is computed (this is guaranteed to happen after a nite number of
steps), and this set is then checked for intersection with B. This is summarized by the following algorithm which makes use of the successor operator Post, introduced in the previous
chapter.

Algorithm 1 (Forward Reachability)
R0 := F 
repeat k = 0 1 2 : : :
if (Rk \ B 6= ) return unsafe
Rk+1 := Rk Post(Rk )
until Rk+1 = Rk

return safe

Backward reachability starts with the set B, calculates iteratively its predecessors until convergence, and then checks whether the computed set intersects with the initial set F . The
37
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veri cation algorithm using backward reachability is given below (Pre is the predecessor
operator).

Algorithm 2 (Backward Reachability)
R0 := B
repeat k = 0 1 2 : : :
if (Rk \ F 6= ) return unsafe
Rk+1 := Rk Pre(Rk )
until Rk+1 = Rk

return safe

The veri cation problem for any nite-state discrete system can be solved using either of
the above algorithms since the transition function, the initial set F , the set B, and the set of
reachable states accumulated over the execution are nite and can be represented explicitly.
Now, if extended to hybrid automata, these algorithms involve the computation of the following functions over subsets of the state space of hybrid systems:

 Successors or predecessors: Q 2X ! Q 2X 
 Union and intersection: 2X 2X ! 2X  and
 Emptiness checking: 2X ! f0 1g.
Set union is needed to accumulate the reachable states emptiness checking and set intersection are needed to check whether the system reaches states in B. Note that to detect
the termination of the algorithms, i.e. when Rk+1 = Rk , one can check emptiness of the set
dierence Rk+1 ; Rk .
In order to able to compute these functions, the rst ingredient we need is a nite syntactic
representation of the sets encountered during the execution of the algorithms. The continuous
state space X of hybrid automata is in R n , and hence, unlike in nite-state systems, subsets
of X do not admit an enumerative representation and can only be represented symbolically,
such as by formulas of some logic. Examples of classes of subsets of X which admit a
symbolic representation are the polyhedral sets (represented by Boolean combinations of
linear inequalities) and the semi-algebraic sets (represented by combinations of polynomial
inequalities).
Another diculty comes with the two-phase evolution of hybrid systems, which requires
the ability to compute the successors or predecessors of sets of states not only by discrete
transitions but also by continuous dynamics. In the continuous phase, this associates with
the special problem of characterizing trajectories of continuous systems. For concreteness,
we illustrate this problem by means of a hybrid automaton with only one discrete state whose
staying set is the whole state space. Suppose that the initial set F can be characterized by a
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formula F (x) whose truth value is 1 i x 2 F , and similarly, the set B by a formula B (x).
Suppose further that the dierential equation x_ = f (x) of the continuous dynamics admits
a closed-form solution x (t) for every initial condition x hence the reachable set from F is
exactly the set of x for which the formula

r(x) = 9x0 F (x0 ) ^ 9t  0 x = x (t)
0

is true. Similarly, proving that the system is safe amounts to proving that the formula

8x0 F (x0) ) 8t : t  0 :B (x (t))
0

(3.1)

is true, which can be done by eliminating the quanti ers. If B , F , and x (t) are de nable
in a theory for which quanti er elimination is possible, then the problem can, in principle,
be solved by symbolic manipulation of formulas 105].
When the derivative f is constant: f (x) = c, we have x (t) = x + ct the quanti ers in (3.1)
can thus be eliminated using linear algebra. This is the basis for veri cation algorithms for
classes of hybrid systems 112, 69, 51] in which the derivatives of continuous variables are
constant, staying conditions and transition guards are speci ed as combinations of linear
inequalities hence, reachable sets are de nable by linear formulas (see Figure 3.1 for an
example).

f
F

B

Figure 3.1: Computation of the reachable set of a one-state hybrid system with constant
derivatives where the initial set F and the bad set B are polyhedral. Checking the intersection
of the reachable set with B can be done by linear algebra.
For systems with non-trivial dynamics, the situation is much more complicated. First, in
many cases we do not know explicit solutions of the dierential equations. Furthermore,
even when we know such solutions, their forms may not allow a general method for proving
equation (3.1). For example, for linear systems x_ = Ax we have a closed-form solution
x (t) = xeAt , but a proof of (3.1) is possible only for a very restricted class of matrices. Recent results concerning the applicability of algebraic manipulation techniques for the
reachability analysis of hybrid systems with linear continuous dynamics appear in 88, 6].
In addition to the problem of characterizing the states reachable in one continuous phase,
applying Algorithms 1 or 2 to hybrid automata may result in a computation which alternates
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inde nitely between two or more discrete states, each time adding more and more successors. It has been proved that even for simple systems with constant derivatives, where the
computation of continuous-successors in each discrete state can be done exactly, there is no
general reachability algorithm which is guaranteed to terminate 49]. In other words, the
reachability problem for hybrid automata is undecidable. Figure 3.2 depicts the reachable
set computation for a 4-state PCD (piecewise-constant derivative) system 11] where X = R 2
and the staying conditions of the discrete states are the disjoint rectangles. The system starts
from the line segment F at discrete state q1 . One can see from the gure that for this system
the reachability algorithm does not terminate. The reader might wish to consult 6] for a
survey of the decidability results.

H2

H1
f1

f2
F

H4

f4

f3
H3

Figure 3.2: An example of a non-terminating computation of reachable states.
We now turn to approximate methods. Numerical simulation is a powerful tool for approximating solutions of dierential equations for a given initial condition. Starting from a single
point x in the state space, one can numerically integrate the dierential equation to obtain
an approximation ^x of the solution x . Although the approximate solution is computed
only at discrete time points, the distance between an approximate value ^x (t) and the true
values at x (t0 ) for t0 2 t ;  t + ] can be bounded. Hence, if we want to verify whether the
trajectory starting from a point x reaches B, we can, in principle, simulate the trajectory
forward and check at every step if the approximate solution is close to B. Termination is,
however, not guaranteed since trajectories of continuous systems are not always periodic.
Although simulation techniques are very useful for simulating single trajectories, they are
less so when it comes to deal with sets of trajectories arising whenever the initial condition
of the system is speci ed as a set of initial states rather than a single state, or when the continuous dynamic is inuenced by under-speci ed inputs. This is, in fact, the major dierence
between simulation/testing and veri cation.
The conclusion from the discussion thus far is that the main obstacle towards extending the
algorithmic veri cation methodology outside the world of discrete systems or hybrid systems
with trivial continuous dynamics is the lack of eective methods for characterizing reachable
sets of continuous dynamics. In the next section, we propose a framework for algorithmic
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analysis which, despite the theoretical diculty, allows practical approximate solutions to
veri cation and synthesis problems.

3.2 Approach to Solution
3.2.1 Representation of Sets
Given the diculties in computing exactly reachable sets of hybrid automata, we resort
to approximating them by polyhedra. The reason we choose polyhedra as the symbolic
representation of sets in R n is that, from the computational point of view, they are among
the geometric objects which are easier to describe and manipulate. We replace all the
operations on the real sets in the abovementioned veri cation algorithms by operations on
their polyhedral approximations and compute a sequence of polyhedra P k approximating
Rk . If over-approximations are used and the algorithm terminates, then the result is an
over-approximation of the reachable set. Nevertheless, even with polyhedral approximations
the problems of eectiveness and termination are not completely resolved.
First, termination is still not guaranteed since there are in nitely many polyhedral sets,
even in a bounded subset of R n . Second, the sets of reachable states, which are iteratively
computed by the veri cation algorithms, may have complicated forms and their approximating polyhedra might be hard to represent and manipulate. Polyhedral sets can be divided
into two types: convex and non-convex. The former are simpler and admit canonical representations, namely the dual vertex-based and constraint-based representations, which allow
ecient implementations of intersection, membership, and equivalence testing. However, if
we restrict ourselves to convex polyhedra, whenever we make a union of two sets, we need
to approximate it by their convex hull, which might result in a too coarse approximation.
Consequently, we need to use non-convex polyhedra, which are much more complex objects.
In two dimensions, any polygon can be uniquely de ned by an ordered list of its vertices,
but the treatment of non-convex polyhedra in higher dimensions is, unfortunately, very
complicated. Non-convex high dimensional polyhedra constitute a challenging object of
computational geometry. The topological representation of polygons can be generalized to
graphs of incidence and adjacency between vertices, ridges, and faces 109], yet with a lot
of requirements for a polyhedron to be well-de ned. Still, data structures and algorithms
based on this representation are very sophisticated when it comes to deal with degeneracy
and become inecient as the dimension grows. Alternatively, non-convex polyhedra can also
be represented by unions of convex polyhedra1 , or by series of Boolean operations on convex
polyhedra, such as CSG2 64] and Octree 96]. Although these representations have proved
successful in two- or three-dimensional applications, such as computer graphics and solid
modeling, they are not appropriate for higher dimensions since geometric operations become
In the veri cation tools Kronos 112] and Uppaal 69] for timed automata, reachable sets are also represented by lists of simple convex polyhedra which can be written as conjunctions of inequalities of the form
xi ;2 xj  b.
CSG stands for Constructive Solid Geometry.
1
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prohibitively expensive.
For these reasons, we restrict ourselves further to orthogonal polyhedra which can be described as unions of closed full-dimensional hyper-rectangles with rational coordinates. The
justi cation for this choice is that for orthogonal polyhedra we have a compact and, moreover,
canonical representation, which allows relatively ecient manipulation including Boolean operations, equivalence checking, and all other geometric operations. However, while the use
of orthogonal polyhedra makes algorithm design easier, a price for this is that the quality of
the approximation is poorer.
It should be noted that approximating sets of states for veri cation or controller synthesis
purposes is dierent in nature from approximating single points or trajectories, as is done
in numerical simulation. The goal of simulation is to ensure that the approximating object
is close enough to the real one. However, in set-based approximation, we often want to
guarantee that the approximating set contains the real one (over-approximation) or, in some
cases, is contained in the real one (under-approximation). We will show later that orthogonal
polyhedra are also suitable for these purposes.
To summarize, in order to give an approximate solution to the veri cation problem for
hybrid systems, we intend to represent sets of reachable states using non-convex orthogonal
polyhedra. The main challenge in the implementation of the veri cation algorithms is to nd
techniques for approximating the continuous-successor operator. This requires the ability to
compute successors for purely continuous systems, which is the major problem we attack in
this thesis. In the rest of this section, we give the key ideas of the orthogonal polyhedron
representation, which will help the reader to understand the reachability techniques proposed
in the following chapters. For more details on the representation of orthogonal polyhedra,
the reader is refered to 24, 23].

Orthogonal Polyhedron Representation
Without loss of generality, we assume that we are working in the set ;M M ]n for some
integer M > 0. With every rational number  0 we de ne the corresponding uniform grid
of size as the set of grid points G = f(z1  : : :  zn ) j zi 2 Z g (see Figure 3.3-(a)).
With every grid point v = (v1 : : :  vn ) we associate an elementary hyper-cube g(v) = v1  v1 +
] : : : vn vn + ], namely the hyper-cube of size whose leftmost corner is v. The set
of all such hyper-cubes is denoted by $ . An orthogonal polyhedron is any subset of $ (see
Figure 3.3-(b)).
A more general class of orthogonal polyhedra can be obtained by using non-uniform grids.
Such polyhedra can be thought of as unions of arbitrary axis-parallel hyper-rectangles (see
Figure 3.3-(c)).
A representation scheme for a class of objects (e.g. orthogonal polyhedra) is canonical if
the correspondence between the objects and their representations is one-to-one. A compact
canonical representation makes the checking of equivalence between polyhedra simple. For
example, the representation of convex polyhedra by the set of their vertices is canonical:
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(a)
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(c)

Figure 3.3: (a) A uniform grid G  (b) an orthogonal polyhedra on a uniform grid (c) an
orthogonal polyhedra on a non-uniform grid.
every set of vertices de nes exactly one convex polyhedron and every convex polyhedron
has a unique set of vertices. However, for non-convex polyhedra, a set of vertices is not
a representation at all since two dierent polyhedra can have the same set of vertices (see
Figure 3.4). If we represent non-convex polyhedra as unions of convex ones, we may have
more than one representation of the same polyhedron. In the sequel we discuss a vertex-based
canonical representation scheme for orthogonal polyhedra, developed in 24].

b

c

b

c

a

d

a

d

P1

P2

Figure 3.4: The polyhedra P1 and P2 are distinct but have the same vertices.
Given a grid point v and an orthogonal polyhedron P , we say the color of v is black if
g(v) 2 P and white otherwise. We de ne the neighborhood N (v) of a vertex v of P as
the set of the vertices of the elementary hyper-cube lying between (v1 ; 1 : : :  vn ; 1) and
v. A vertex is called extreme if its neighborhood contains an odd number of black points.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the above notions. The color of vertex v is black and that of v0 is
white. The neighborhood of grid point v is N (v) = fv1  v2  v3  vg.
It has been proved in 24] that an orthogonal polyhedron is uniquely represented by the set of
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v3

v

v1

v2

v0

Figure 3.5: Orthogonal polyhedron notions.
its extreme vertices. As an example, consider again the polyhedra of Figure 3.4. It is easy
to see that all the vertices of P2 are extreme while the vertices a, b, c, and d of P1 are not.
Hence, P2 is represented by all its vertices and P1 by all its vertices except a b c d. Based
on this canonical representation, algorithms for Boolean operations, membership testing,
equivalence checking as well as other geometric operations, such as face detection, were
developed and reported in 24, 23].

3.2.2 Reachability Analysis of Continuous Systems
Having chosen a representation scheme for sets of states, the remaining problem is to nd
techniques for computing reachable sets of continuous systems using this representation. We
rst formally state the problem and then present a basic reachability algorithm.

Basic Computation Procedure
Consider a continuous system C = fX  f g, as in De nition 5. The reachability problem we
consider is stated as follows.

Problem 1 Given a set F
reachable from F by C .

X , we want nd an approximation of the set (F ) of states

Numerical integration is a common method to approximate solutions of dierential equations.
The basic idea of this approach is the following. For a given initial condition x(0) = x0 , the
solution of the dierential equation of C can be written as

x0 (t) = x0 +

Zt
0

f (x0 (s))ds:

(3.2)

Given a time step r > 0 and a sequence 0 r 2r : : : , we denote by xk a numerical estimate
of the exact solution x0 (kr), k = 0 1 2 : : : . We can then obtain an approximate solution
using the following rescursive scheme:

xk+1 = xk + ;(xk  r):

(3.3)
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where ; is an approximation of the integral in (3.2). The main concern of this approach is
to nd the time step r and ; with respect to the desired accuracy and computational cost,
and this leads to numerous advanced schemes, such as multistep and Runge-Kutta 57].
This method, although not adequate for solving Problem 1 since our interest is to compute solutions for all points in the initial set and for all time points t  0, inspires us to
approximate reachable sets on a step-by-step basis using the following iterative algorithm.

Algorithm 3 (Computation of (F ))
P 0 := F 
repeat k = 0 1 2 : : :
P k+1 := P k 0r](P k )
until P k+1 = P k
The set P k here is the set of states reachable from F during the interval 0 kr], i.e. 0kr] (F ).
The algorithm terminates whenever no new reachable states are found. Algorithm 3 can be
easily extended to cater for variable time steps.
To be eective, we use orthogonal polyhedra to represent the sets encountered in Algorithm 3 and replace all the operations with their approximate versions on orthogonal polyhedra. Since orthogonal polyhedra are closed under the union operation, only 0r] needs
to be approximated. Note also that, using orthogonal polyhedra, the set of reachable states
accumulated over the execution is represented as a unique object, and hence termination
checking can be done eciently. This also proves the advantage of orthogonal polyhedra
over arbitrary polyhedra or ellipsoids since there is no easy way for deciding if a union of
convex polyhedra or ellipsoids is included into another. Moreover, the use of orthogonal
polyhedra may guarantee the termination of the algorithm if we analyze the system only in
a bounded subset of the state space, which can be represented as a union of a nite number
of orthogonal polyhedra. This issue will be discussed in more detail in the next chapters.
Nonetheless, using orthogonal polyhedra to approximate smooth sets, it is clear that we
cannot avoid approximation errors. No matter which method to compute 0r] is proposed,
the following question about error accumulation must be answered: \How does the error in
each iteration aect the global error in the obtained result?".
It is important to emphasize that the global error is the distance between the exact solution
and the approximate one and should not be confused with the local error, namely the error
incurred when we compute P k+1 from P k under the assumption that P k is `exact'. It is not
sucient to maintain the local error at less than a given tolerance since P k itself contains
errors, which may propagate to the next iterations, and consequently the global error can
grow over the execution. Therefore, another desirable property of the approximation scheme
is that the error in each iteration does not propagate.
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Let us examine, in a rather general way, how the error accumulation phenomenon is manifested when using orthogonal polyhedra (and over-approximation in general) in Algorithm 3.
Consider the example shown in Figure 3.6 where we want to over-approximate the set of
states reachable from the box D0 . The exact set is shown as the shaded region. Since x0 is
reachable from x, we must include the box D1 (which is an elementary hyper-cube of the
underlying grid) in the set of successors. This box contains points, such as y, not reachable
from D0, which bring in the next iteration new points, such as y0  as a result, we end up
adding the box D20 which contains no reachable points from D0 at all.

D2
D0

x

D20

y0

x0

D1 y

Figure 3.6: Illustration of the over-approximation error accumulation.
The phenomenon is not speci c to orthogonal polyhedra (although it is aggravated by the
coarseness of the approximation). Similar phenomena are exhibited, for example, in abstract
interpretation of programs over the integers 32] where over-approximation is called widening.
The intuitive reason for the error accumulation is that Algorithm 3 advances the computation
from kr to (k + 1)r using P k as the new initial set and thus includes in P k+1 the `fake'
successors in P k . Even though we can control the local error, the global error can still grow
if the continuous dynamics f by its very nature expands regions. Note that, by the semigroup property, computing successors of 0kr] (F ) is equivalent to computing successors of
kr (F ), or more precisely,

(0kr](F )) = (kr (F )) 0kr] (F ):
Thus, one can employ kr as the basis for the computation in the next iterations. This may
be helpful in reducing the accumulation error eect because one might expect that there is
more accumulated error in the approximation of 0kr] than in that of kr . This solution,
however, requires the additional computation of kr , which is not more feasible except for
linear systems, as we will see in the next chapter. For non-linear systems, this can still be
done yet with much sophistication.
In the following two chapters, we present two techniques for over-approximating reachable
sets of continuous systems based on Algorithm 3. One technique is specialized for linear
systems, and the other can be used for non-linear systems. The advantage of both techniques
is that they can be easily adapted to the veri cation of hybrid systems.
Before proceeding, we discuss briey some other approaches reported in the literature.
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3.3 Other Approaches
The standard algorithmic approaches to the veri cation of hybrid systems can be divided
into two categories: direct and indirect. The direct approach works directly on the continuous
state space of the system (as in this thesis). Examples are the veri cation algorithms implemented in the tools Kronos 112], Uppaal 69], and HyTech 51]. Recent works in 22, 54],
which we will outline in Chapter 8, also solve the veri cation problem for hybrid systems
with more complex continuous dynamics in a direct manner.
The indirect approach, on the other hand, reduces rst the system, via abstraction, to a
nite-state automaton. The abstraction procedure consists in nding a nite partition of the
state space such that the reachability between partition blocks is faithfully described by the
transition relation of the automaton (see 6] for more details on this issue). Once the nite
abstraction has been constructed, the veri cation can be performed on the abstracted system
with a termination guarantee, using standard tools for nite-state systems. Nevertheless, it
was shown that such a nite abstraction exists only for restricted classes of hybrid systems
either with simple continuous dynamics 4, 3, 87] or with simple discrete dynamics 68]. Even
when a given class of systems is proved to admit a nite quotient, another diculty comes
with the problem of actually computing the quotient, which requires calculating successors of
every block in the partition and is consequently at least as hard as the veri cation problem.
It should be noted that this approach is, however, important for proving correctness and
termination of the veri cation algorithms for some classes of systems 4, 49].
Alternatively, other works consider discrete approximations, that is, instead of exact nite
quotient, they search for a nite discrete system whose behaviors include all behaviors of the
original system. Recently, in 29], discrete approximations are done by iteratively re ning
state partitions using an approximate reachability method for continuous dynamics, which
is similar in some aspects to the method we propose in the next chapter.
An approach which can be viewed as a mixture of the direct and indirect approaches consists
in deriving from the original system an approximate system for which veri cation algorithms
and tools are available 94, 52, 99, 101]. The approximate system can be generated by overapproximating the complex continuous dynamics with simple dynamics (such as constant
slopes and rectangular inclusions) based on discretizations of the continuous state space.
The main drawback of this approach is that, in addition to the considerable eort of initially
abstracting continuous dynamics with respect to the desired accuracy, the size of the resulting
system might be prohibitively large for the veri cation algorithms.
Besides the algorithmic approaches, the deductive approaches have also been used 81]. Deductive methods involve proving a property by induction based on a set of axioms and
inference rules. These approaches are often aided by theorem provers (e.g. 20]) and can
verify a more general class of systems. However, unlike the algorithmic approaches, they are
not automatic and require human intelligence in the process of nding proofs.
Optimal control is another approach to the veri cation of hybrid systems, mostly used by
the control community. Instead of exploring all trajectories of the system, as is done in
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the algorithmic methods, one can turn the veri cation problem into an equivalent optimal
control problem, that is, nding the worst possible trajectory with respect to the property
to be veri ed 93, 73]. Nevertheless, solving optimal control problems for hybrid systems is
non-trivial, both analytically and computationally.

Chapter 4

Reachability Analysis of Linear
Continuous Systems
Linear dynamical systems have been extensively studied by the control community for years
because they provide suciently good models of a broad class of processes. The theory of
linear systems is well developed and has been successfully used in practice. In this chapter
we develop a reachability technique for linear continuous systems. Although this technique
is less ecient than classical methods for analyzing linear continuous systems, its main
advantage is its straighforward adaptation to veri cation and controller synthesis for hybrid
systems.
An outline of the chapter is as follows. After some preliminaries, we describe an algorithm for
approximating reachable sets of linear systems and then study the error in the approximation.
We next show how this technique can be extended to linear systems with uncertain input.
This chapter is a review of the results presented in 8].

Preliminaries
As the metric for our approximations, we will use the Hausdor distance 37], which is a good
measure for dierence between sets. We give below some basic de nitions and properties.
Let x, y be two points in R n and X , Y be two subsets of R n . We denote by hx yi the
scalar product of x and y. Let B be the unit ball at the origin: B = fx j hx xi  1g. The
geometrical sum of X and Y is de ned as X + Y = fx + y j x 2 X y 2 Y g. For  2 R ,
X = fx j x 2 X g. The set N (X ) = X + B is called the -neighborhood of X .

Denition 15 (The Hausdor distance)
1. The distance between x and y is de ned as d(x y) = jjx;yjj where jjjj is the Euclidian
1
norm, or equivalently, d(x y) = (hx ; y x ; yi) 2 .
2. The diameter of X is de ned as %(X ) = maxfd(x y) j x y 2 X g. In other words,
49
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%(X ) is the maximal distance between any two points in X .
3. The Hausdor semi-distance from X to Y is de ned as
h+ (X Y ) = minf j X N (Y )g
or equivalently,

h+(X Y ) = max
fd(x y)g:
x2X ymin
2Y

4. The Hausdor distance between X and Y is

h(X Y ) = max fh+(X Y ) h+ (Y X )g:
It is well-known that the Hausdor distance has the following properties 37].

Lemma 1
(h1) Given sets X , Y , Z in R n , h(X Z ) + h(Z Y )  h(X Y ).
(h2) Given sets X1 , X2 , Y1, Y2 in R n , if h(X1 Y1)   and h(X2 Y2 )   then

h(X1 X2  Y1 Y2)  :
Here and further the term `distance' refers to the Hausdor distance (if not explicitly stated
otherwise).

4.1 Computation Procedure
Consider a continuous linear system C = fX  f g where X
described by the linear dierential equation
x_ = Ax

R n.

The dynamics of C is
(4.1)

where A is an n n matrix.
For a given initial set F X , our goal is to nd an orthogonal polyhedron over-approximating
the reachable set (F ). We begin by stating an important property of linear systems.

Lemma 2 If F is a convex set, then for every t  0 the set t(F ) of states reachable from
F at time point t is convex.

Proof
Let x : T ! X be the trajectory of C starting from a point x 2 X . By solution of
equation (4.1), we have

x (t) = eAtx:

(4.2)
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Therefore, the set t (F ) can be written as t (F ) = eAtF . The matrix exponential eAt is a
linear operator 56] and hence preserves convexity, which implies that t (F ) is convex.
We suppose further that the initial set F is a convex polyhedron. Then, F can be written as
F = conv(V ) where conv denotes the convex-hull operator and V = fv1  : : :  vmv g is a nite
set of vertices. Note that the successor of a single point can be easily computed either by
matrix exponentiation, as shown in (4.2), or by numerical integration. Thus, to determine
t(F ), it suces to compute the set of successors at time t of the vertices of F , that is,
ft(v1) : : :  t(vmv )g, and then

t (F ) = convft(v1 ) : : :  t(vmv )g:

(4.3)

Figure 4.1 illustrates the above computation in two dimensions.
t(v1 )

v4  (v )
t 2

v1
v2

t(v4)

t(F )

F

v3

t(v3)

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the computation of t for a convex polygon F with vertices
fv1 : : :  v4g.
If we were working in discrete time, this computation would be sucient. We want, however,
to compute all the states reachable at any time t  0. In the sequel we present a technique
for over-approximating (F ).

4.1.1 Approximation Scheme
We consider the following sub-problem.

Problem 2 (Over-approximating 0r])

Given a convex polyhedron F and a time step r  0, nd an orthogonal over-approximation
of 0r](F ), denoted by b0r] (F ).

Note that the solution can be easily generalized to problems where the initial sets are nonconvex polyhedra since these can be decomposed into nitely many convex polyhedra.
We have just shown that r (F ) can be eectively computed using (4.3), and we will exploit
this to over-approximate 0r] (F ). To begin, we make some preliminary observations. An
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obvious approximation of 0r](F ) can be obtained by taking the convex hull C = conv(F
r (F )). The polyhedron C is, in general, neither a subset nor a superset of 0r] (F ). The
problem is then to nd a neighborhood of C that is guaranteed to include all the states
reachable within the time interval 0 r].
Let x : T ! X be the trajectory starting from an arbitrary point x 2 F , and let y = x (r)
be the point reachable from x at time r. The line segment from x to y can be thought of as
an approximation of x (t) for t 2 0 r] by a linear interpolation sx : T ! X de ned as

sx (t) = x + rt (x (r) ; x) t 2 0 r]:
Let S be the set of all these line segments:

S = fsx (t) j x 2 F ^ t 2 0 r]g:
Note that the set S is often a curved object. Since x 2 F and y 2 r (F ), by convexity we
have S C . Similarly, the reachable set 0r] (F ) can be written as

0r](F ) = fx (t) j x 2 F ^ t 2 0 r]g:

Theorem 1 Given a time step r  0, there exists # = O(r2) such that 0r](F ) N (C #).
Proof
Since S C , we have N (S #) N (C #) hence, to prove the theorem, we will prove that
0r] (F ) N (S #). To this end, we estimate the distance between 0r] (F ) and S . Using
Lemma 1-(h2), h(0r](F ) S ) is the upper bound on the distance between x (t) and sx (t)
for every x 2 F and for every t 2 0 r]. This distance is written as

jjsx(t) ; x(t)jj = jjx + rt x(eAr ; I ) ; eAtxjj:
By Taylor's theorem

eAt = I + At + 21 A2 t2 +

We nd after obvious simpli cations

1 1
X

ii

At:
i
!
i=3

jjsx(t) ; x(t)jj = jjx( 21 A2t(r ; t) +

1 1
X

Ai (ri ; ti))jj:
i
!
i=3

Let M be the constant bounding the norm jjxjj. Then, the following inequality holds for all
t 2 0 r]:
(4.4)
jjsx(t) ; x (t)jj  81 M jjAjj2r2 + O(r3) = #:
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This means that 0r] (F ) N (S #), and consequently 0r] (F ) N (C #). Formula (4.4)
also shows that # is indeed of O(r2 ). This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 1 suggests the following scheme to solve Problem 2.

Scheme 1 (Over-approximating 0r](F ))
1. Compute r (F ).
2. Compute C = conv(F r (F )).
3. Find N (C #), the #-neighborhood of C with # from Theorem 1.
4. Find an orthogonal polyhedron over-approximating N (C #).
Although N (C #) is already an over-approximation of 0r] (F ), the goal of the last step is
to represent the reachable set after successive iterations succintly as a unique orthogonal
polyhedron, so that termination checking can be done eciently.
We show now how to implement Scheme 1. The rst step can be done, as mentioned earlier,
by numerical integration, and the second can be done using standard convex-hull algorithms.
Let us proceed with the third step.

Constructing N (C #)
The set N (C #) = C + #B is not polyhedral, and in order to stay in the world of polyhedra
we nd a polyhedral over-approximation of N (C #). For doing this, we de ne the operator
bloat as follows.

Denition 16 Let C be a convex polyhedron C = Tmi=0c fx j hai  xi  big, and let # be a real
number. We de ne

bloat(C #) =

mc
\

fx j hai  xi  bi + #jjaijjg:

i=0

In words, bloat(C #) is the convex polyhedron resulting from pushing outward the halfspaces of C by the amount #. As an example, consider the polygon C shown in Figure 4.2,
where the enveloping polygon represents bloat(C #) and the boundary of the neighborhood
N (C #) is the curved line.
It can be easily shown that bloat(C #) is indeed anpover-approximation of N (C #) and the
distance between C and bloat(C #) is bounded by n#.
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bloat(C #)
C

#

Figure 4.2: Illustration of bloat(C #).

Orthogonal Approximation
The last step of Scheme 1 is the over-approximation of a convex polyhedron by an orthogonal
polyhedron. Under-approximations are needed for other types of analysis, which we shall
discuss later. It is important to emphasize that every orthogonal polyhedron that is used in
our approximation procedure should be de ned on the same underlying grid.

Denition 17 (Orthogonal approximation)

We de ne the operators grido and gridu for a convex polyhedron C and a grid G as follows.

 grido(C ) is the smallest orthogonal polyhedron de ned on G such that grido(C )  C .
 gridu(C ) is the largest orthogonal polyhedron de ned on G such that gridu(C ) C .
Followed immediately from the de nition, grido(C ) and gridu(C ) can be written as

grido(C ) = fg(v) j v 2 G ^ g(v) \ C 6= g
gridu(C ) = fg(v) j v 2 G ^ g(v) C g
where g(v) is the elementary hyper-cube associated with a grid point v in G . In other words,
gridu(C ) is the union of all elementary hyper-cubes which are inside C , and grido(C ) is the
union of all elementary hyper-cubes whose intersection with C is not empty (see Figure 4.3).
Note that for a given underlying grid, grido(C ) and gridu(C ) are tight orthogonal approximations of the convex polyhedron C in the sense that there exists no orthogonal polyhedron
smaller than grido(C ) that includes C and there exists no orthogonal polyhedron larger than
gridu(C ) that is inscribed in C .
An obvious method for computing grido(C ) and gridu(C ) is to test all the elementary hypercubes g(v) residing in the bounding box of C . This is, evidently, inecient since the number
of tests, which depends on the ratio of the volume of C to the size of the grid, can be large.
In Chapter 8 (Implementation), we will present a more ecient method for computing grido
and gridu, inspired by the Binary Space Partition concept 40].
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gridu (C )
C

grido (C )

Figure 4.3: Orthogonal approximations: the convex polyhedron C is over- and underapproximated by grido(C ) and gridu(C ).
It is not hard to see that the error in both over-approximation and under-approximation
in terms of the Hausdor distance is bounded by , and one can obtain more accurate
orthogonal approximations by using ner grids.

4.1.2 Reachability Algorithm
We have now all the ingredients needed to compute an orthogonal over-approximation of

0r] (F ). Embedding this procedure in Algorithm 3, we obtain the following algorithm for
over-approximating the reachable set (F ).

Algorithm 4 (Over-approximating (F ))
P 0 :=  X 0 :=F 
repeat k = 0 1 2 : : :
X k+1 := r (X k )
C k+1 := conv(X k+1 X k )
Cok+1 := bloat(C k+1 #)
Gk+1 := grido(Cok+1)
P k+1 := P k Gk+1 
until P k+1 = P k
return P k+1
Figure 4.4 illustrates the steps of Algorithm 4 with a simple two-dimensional example where
the initial set F is a line segment with two extreme points v1 and v2 . The set X 0 is initialized
to the initial set F , and the algorithm basically repeats the following four steps:
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v

r ( 1 )

X1

v1
X0

X1

v

r ( 2 )

= F v2

C1
X0

(1) X 1 = convfr (v1 ) r (v2 )g:

(2) C 1 = conv(X 0 X 1 ):
Co1

Co1
C1

G1

(3) Co1 = bloat(C 1  #):

X

= P1

(4) G1 = grido(Co1):
X2

2
2

G

P2

X1

The second iteration computes
G2 based on X 1 :

P 2 = G1 G2 :

Figure 4.4: Two iterations of Algorithm 4 on a simple example where the initial set F is a
two-dimensional line segment with two extreme points v1 and v2 . The computation in the
second iteration starts from X 1 .
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1. Compute X k+1 = r (X k ), which represents the reachable set after exactly kr time. In
Figure 4.4, the dotted lines are the real trajectories starting from the vertices of X 0 ,
and the exact set 0r] (X 0) lies between these lines.
2. Compute C k+1 as the convex hull of (X k X k+1 ) or equivalently the convex-hull of the
vertices of both X k and X k+1 . The convex-hull algorithm provides us with information
about the orientation of the faces of C k+1 , which is used in the next step.
3. Bloat C k+1 by the amount # determined according to (4.4) to obtain the convex polyhedron Cok+1 , which is guaranteed to contain 0r] (X k ).
4. Compute the orthogonal over-approximation Gk+1 of Cok+1 . The polyhedron Gk+1
representing bkr(k+1)r](F ) is then added to P k+1 that is used to store all the states
reachable over the execution.
In the example shown in Figure 4.4, after the rst iteration we get the orthogonal polyhedron
G1  0r](F ). In the next iteration, we repeat the above four steps starting from X 1 to obtain G2  r2r](F ). The orthogonal polyhedron P 2 = G1 G2 is thus an over-approximation
of the set of states reachable after two iterations.
Careful readers may realize that approximate calculations are used in Algorithm 4, and
hence the condition P k+1 = P k is not sucient to ensure that whenever the algorithm
terminates, it gives an over-approximation of the whole reachable set. We defer this problem
to Section 4.4 and continue with a brief discussion on the main factors which inuence the
time cost of Algorithm 4.

Computational Cost
The computation time of the rst three steps depends on the number of vertices of X k
because it determines the number of numerical integrations to perform as well as the time
complexity of the convex-hull algorithm. Note that the bloat operation requires intersecting
half-spaces, which can be transformed into a convex-hull problem. It is worth mentioning that
although the number of vertices of X k is unchanged over the execution, the time needed for
numerical integration1, being sensitive to the stiness of dierential equations, may vary. We
have already seen that the computation time needed for orthogonal approximations depends
mostly on the ratio of the volume of X k to the granularity of the underlying grid. Moreover,
the use of ner grids results in more vertices in P k and consequently more computation time
for the union operation and equivalence testing in the next two steps. We will show, in the
next section, that the size of the underlying grid must be chosen according to the desired
accuracy. Therefore, a crucial problem is to nd the right compromise between accuracy and
computational cost.
1
The time step r of our approximation scheme should not be confused with the step-size of numerical
integration procedures.
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4.2 Error Analysis
In order to guarantee the desired accuracy, we need to determine the bound on error in the
approximate solution and nd conditions for ensuring an error under the speci ed tolerance.

4.2.1 Error Propagation
The main advantage of Algorithm 4 is that it avoids the eect of over-approximation error
accumulation due to the use of orthogonal polyhedra. To clarify this, let us indicate two
types of errors that are introduced into the computation in each iteration.

 Numerical integration error which results from the computation of X k+1 from X k .
 Over-approximation error which is inherent in the approximation of 0(k+1)r](F ) by
P k+1 based on X k+1 and X k .

Indeed, the polyhedron P k contains the over-approximation error while X k does not. Since
P k+1 is computed based on X k and not on P k , the over-approximation error does not propagate from iteration to iteration.
We assume that the numerical integration error is negligible2 therefore, every polyhedra
X k is the exact set kr (F ). Under this assumption, we can state an important property of
Algorithm 4: the global error does not accumulate over the execution. In other words, the
error in the result is the upper bound on the local error incurred in each iteration.

4.2.2 Error Estimation
We now estimate the error in our approximation under the assumption that there is no
numerical integration error. We will prove that the error in terms of the Hausdor distance
can be made arbitrarily small by choosing the adequate value of the time step and the grid
size.
We are interested in nding the worst-case error, that is, the largest error for any input
system, so that we can guarantee that the error in the results produced by our algorithm
will never be beyond this.
Since the over-approximation error does not propagate from one iteration to another, it sufces to study the local error incurred in each iteration. To get a bound on it, we estimate the
distance between the exact set 0r] (F ) and the approximate set b0r] (F ), which is obtained
by making the convex hull C , bloating C to get Co , and transforming Co into orthogonal.
By the triangle inequality, we have
h(0r](F ) b0r](F ))  h(0r](F ) C ) + h(C Co) + h(Co  b0r] (F )):
The numerical integration error is sometimes inevitable due to the eects of round-o errors in the
arithmetic of the computer. To handle this problem, special arithmetics, such as interval arithmetic 1], can
be used.
2
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We have shown earlier that the distance between Co and b0r] (F ) = grido(Co ) is bounded
by the grid size . Then,
h(0r](F ) b0r](F ))  h(0r](F ) C ) + h(C Co ) + :
(4.5)
We estimate rst h(0r] (F ) C ). The distance between an arbitrary point x 2 F and its
successors t (x) = xeAt for every t 2 0 r] satis es the following inequality:
jjt(x) ; xjj  M jjeAr ; I jj
where M is the constant bounding jjxjj.
It then follows by Lemma 1-(h2) that
h(0r](F ) F )  M jjeAr ; I jj:
Since C = conv(F r (F )), we also have h(C F )  M jjeAr ; I jj. This leads to
h(0r](F ) C )  h(0r](F ) F ) + h(F C )  2M jjeAr ; I jj:
Expanding eAr in a Taylor series, we obtain
h(0r] (F ) C )  2M jjAjjr + O(r2) = :
(4.6)
This means that the distance between the real set 0r] (F ) and the convex hull C is bounded
by , which is of O(r).
p
As stated in the previous section, h(C Co )  n# where
# = 18 M jjAjj2r2 + O(r3)
is the bloating amount applied to the convex hull C and n is the dimension of the system.
Therefore,
h(0r](F ) b0r] (F ))  2M jjAjjr + + O(r2):
(4.7)
Note that h(C Co ) is now included in the O(r2 ) term in the right-hand side of the above
inequality. Formula (4.7) yields the following theorem.

Theorem 2 The error in the approximation is bounded by
 = 2M jjAjjr + + O(r2)
where r is the time step and is the size of the underlying grid.

The theorem also shows that  is of O(r), and this provides us with the information about
how fast the approximate solution approaches the true solution by reducing the time step. In
addition, by re ning the underlying grid, can be made as small as desired. The following
result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.
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Result 1 The error in the approximation can be made arbitrarily small by changing the time
step r and the grid size .

Remark 1 The upper bound  on the error from Theorem 2 can be much larger than the
real error in practice.

As we have already seen, the error in our approximation is mostly due to the approximation
by the convex hull C . This comes as no surprise since the reachable set 0r](F ) need not
be convex. The error incurred in the convex-hull step is of O(r) while the other errors are
of O(r2 ). However, the bound  on the distance h(0r] (F ) C ), given in (4.6), is approached
only when the set 0r] (F ) is very concave. In many other cases, this distance can be much
smaller.

a0

a

C

(1)

b

b0

C=S

b0

a0

a

(2)

b

Figure 4.5: In (1) the distance h(0r](F ) C ) is of O(r) while in (2) it is of O(r2).
To illustrates this point, consider two examples shown in Figure 4.5. The initial set F is the
two-dimensional line segment ab, and the set of its successors at time r is the line segment
a0 b0. The dotted curves are the true trajectories from a and b, and the exact reachable sets
0r] (F ) are shown as the shaded regions in both examples. One can see that the distance
h(0r](F ) C ) in (1) is of O(r). However, in (2) the set S and the convex hull C coincides.
In addition, we have shown in the proof of Theorem 1 that h(0r](F ) S ) = O(r2) therefore
h(0r](F ) C ) in (2) is of O(r2).

4.2.3 Accuracy Improvement
A conclusion from the error analysis is that the intermediate convex-hull approximation
causes the most signi cant error in the results. A solution to remedy this consists in, rst,
partitioning the polyhedron F into sub-polyhedra, whose successors at time r can be easily
computed from r (F ) by simple linear transformations, and, second, applying the approximation scheme to each sub-polyhedron separately. If the sub-polyhedra are small enough,
then the convex-hull approximation incurs considerably less error. To illustrate how partioning can improve the approximation accuracy, consider again the example with the worst-case
error shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.6-(1) and -(2) depict the results obtained without and
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b0
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b
2
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a1

G = b0r](F )

b0

(1)
(2)
Figure 4.6: Accuracy improvement by partitioning of the polyhedron.
with prior partitioning the initial polyhedron. In (2), the segment ab is split into eight subsegments. The successors of the sub-segment aa1 is a0 a01 , and the shaded polygon C1 is their
convex hull. One can see that by treating each sub-segment separately the error due to the
convex-hull approximation is reduced, and the accuracy of the result is remarkably improved.
As shown in the gures, the global error 2 in the result obtained with partitioning in (2) is
much smaller than the error 1 in (1). Nevertheless, it is clear that this solution results in a
loss of eciency in terms of computation time.

4.3 Under-approximation
While the safety veri cation problem requires over-approximation of the  operator, other
tasks such as controller synthesis (characterizing all states from which the system satis es a
given property) requires under-approximation of this operator. In this section, we show how
to compute an orthogonal under-approximation of 0r] (F ), denoted by e0r] (F ).
The idea is the following. Let G be the orthogonal over-approximation of 0r](F ): G =
b0r] (F ). We know that the distance between 0r](F ) and G is bounded by  from Theorem 2,
and hence we can compute e0r] (F ) by `narrowing' the polyhedron G by the amount . For
doing this, we de ne the rectangular neighborhood of G as follows.
Let E be the set of faces of G. Consider a face e 2 E whose normal is parallel to the axis
i 2 f1 : : :  ng. The face e is indeed an (n ; 1)-dimensional hyper-rectangle and can be
written as
e = l1 u1] : : : li  li ] : : : ln un]:
The rectangular -neighborhood of e, denoted by Ns (e ), is simply a full-dimensional hyperrectangle written as

Ns (e ) = l1 ;  u1 + ] : : : li ;  li + ] : : : ln ;  un + ]
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and the rectangular -neighborhood of the boundary of G is

Ns (@G ) =



e2E

Ns (e ):

We compute the under-approximation e0r] (F ) as follows:

e0r](F ) = G n Ns (@G ):

(4.8)

Then, to obtain an under-approximation of the whole reachable set, we need just insert this
computation in Algorithm 4.
An important remark is that the under-approximation e0r] (F ) described above may be
empty even if the interior of the initial polyhedron F is not empty. This happens when ,
which is O(r), is large and the polyhedron F is narrow. In such cases, in order to obtain a
non-empty under-approximation, one needs to reduce the time step r.

4.4 Termination Condition
In order for Algorithm 4 to be correct, the termination condition must ensure that when the
algorithm terminates, it gives an over-approximation of the whole reachable set.
By construction, the set computed in each iteration is guaranteed to be an over-approximation
of the required set. However, the equivalence between the approximate sets obtained in two
consecutive iterations is not sucient for the termination decision. In fact, P k can be written
as P k = 0kr] (F ) E k where E k represents the over-approximation error. If the polyhedron
X k+1 is, unfortunately, included in E k , then using P k+1 = P k as termination condition one
may decide to stop whereas X k+1 contains the states which have not been really visited and
can still generate new reachable states. The example shown in Figure 4.7 illustrates this
phenomenon. In this example, the system starts from a line segment X 0 . As integration
is performed, the line segment spirals towards the origin. After some iterations, X k+1 is
included in the previously computed set P k because of the over-approximation error, and
we have then P k+1 = P k . If the algorithm stops at this point, some reachable states will be
missed.
As stated earlier, the polyhedron X k+1 is the exact set (k+1)r (F ). Hence, for the termination
decision, it is sucient to check the condition

X k+1 0(k+1)r](F )

(4.9)

Indeed, when this condition is satis ed, the polyhedron X k+1 contains uniquely the states
that the system has already visited during the time interval 0 (k + 1)r] as a result, X k+1
will not contribute any new reachable states. Nevertheless, we do not know the exact set
0(k+1)r](F ). To be sound, we use a stronger condition, that is, we check whether X k+1 is
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Xk

X k+1

Pk

P k+1 = P k

X0

Figure 4.7: The condition P k+1 = P k is satis ed, but not all the reachable states are visited
(the exact reachable set lies between two dotted curves).
included in e0(k+1)r](F ), which is a subset of 0(k+1)r](F ). Note that the checking of this
condition, in some cases, cannot detect that the set X k+1 is included in X k , and we will
therefore check both. To be precise, the algorithm using this termination condition is as
follows.

Algorithm 5 (Over-approximating (F ))
P 0 :=  X 0 := F  Pu0 := 
repeat k = 0 1 2 : : :
X k+1 := r (X k )
C k+1 := conv(X k+1 X k )
Cok+1 := bloat(C k+1 #)
Gk+1 := grido(Cok+1)
Gku+1 := Gk+1 n Ns (@Gk+1 )
Puk+1 := Puk Gku+1
P k+1 := P k Gk+1
until X k+1 Puk+1 _ X k+1 X k
return P k+1
In each iteration, the orthogonal polyhedron Gku+1 is an under-approximation of kr(k+1)r](F )
and Puk+1 is an under-approximation of 0(k+1)r](F ).
We can now state an important property of Algorithm 5, which is a direct consequence of
the above analysis.

Theorem 3 (Soundness)

If Algorithm 5 terminates then it produces an over-approximation of the reachable set.
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As mentioned above, the new termination condition being stronger than (4.9), the price for
soundness is that the algorithm may not terminate in some cases. Notice that Algorithm 5
can also be used to compute an under-approximation of the reachable set.
Before continuing with a discussion on linear systems with uncertain input, we remark that
the results presented so far can be straightforwardly extended to systems with constant input
of the form x_ = Ax + u where u is a constant in R n .

4.5 Extension to Linear Systems with Uncertain Input
It is of great interest to study systems which are subject to external disturbances about
which we know only some constraints. An example of such systems is a thermostat whose
behavior is inuenced by uctuations in the outside temperature about which we know only
the minimum and maximum values.
We have proposed a reachablity algorithm for linear systems without input. In the following
we discuss an extension of this algorithm to linear systems with uncertain input. We present
rst some basic notions related to non-deterministic behavior of such systems.

4.5.1 Additional Notations
Consider a continuous system C = fX  U f g, where X R n is the state space of the system
and U  R m is the input set. The behavior of the system is described by the following
dierential equation

x_ = f (x u)

(4.10)

where x 2 X is the state of the system and u 2 U is the input. We assume a set of admissible
inputs U consisting of measurable functions of the form : T ! U .
The behavior of such systems can also be analyzed using dierential inclusions 14].

Denition 18 (Trajectory of Continuous Dynamical Systems with input)
A trajectory of C starting from a point x 2 X under a given input : T ! U is a continuous
behavior  x  : T ! X such that  x  (t) is the solution of x_ (t) = f (x(t) (t)) with the initial
condition x(0) = x.
The trajectory  x  is also called the `response' of the system to when starting at x.
We assume that the function f is globally Lipschitz in x and continuous in u. This assumption guarantees existence and uniqueness of the solution of the dierential equation (4.10)
for a given 2 U 48, 56] therefore the trajectory  x  is unique.
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When the input cannot be observed, the behavior of the system is non-deterministic. For a
given initial condition x, every xed input generates a dierent solution to (4.10). As a
consequence, under all admissible inputs the system produces a dense `bundle' of trajectories.
Let F be a subset of X . The set of states reachable from F at time point t under a given
input 2 U, denoted by t  (F ), is simply the set of states visited at time t by all the
trajectories starting from points in F under :



t  (F ) =

x2F

 x (t):

The set of all states reachable from F at time point t, denoted by t (F ), is

 t (F ) =



2U

t  (F ):

Then, the set of all states reachable from F during the time interval 0 r] is

0r] (F ) =



t20r]

t (F )

and the set of all states reachable from F after any non-negative amount of time is thus
01](F ), which we denote by (F ) for brevity. The above notions are illustrated in Figure 4.8. One can see from the gure that under dierent inputs the system, when started at
point x, generates dierent trajectories.
r (F )
r (F )

 x 

x

 x 
F

x

0r] (F )
F

x

x 

 x 

0

Figure 4.8: Reachable set of a continuous dynamical system with input.

4.5.2 Reachability Algorithm
We consider a linear system C = fX  U f g where X R n and U  R n . The dynamics of
the system is de ned by the linear dierential equation

x_ = Ax + u
where x 2 X and u 2 U . We assume that the input set U is convex and compact.

(4.11)
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Let us recall our reachability problem. Given a convex polyhedron F , we want to compute
an over-approximation of the reachable set from F , that is, (F ).
A natural inclination is to use the underlying idea of the method for linear systems without
input. Concretely, to over-approximate 0r] (F ) we compute the convex hull C = conv(F
r (F )), bloat C by a certain amount, and over-approximate it by an orthogonal polyhedron.
However, in order to extend this method to systems with uncertain input, one has to consider
the following two facts:
1. The technique for computing t (F ), presented in Section 4.1, is no longer appropriate
because it is impossible to simulate trajectories from the vertices of F with all possible
inputs. To solve this problem, we will make use of the technique suggested by P.
Varaiya 106], which is based on the Maximum principle of optimal control 59, 77].
2. The estimation of the bloating amount applied to the convex hull C that guarantees
over-approximations must take into account uncertainty in the input.
We begin by presenting the technique of 106] for approximating t (F ), i.e. the set of states
reachable from F at time point t.

Approximating t(F )
Consider a face e of F whose supporting hyper-plane is

P = fx j ha xi = ha yig
where a is the outward normal to e and y is an arbitrary point on the face e, which we call
supporting point of P . Hence, the polyhedron F lies inside the half-space H = fx j ha xi 
ha yig.
The key idea is the following. By the Maximum Principle, for every face e of F there exists
an input  2 U such that calculating the successors of its supporting plane P under  is
sucient to derive a tight polyhedral approximation of t (F ).
It can be proved that the evolution of the normal to P is governed by the adjoint system of
C , denoted by C T , whose dynamics is described by the following dierential equation 77]:

x_ = ;AT x:

(4.12)

Let a : T ! X be the trajectory of C T starting from a, in other words, a is the solution
to the dierential equation (4.12) with the initial condition x(0) = a:

a (t) = e;AT t a:
One can see that the trajectory a of the normal to e does not depend on the input.

(4.13)
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Recall that  x  denotes the trajectory of C starting from point x and under the input
function . By solution of (4.11), we have

x (t) = eAtx +
Thus,

Zt
0

eA(t;s) (s)ds:

ha (t) x  (t)i = ha(t) eAtxi + ha(t)

Zt
0

eA(t;s) (s)dsi:

(4.14)

Since a (t) = e;AT t a and, in addition, every initial point x 2 F satis es ha xi  ha yi,
after obvious simpli cations we obtain from (4.14) the following inequality which holds for
all inputs 2 U, for all x 2 F and for all t  0:
ha(t) x (t)i  ha(t) y  (t)i:
(4.15)
Intuitively, this means that the set t  (F ) of states reachable from F at time t under the
xed input is inside the half-space H (t) = fx j ha (t) xi  ha (t)  y  (t)ig.
Similarly, since every point x in the supporting hyper-plane P of the face e satis es ha xi =
ha yi, using (4.14) again, it is also easy to prove that the set t (P ) is the hyper-plane P(t)
with the normal a (t) and the supporting point  y  (t):
t  (P ) = P(t) = fx j ha(t) xi = ha (t) y  (t)ig:
We remark that the normal a (t) to the hyper-plane P (t) is independent of the input
therefore for all 2 U the hyper-planes P (t) are parallel to each other as shown in Figure 4.9.
P (r)
F

y
e

a (r)

a

P

 y  (r)
 y  (r)
P (r)

Figure 4.9: The solid and the dotted curves are the trajectories  y  under  and  y 
under . At time point r, the hyper-plane P (r) = r  (P ) is determined by the normal
a(r) and the supporting point y  (r).






Let  2 U be an input function such that the following holds for all t  0:
ha (t) y  (t)i = maxfha(t) y (t)i j 2 Ug:


(4.16)
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The above and (4.15) imply that for all inputs 2 U, for all initial points x 2 F and for all
t0
ha(t) x (t)i  ha(t) y  (t)i:
(4.17)
Formula (4.17) simply says that all the states reachable from F at time t are inside the halfspace H (t) = fx j ha (t) xi  ha (t)  y  (t)ig and the hyper-plane P (t) = fx j ha (t) xi =
ha(t) y  (t)ig supports the reachable set t(F ) at y  (t).
We will exploit this important result to derive an over-approximation of t (F ). For doing
this, we need to nd the input function  which steers the initial hyper-plane P to P (t)
at every time point t.














By solution of the dierential equation (4.11), (4.16) is equivalent to the following (the terms
involving y cancel):

ha(t)

Zt
0

or equivalently,

Zt
0

eA(t;s) (s)dsi = maxfha (t)

Zt
0

eA(t;s) (s)dsi j 2 Ug

Zt

ha(t) eAte;As (s)ids = maxf ha(t) eAte;As (s)ids j 2 Ug:
0

(4.18)

Since a (t) = e;AT t a, we have

ha(t) eAte;As (s)i = he;AT ta eAte;As (s)i
= ha e;As (s)i:
Therefore, (4.18) becomes

Zt
0

ha e;As (s)ids = maxf

Zt
0

ha e;As (s)i ds j 2 Ug:

Note again that ha e;As (s)i = he;AT s a (s)i. Hence, the input function  satis es the
following for every time point t
 (t) 2 arg maxfha (t) ui j u 2 U g:
Now, we apply the above analysis to the initial polyhedron F , which can be represented as
the intersection of, say, mh half-spaces Hi as follows:

F=

m
\h

fx j hai xi  hai yiig

i=1

Let i (t) 2 arg maxfhai (t) ui j u 2 U g for every t  0, i = 1 : : :  mh . The following
proposition is a direct consequence of the above results.
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t(F )

m
\
i=0
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fx j hai (t) xi  hai (t) yi  i (t)ig:


The reader might wish to consult 106] for another proof of Proposition 3.
Proposition 3 provides the following scheme for computing an over-approximation of the
reachable set from F at time point t. We denote this by bt (F ).
For brevity we denote yi (t) =  yi  i (t) and a(t) = ai (t). Let ai (t), yi (t) be solutions to
the dierential equations (4.19) and (4.20), i = 0 : : :  mh .


a_ i(t) = ;AT ai(t) ai(0) = ai
y_ i (t) = Ay(t) + i (t) yi (0) = yi
 (t) 2 arg max fhai (t) ui j u 2 U g:
i

(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)

Scheme 2 (Over-Approximating t(F ))
1. For i = 1 : : :  mh :
(a) Compute ai (t) by solving (4.19).
(b) Compute i (t) = arg max fhai (t) ui j u 2 U g.
(c) Compute yi (t) by solving (4.20) with i (t) obtained in step 1(b).

T
2. bt (F ) = mi=1h fx j hai (t) xi  hai (t) yi (t)ig.

bt (F )
F

yi

ai

ai(t)
yi (t)

Hi

Figure 4.10: Over-approximation of t (F ).
The step 1(a) can be done by numerical integration. Note that if the input set U is a bounded
convex polyhedron then i (t) must be on one of its vertices at every time point t. The step 2
consists in intersecting all the half-spaces de ned by the normal vectors ai (t) and the points
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yi (t) to obtain the convex polyhedron bt(F ), which is an over-approximation of t(F ) (see

Figure 4.10 for an illustration of the algorithm).
It is important to note that for linear systems without input (or with constant input) we
can compute the set t (F ) exactly, but for systems with uncertain input the above scheme
produces only an over-approximation of this set.

Conservative Approximations

With a view to over-approximating 0r] (F ) based on the convex-hull C = conv(F br (F )),
we need to estimate the amount by which C is bloated (by pushing outward its faces). This
section is concerned with this estimation.
For every input 2 U we denote
Zr
1
=
(s)ds
m

r

0

and let " be an input which is constant on the interval 0 r]:
"(t) = m  t 2 0 r]:

(4.22)

Consider the trajectory  x  (t) starting from a point x 2 F under the input ". As is done
for linear systems without input, we de ne the linear interpolation sx  (t) of  x  (t) on the
interval 0 r] as the line segment with two extreme points x and  x  (r). Let Su be the set
of all segments sx  (t) over all the initial points x 2 F and all possible inputs 2 U:
Su = fsx  (t) j x 2 F ^ t 2 0 r] ^ 2 Ug:
The exact reachable set 0r] (F ) can be written similarly as
0r](F ) = f x  (t) j x 2 F ^ t 2 0 r] ^ 2 Ug:
By convexity, the convex hull C contains the set Su . Therefore, a sucient bloating amount
applied to C is the distance between Su and 0r] (F ). This distance is indeed the upper
bound of jj x  (t) ; sx  (t)jj for all t 2 0 r], for all x 2 F and for all inputs 2 U. We
denote this bound by #u .
The estimation of #u is done in three steps:
1. Estimate the bound #1 on the distance between  x  (t) and  x  (t) for all t 2 0 r],
for all x 2 F and for all inputs 2 U.
2. Estimate the bound #2 on the distance between  x  (t) and its linear interpolation
sx (t) for all t 2 0 r], for all x 2 F and for all inputs 2 U.
3. The bound #u is then obtained by using the triangle inequality, that is,
#u  #1 + #2:
(4.23)
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To estimate the distance between  x  (t) and  x  (t), we use the following proposition which
is a direct consequence of the results on time-discretization of control systems obtained by
V. Veliov in 107].

Proposition 4 Given an arbitrary input 2 U and r  0, let " be the input de ned as

in (4.22). Let  x  (t) be the trajectory under and  x  (t) be the trajectory under ". Then,
for all t 2 0 r]
jjx (t) ; x  (t)jj  2Mur2ejjArjj
where Mu is the constant bounding jjujj.

Using Proposition 4, we have #1 = 2Mu r2 ejjArjj .
We proceed now with the second step. Since " is constant on the interval 0 r], we write

sx (t) = x + rt (eAr x +
Thus, for every t 2 0 r]

jjx (t) ; sx (t)jj = jjeAtx +

m

Zt
0

m

Zr
0

eA(t;s)ds ; x):

eA(t;s)ds ; x ; rt (eAr x +

m

Zr
0

eA(t;s)ds ; x)jj:

After obvious simpli cations we obtain

jjx (t) ; sx (t)jj  (jjxjj + jj mjj) jjeAt ; I ; rt (eAr ; I )jj:
Using the same calculations for linear systems without input, we have for all t 2 0 r], for
all x 2 F and for all 2 U
jjx (t) ; sx (t)jj  81 (M + Mu)jjAjj2r2 + O(r3) = #2
where M is the constant bounding the norm jjxjj.
Hence, using (4.23) the bound #u on jj x  (t) ; sx  (t)jj for all t 2 0 r], for all inputs 2 U
and for all x 2 F is
(4.24)
jjx (t) ; sx (t)jj  81 (M + Mu )jjAjj2r2 + 2Mur2ejjArjj + O(r3) = #u:
This means that by bloating the convex hull C = conv(F br (F )) by the amount #u given
in the above formula we obtain a polyhedron which is guaranteed to contain 0r] (F ). Formula (4.24) also shows that, like in linear systems without input, the bloating amount is of
O(r2). The scheme for over-approximating 0r](F ) is presented below.
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Scheme 3 (Over-approximating 0r](F ))
1.
2.
3.
4.

Compute the convex polyhedron br (F ) over-approximating r (F ) using Scheme 2.
Compute C = convfF br (F )g.
Bloat C by the amount #u given in (4.24), that is, Co = bloat(C #u).
Compute an orthogonal polyhedron G = grido(Co ), which is guaranteed to contain
0r] (F ).

The algorithm for over-approximating the whole reachable set from F can be obtained from
Algorithm 4 with the computation in one iteration replaced by the above scheme.

4.6 Examples
Let us now illustrate our approach by means of three examples. The results and the running
times were obtained using d/dt on a Sun Ultra Sparc-10.

Two Linear Systems Without Input
Consider rst a 3-dimensional system whose dynamics and initial set are given below.
0 ;1:0 ;4:0 0:0 1
A = @ 4:0 ;1:0 0:0 A  F = 0:025 0:05] 0:1 0:15] 0:05 0:1]
0:0 0:0 0:5
Figure 4.13 shows the reachable set 03:5] (F ), computed in 8s (with run-time visualization).
The time step is r = 0:2 and the grid size is 0:005.
The second example is a 6-dimensional system of the Jordan form with the following matrix
and initial set.
0 ;0:8 1:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 1
BB 0:0 ;0:8 1:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 C
C
B
C
0
:
0
0
:
0
;
0
:
8
1
:
0
0
:
0
0
:
0
B
A = B 0:0 0:0 0:0 ;0:8 1:0 0:0 C
C
B@
C
0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 ;0:8 1:0 A
0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 ;0:8

F = 0:025 0:05] 0:01 0:03] 0:05 0:15]
;0:05 0:1] ;0:05 0:1] 0:03 0:08] ;0:01 0:05]:
The reachable set of the system, computed with time step r = 0:15 and grid size = 0:01,
appears in Figure 4.12. The running time is 60s.
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Figure 4.11: The reachable set of the 3-dimensional system (the system diverges in dimension
3).

A Linear System With Uncertain Input
We consider now a 4-dimensional system with uncertain input, adapted from Example 4.5.1
of 66], pp. 279-285.
The dynamics of the system is x_ = Ax + u where

A =

0 0:0 1:0
B
;8:0 0:0
B
@ 0:0 0:0

0:0
0:0
0:0
0:0 0:0 ;4:0

0:0
0:0
1:0
0:0

1
C
C
A

and the input u ranges inside the hyper-rectangle ;1:0 1:0] ;0:01 0:01] ;1:0 1:0]
;0:01 0:01].
The initial set is a hyper-rectangle F = ;1:0 1:0] 0:0 2:0] ;1:0 1:0] 0:0 2:0]. The
reachability is performed for bounded time Tm = 0:35, i.e. we compute the reachable set
00:35](F ). With time step r = 0:05 and grid size = 0:35, the running time is 18s. In
Figure 4.13 one can see the evolution of the projection of the reachable set on dimensions 3
and 4 over time, similar to the results in 66] obtained by using ellipsoidal techniques.

Remark 2

Experiments with various examples showed that a major factor that inuences the computation time is the dimensionality. For a 7-dimensional system similar to the example of the
Jordan form, the computation took 220 seconds. In addition, the complexity of the algo-
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Figure 4.12: The 6-dimensional system: the projection of the reachable set at time points
kr on dimensions 2, 3, and 4 (r is the time step). One can see that the system converges to
the origin.

Figure 4.13: The reachable set of the system with uncertain input projected on x3 , x4 and t.
rithm depends on the granularity of the orthogonal approximations and the coupling of the
continuous variables.

4.7 Summary and Related Work
We have proposed a technique for computing over-approximations and under-approximations
of reachable sets of linear systems. Our technique has the advantage of not propagating overapproximation error and thus allows to guarantee the desired accuracy for unbounded time.
Moreover, as will be shown later, it can be easily adapted to the veri cation and synthesis of
hybrid systems. We have also showed an extension of this technique to linear systems with
uncertain input.
There have been other works on computing reachable sets of linear continuous systems.
The closest work to ours is that of Chutinan and Krogh 29]. The authors consider linear
systems with constant input and use a method similar to ours to compute polyhedral over-
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approximations of the sets kr(k+1)r] (F ) (\ow pipe" segments). Their approach diers from
ours in their way to guarantee conservative approximations by solving some optimization
problems. Moreover, by exploiting some linear system properties, the ow pipe is computed
only for the rst time interval 0 r], to which some linear transformations are then applied
to obtain the ow pipe segments on the next intervals. However, this idea seems dicult
to extend to systems with time-varying, uncertain input since these properties no longer
hold. In addition, ow pipes are represented as unions of convex polyhedra, which makes
termination harder to check than in our method.
Another approach is to approximate reachable sets by classes of domains of some xed shapes.
Among the methods in this direction are those based on ellipsoidal techniques proposed by
Kurzhanski and Varaiya 66, 67]. Approximations via parallelotopes were also investigated
by Kostousova in 61]. These methods can deal with more general systems than those
we consider, namely linear control systems with time-varying coecients. Recent results
show that reachable sets can be represented exactly by parametrized families of ellipsoids
or parallelotopes. However, these works are mainly concerned with the approximation of
reachable sets in discrete time.
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Chapter 5

Reachability Analysis of
Non-Linear Continuous Systems
This chapter is concerned with the reachability problem for non-linear continuous systems.
We propose a technique which is a variation of the technique suggested by Mark Greenstreet in 43] for over-approximating reachable sets of two-dimensional systems. The main
advantage of our technique is that it can be applied to any dimension. We describe an implementation of this technique along with a procedure of error control. Finally, we illustrate
our techniques with some examples. This chapter reviews the results presented in 35].

5.1 The Face Lifting Concept
Consider a continuous non-linear system C = fX  f g where X
system is de ned by the dierential equation

x_ = f (x):

R n.

The dynamics of the
(5.1)

We assume that the function f is Lipschitz.
As before, we are interested in the reachability problem: given an initial set F X we want
to compute an over-approximation of the set (F ) of states reachable from F by the system
C.
Trying to compute reachable sets of arbitrary non-linear systems, our rst observation is that
the information obtained from simulations of a nite number of trajectories is, in general,
not sucient to derive an over-approximation of the reachable set (even in discrete time).
For some special non-linear systems, if we can prove that this property still holds then the
technique for linear systems, presented in the previous chapter, might be useful. However,
approximations by convex hull are often too coarse. Just consider what such an approximation gives when F contains a bifurcation point. In the following we describe a technique,
77
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inspired by the work of Mark Greenstreet in 43], which we call face lifting.
The technique is based, rst of all, on the following basic observation concerning continuity
of trajectories. Consider a trajectory x starting from some interior point x 2 F . It is clear
that the trajectory x either remains in F forever or traverses the boundary of F after some
time. In the former case, x does not contribute any reachable points outside F . In the
latter, if a point y outside F is reachable from x after t1 time then there exists a point x0
on the boundary @F of F and t0 < t1 such that y = x (t0 ). It then follows that
0t] (F ) = F 0t] (@F ):
(5.2)
Hence, to compute (F ), it is sucient to look at the boundary of F .
@F
F

y
x0

x

Figure 5.1: Continuity of trajectories.
We assume now that F is a convex polyhedron. The boundary of F is then the union of
its faces. Let E be the set of faces of F . Consider a face e 2 E whose supporting plane is
written as
P (e) = fx j hn(e) xi = ce g
where n(e) is the unit outward normal to e. Thus, the polyhedron F lies inside the half-space
H (e) = fx j hn(e) xi  ce g and can be written as

F=

\

e2E

H (e):

We start by constructing the neighborhoods of the faces of F as follows. We de ne the
neighborhood of F , denoted by N (F ), as the polyhedron obtained by pushing outward each
face e of F by an amount e , that is,
\
N (F ) = fx j hn(e) xi  ce + e g:
e2E

Next, we de ne the neighborhood N (e) of face e as
N (e) = Ho (e) \ N (F )
(5.3)
where Ho (e) is the half-space de ned as Ho (e) = fx j hn(e) xi  ce g.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the neighborhood construction with a two-dimensional example. The
set F here is a polygon with vertices fa b c dg, and N (F ) is the dotted polygon. The
neighborhood N (e) of the face e is then the shaded polygon.
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P (e)

c e0
e
F

0

b

d
e
a

e
N (e)

Ho (e)
Figure 5.2: Neighborhood construction for a polygon.
Let fe (x) denote the outward component of f (x) relative to e, that is, the projection of f (x)
on n(e):
fe (x) = hn(e) f (x)i
and let f^e denote the maximum of fe over N (e):
f^e = maxffe (x) j x 2 N (e)g:
(5.4)
The following assumption should be kept in mind during subsequent discussions since it plays
a crucial role in our analysis.

Assumption 1 All the trajectories starting from points on the face e stay in N (e) for at
least r time.

In Section 5.3, we will show how this important assumption can be guaranteed to hold by
properly choosing r and e .
Denote by x the trajectory starting from a point x 2 e. By solution of the dierential
equation (5.1) we have
Zt
x(t) = x + f (x(s))ds:
0

Thus,

hn(e) x(t)i = ce +

Zt
0

fe (x(s))ds:

Due to (5.4), the trajectory x at every time point t 2 0 r] satis es the following
hn(e) x(t)i  ce + tf^e:
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We denote

f^e if f^e > 0,

f"e =

0 otherwise.

It is not hard to see that for all t 2 0 r]

hn(e) x(t)i  ce + rf"e :

(5.5)

This means that all the points reachable from e within the time interval 0 r] remain inside
the half-space de ned as Hl (e) = fx j hn(e) xi  ce + rf"e g. Geometrically speaking, Hl (e)
is the half-space resulting from lifting H (e) in the direction n(e) by the amount rf"e . It then
follows that
0r] (e) Hl (e):
Remark that this property is true not only for the face e but also for points in the neighborhood N (e) which reside on the supporting hyper-plane P (e) of e. In other words,

0r](P (e) \ N (e)) Hl (e):

(5.6)

This holds because any point x in P (e) satis es hn(e) xi = ce and, in addition, the maximum
of fe is calculated over N (e). As a result, (5.5) also holds for trajectories departing from
points in P (e) \ N (e).

P (e0 )
b

N (e0 )
rf^e
e0

c

x

0

F

x

d

0
d0 Hl (e )

e
N (e)
rf^e
a
Hl (e)

Figure 5.3: Illustration of the face li ng concept.
Now, consider a face e0 which is adjacent to e. Similarly, we have 0r] (e0 ) Hl (e0 ).

Claim 5 Any outward trajectory from e cannot leave the half-space Hl (e0) at time t 2 0 r].
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Proof
To prove this, we observe that by convexity any trajectory from F can leave Hl (e0 ) only
by crossing the hyperplane P (e0 ) (see Figure 5.3). Consider now an outward trajectory x
starting from a point x 2 e. By construction x stays within N (e) during the time interval
0 r], which means that x can go out of Hl (e0 ) only by crossing the set M = P (e0 ) \ N (e)
(in Figure 5.3 the set M is the line segment dd0 ). Clearly, M N (e0 ) and, in addition,
using (5.6) we know that all the trajectories from points in P (e0 ) \ N (e0) remain inside
Hl (e0) for at least r time hence x can leave Hl (e0) only at time t  r.

Lemma 6 Let Fl = Te2E Hl (e). Then 0r](F ) Fl .

Proof
To prove the lemma, it suces to prove that all the trajectories from a face e of F stay
inside the polyhedron Fl for at least r time. Due to Claim 5, any outward trajectory from
e cannot leave the lifted half-spaces of its adjacent faces during the time interval 0 r]. In
addition, any inward trajectory from e can leave F only by crossing another face e0 of F and
thus stays inside Hl (e0 ) for t  r time.

Lemma 6 suggests the following scheme for over-approximating 0r] (F ).

Scheme 4 (Over-approximating 0r](F ))
1. Neighborhood construction
 For every face e of F , compute the appropriate e . The description of this is
deferred to Section 5.3.
 Construct the neighborhood N (e) for each face e, as shown in (5.3).
2. Lifting operation
 For every face e of F :
{ Calculate f^e, i.e. the maximum of fe (x) over N (e), and determine f"e accordingly.
{ Lift the half-space H (e) outward by the amount rf"e to obtain Hl (e). Note
that if f^e is negative or null Hl (e) is just H (e).
 Intersect all the half-spaces Hl (e) to obtain a new convex polyhedron which is an
over-approximation of 0r] (F ).
As an illustration, consider the two-dimensional example shown in Figure 5.4 where the
initial set is a polygon F . Some values of f on its edges are sketched. Only edges e1, e2
have a positive outward component of f , and the corrresponding half-spaces are thus pushed
outward. The other half-spaces remain unchanged. The intersection of these half-spaces
gives the polygon Fl which contains 0r] (F ).
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Hl (e1)
F

Fl

e1
e2

Hl (e2)
Figure 5.4: Illustration of face lifting.
An important observation is that the above scheme may produce poor approximations since
the calculation of the lifting amount for every face e is based uniquely on the maximum of
fe over the neighborhood N (e). In order to avoid excessively conservative approximations,
the neighborhood should be small enough and, as a result, some of the faces must be split
a-priori. Note that the approximation scheme works for convex polyhedra, which means that
face splitting amounts to partitioning F into small convex polyhedra Pi

F=

mp


i=1

Pi

where mp is the number of polyhedra in the partition. Then,

0r] (F ) =

mp


i=1

0r] (Pi):

Being a union of convex polyhedra, 0r] (F ) need not be convex. Consequently, when coming to compute the whole reachable set from F , we are faced again with the problem of
representing and manipulating non-convex polyhedra.
In two dimensions, the technique can be easily implemented since an arbitrary polygon can be
represented by an ordered list of its vertices, and its faces are simply the line segments de ned
by two neighboring vertices in the list. Furthermore, thanks to the special properties of planar
geometry, we can compute the successors of a non-convex polygon without decomposing
it into convex ones as follows. Instead of lifting the half-spaces, we just need to lift the
supporting planes of the faces and then the vertices of the new polygon can be obtained
by intersecting the new supporting planes corresponding to adjacent faces. As an example,
consider the polygon F shown in Figure 5.5. Since the vertex v2 belongs to the faces e1
and e2 , the new vertex v02 is obtained by intersecting the lifted supporting planes of these
faces. This is indeed the basis of the technique suggested by Mark Greenstreet in 43] for
two dimensional systems.
Nevertheless, this method cannot be generalized to three or more dimensions since the representation by vertices is not applicable to higher dimensions. For this reason, we restrict
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v03
v1

v6

v01

v02

e1

v2

v3
e2

e3

F

v4

v04

v5
Figure 5.5: Face lifting on a non-convex polygon.
ourselves to orthogonal polyhedra which oer important advantages regarding the required
operations, namely
1. The faces of an orthogonal polyhedron are (n ; 1)-dimensional hyper-rectangles and
can be systematically enumerated.
2. Using orthogonal polyhedra, we can bene t from relatively ecient algorithms for the
union operation and convex decomposition.
Our approximation scheme takes as input convex polyhedra therefore non-convex orthogonal
polyhedra should be decomposed a-priori into hyper-rectangles. Since hyper-rectangles are
closed under the lifting operation, so are orthogonal polyhedra (see Figure 5.6).

^
e fe

Figure 5.6: Orthogonal polyhedra are closed under the lifting operation: f^e are always
parallel to one of the axes and the resulting polyhedron is orthogonal.
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5.2 Computation Procedure
In this section, we describe an algorithm for face lifting using orthogonal polyhedra. From
now on we assume that the initial set F is an orthogonal polyhedron. We rst introduce
some notations.

Additional Notations
Let x be a point in R n and i 2 f1 : : :  ng be a direction. The ith coordinate of x is denoted

by xi .
A hyper-rectangle b in R n can be written as b = l1  u1] : : : ln  un ]. Let E (b) =
fe;1  e+1 : : :  e;n  e+n g be the set of faces of b where e;i is the face consisting of points x
satisfying xi = li and e+i the face consisting of points x satisfying xi = ui . In other words,
e;i and e+i are the faces whose outward normal vector is parallel to the axis i and oriented
to the negative and positive direction, respectively.
The projection of the function f (x) on the outward normal to e;i is ;fi (x) where fi (x) is
the ith component of f (x). Similarly, the projection of f (x) on the outward normal to e+i is
fi (x).
We de ne the lifting operator for a hyper-rectangle as follows.

Denition 19 The lifting operator ! is de ned for a hyper-rectangle b = l1 u1] : : : ln un]
in R n and two vectors d; , d+ 2 R n as
!(b d;  d+ ) = l1 + d;1  u1 + d+1 ] : : : ln + d;n  un + d+n ]:
Thus, d;i and d+i are the lifting amounts for the faces e;i and e+i , respectively.

5.2.1 Reachability Algorithm
Suppose the orthogonal polyhedron F is decomposed into mb non-overlapping hyper-rectangles
bj and can be thus represented as

F=

mb


j =1

bj :

Note that the above representation is not unique since there can be more than one convex
decomposition for an orthogonal polyhedron. Although the problem does not aect the
correctness of our subsequent reasoning, the decomposition that is used may have impact on
the eciency of the algorithm. This issue will be discussed later.
It follows that
mb

(F ) = (bj ):
j =1

5.2 Computation Procedure
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We have shown earlier that (F ) = F (@F ). Therefore

(F ) = F

mb


j =1

(@bj \ @F ):

Hence, to compute (F ) it suces to look at those faces of the hyper-rectangles bj which lie
on the boundary of F .
For the time being we suppose that no face splitting is needed and the time step r and the
neighborhoods are given. The tuning of these parameters to achieve the desired accuracy is
presented in Section 5.3. The basic algorithm for face lifting using orthogonal polyhedra is
sketched below.

Algorithm 6 (Face Lifting Algorithm)
P 0 := F 
repeat k = 0 1 2 : : :
for all bj 2 decomp(P k ) f

d; := 0 d+ := 0
for all i 2 f1 : : :  ng f
if (e;i @P k ) f
f^ := maxf;fi(x) j x 2 N (e;i )g
if (f^ > 0) d;i := rf^
g
if (e+i @P k ) f
f^ := maxffi (x) j x 2 N (e+i )g
if (f^ > 0) d+i := rf^
g
g
b0j := !(bj  d; d+)
P k+1 := P k b0j 

g
until P k+1 = P k
return P k+1

The algorithm uses the function decomp which takes as input an orthogonal polyhedron
and returns a convex decomposition of the polyhedron in form of a list of non-overlapping
hyper-rectangles. In each iteration the orthogonal polyhedron P k+1 is computed as follows.
For each hyper-rectangle bj in P k , we compute the lifting amount for every face of bj which
lies on the boundary of P k and then apply the lifting operator to bj . This gives a new
hyper-rectangle b0j , which is next added to P k . The lifting amount for a face e whose f^e is
negative is simply zero.
The following theorem states the correctness of Algorithm 7.
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Theorem 4 If the state space X of the system is bounded, then Algorithm 7 always terminates and produces an over-approximation of (F ).

Proof
We need to prove: (a) if the algorithm terminates then it produces an over-approximation
of the reachable set, (b) the algorithm always terminate. We begin with the proof of (a).
By construction, in each iteration the hyper-rectangle b0j is guaranteed to include all the
points reachable from @bj \ @P k . It then follows that
mb


j =0

b0j 

mb


j =0

mb


bj 0r](@bj \ @P k ) = P k 0r] ( (@bj \ @P k )):
j =0

Thus,

P k+1  P k 0r](@P k ):
(5.7)
The above leads to P k  P k 0r](P k ), and hence P k  0kr] (F ).
If the algorithm terminates, that is, the condition P k+1 = P k is satis ed, formula (5.7)
implies that 0r] (@P k ) = , which means that all the trajectories from P k stay in P k forever
and so do all the trajectories from 0kr] (F ). We then deduce that when the algorithm
terminates, the computed set P k+1 is indeed an over-approximation of (F ). This proves

(a).
The proof of termination is based on the fact that the state space X , being bounded, can be
represented as the union of a nite number of orthogonal polyhedra.

5.2.2 Computational Aspects
We have presented an algorithm for over-approximating reachable sets of continuous nonlinear systems. When it comes to a real implementation, a common desired feature is that
the implemented algorithm ful lls its goal not only accurately but also economically. In the
context of Algorithm 7, several details must be considered.

Face Splitting and Variable Time Steps
As mentioned earlier, the lifting amount for the face e of a hyper-rectangle, determined
based on the maximum of fe over its neighborhood, guarantees over-approximations but at
the same time can make the result too conservative especially when fe has a large variation
over the neighborhood. In this case, more accurate approximations can be achieved by
splitting the hyper-rectangle into smaller ones.
In addition, depending upon the variation of f near the boundary of P k , the time step for
one iteration can be dierent from another. The use of variable time steps can improve
signi cantly the time-eciency of the algorithm.
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Consequently, for both accuracy and eciency purposes, the algorithm should exert some
adaptative control over the progress of the computation: making frequent changes in the
time steps and splitting the hyper-rectangles if necessary. We devote the next section to this
important issue.

Convex Decomposition
As we have already seen, our algorithm decomposes non-convex orthogonal polyhedra into
hyper-rectangles before applying the lifting operation. Obviously, such a decomposition
is not unique in the sense that there is more than one way to represent an orthogonal
polyhedron as a union of non-overlapping hyper-rectangles. It is clear that the complexity of
the algorithm depends on the number of hyper-rectangles in the decomposition. Nevertheless,
it is not always advantageous to decompose the orthogonal polyhedron into few large hyperrectangles if partitioning is then needed. On the other hand, in some cases we can merge
small hyper-rectangles sharing the same face of the orthogonal polyhedron.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: Illustration of the face lifting algorithm on a uniform grid (a) and a non-uniform
one (b). The initial orthogonal polygon F is decomposed into rectangles, whose faces lying
on the boundary of F are annotated by the arrows representing rf^e . In (b) the algorithm
can cause a re nement of the grid.

Uniform and Non-Uniform Grids
Notice that our algorithm can be applied to both orthogonal polyhedra de ned on uniform
and non-uniform grids. The main advantage of non-uniform grids over uniform ones is the
accuracy of approximation. With an uniform grid, we need to push every face further to the
next grid point, which sometimes creates unnecessary over-approximation beyond what is
inherent in the face lifting alone (see Figure 5.7-(a)). With a non-uniform grid we can push
the faces as little as we want (see Figure 5.7-(b)). This, however, implies that the grid should
be changed dynamically over the execution, and thus the algorithm may be less ecient in
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terms of computation time. Therefore, one should consider a combination of the desirable
features of the two to achieve better performance and accuracy.

5.3 Error Analysis
This section is concerned with the problem of determining two important parameters, namely
the time step and the size of neighborhoods, with respect to the correctness and accuracy
of the algorithm. We establish the relation between these two parameters which guarantees
the desired properties by analyzing the local error in the approximation and then examine
the problem of error accumulation.

5.3.1 Local Error Control
Recall that the correctness of our algorithm is guaranteed by Assumption 1 which states
that all the trajectories departing from a face e of F remain inside the neighborhood N (e)
within the time interval 0 r]. We now show how to determine the time step r and the size
of neighborhoods N (e) so that this assumption is always ful lled. We also prove that locally
the error can be made arbitrarily small by ne-tuning these parameters.
Our discussion is preceded by some auxiliary results related to Lipschitz functions 56].

Lemma 7 Let f , g : R n ! R n be continuous functions. Suppose that for all x 2 R n ,
jjf (x) ; g(x)jj  :
Let K be a Lipschitz constant for f . If  (t),  0 (t) are solutions to x_ = f (x) and x_ = g(x),
respectively, and  (0) =  0 (0), then

jj(t) ; 0 (t)jj  K (eKt ; 1)

for all t  0.

Proof
Since  (0) =  0 (0), for t  0 we have

(t) ; 0(t) =
Hence,

jj(t) ; 0 (t)jj




Zt
Z0t
0

Zt
0

f ( (s)) ; g( 0(s))] ds:

jjf ((s)) ; f (0(s))jj ds +
K jj(s) ; 0 (s)jjds +

Zt
0

Zt
0

 ds:

jjf (0(s)) ; g(0(s))jj ds
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Denote (t) = jj (t) ;  0 (t)jj. The above becomes

(t)  K

Zt
0

((s) + K )ds:

Using Grownwall's inequality, we obtain

(t) + K  K eKt

which yields Lemma 7.

Lemma 8 Let f : R n ! R n be a Lipschitz function with a Lipschitz constant K . Let (t)
be a solution to x_ = f (x). Then
jj(t) ; (0)jj  jjf ((0))jj (eKt ; 1):
K

Proof
By solution of the dierential equation we have

jj(t) ; (0)jj =

Zt
0

jjf ((s))jj ds:

From the Lipschitz conditions, it is not hard to see that jjf ( (t))jj  jjf ( (0))jj + K jj (t) ;
 (0)jj. Therefore,

jj(t) ; (0)jj  jjf ((0))jjt +

Zt
0

K jj(t) ; (0)jj ds:

Using Grownwall's inequality again, this leads to

jj(t) ; (0)jj  jjf ((0))jjt +

Zt
0

jjf ((0))jjsKeK (t;s) ds:

Developing the integral in the right-hand side of the above and after obvious calculations we
establish the lemma.
We return now to the problem of nding the appropriate time step and the size of neighborhoods which ful ll Assumption 1 and ensure the local error under the pre-speci ed tolerance,
say, .
The lifting operation, when applied for a face e, can be thought of as replacing the real
derivative fe (x) in the neighborhood N (e) by a constant derivative f^e . Denote
fe = maxfjjfe(x) ; f^ejj j x 2 N (e)g:
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Let %(e) be the diameter of N (e). If L is a Lipschitz constant of fe then we have

fe  %(e)L:

(5.8)

Let x be the real trajectory starting from a point x 2 e, and let ^x be the trajectory
corresponding to the constant derivative f^e . Due to Lemma 7, the bound on the distance
between x (t) and ^x (t) for all initial points x 2 e and for all t  0 is given by the following
inequality:
jjx(t) ; ^x(t)jj  Lfe (etL ; 1):
Therefore, in order to keep the local error under , the time step r and the neighborhood
diameter %(e) must satisfy

%(e)(erL ; 1)  :

(5.9)

In addition, we need to guarantee that all the trajectories from e remain in N (e) for at least
r time. Recall that e is the amount of pushing outward the face e in the neighborhood
construction. We denote by Me the maximum value of jjf (x)jj for all x 2 e. It follows by
Lemma 8 that for all t 2 0 r]

jjx(t) ; xjj  MLe (eLr ; 1):

Thus, the time step r must satisfy the following

Me (eLr ; 1)   
e
L
or equivalently,

r  L1 ln( Me L + 1):
e

(5.10)

Formulas (5.9) and (5.10) establish the relation between the neighborhood, the time step
and the local error. Replacing r in (5.9) with the term in the right-hand side of the inequality (5.10) and after direct calculations we obtain
e
%(e)e  M
L :

(5.11)

We now apply the above analysis to a hyper-rectangle b. Note that the neighborhood construction for hyper-rectangles can be done via the lifting operator ! of De nition 19. More
concretely, the neighborhood of b is N (b) = !(b ;  + ) where ; , + 2 R n and for every
i 2 f1 : : :  ng i; and i+ are the lifting amounts for the faces e;i and e+i , respectively (see
Figure 5.8).
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1;

e+2

2+

b

e;1

e

+
1

e;2
2;

2+
N (e+1)

Figure 5.8: Neighborhood construction for a rectangle: the neighborhood of the face e+1 is
the shaded rectangle.
Denote li the length of the hyper-rectangle b in direction i. The diameter of e+i is thus
written as
sX
+
(lk + k; + k+ )2 + i+ 2 :
%(ei ) =
k6=i

Then, due to (5.11) we choose ; and

+

(

satisfying the following inequalities, for i = 1 : : :  n

%(e;i )i;  Mi;=L
%(e+i )i+  Mi+=L

(5.12)

where Mi; and Mi+ are the maxima of jjf (x)jj over the faces e;i and e+i , respectively.
We next estimate the time step r. For each face e, let re be the value of the term in the
right-hand side of the inequality (5.10), i.e.
r = 1 ln( e L + 1):
e

L

Me

L

Mi+

All the trajectories from e are then guaranteed to stay in the neighborhood N (e) within the
time interval 0 re ], and we choose the time step r for the hyper-rectangle b as the minimum
of these values:
;
+
(5.13)
r = minf 1 ln( i L + 1) 1 ln( i L + 1) j i 2 f1 : : :  ngg:

L

Mi;

The Lipschitz constant of fe , which is needed for the above calculations, can be estimated
by solving the following optimization problem:

L = maxf jjDfe(x)jj j x 2 X g
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n matrix of partial derivatives whose element ij is de ned as

We are now ready to indicate the steps of our error control procedure to be applied to each
hyper-rectangle b prior to the lifting operation.

Error control procedure
1. For each direction i 2 f0 : : :  ng, compute Mi; and Mi+ as the maxima of jjf (x)jj over

the face e;i and e+i , respectively.
2. Choose ; and + according to (5.12) and use them to construct the neighborhoods
of the faces.
3. Determine the time step r using (5.13).
We remark that, for a given error tolerance, when the diameter of a face is large, formula (5.11) shows that its neighborhood should be small, and due to (5.10) the time step
is accordingly small. In this case, partitioning the hyper-rectangle a-priori into smaller ones
allows larger time steps and can thus help to achieve better performance in terms of computation time.

5.3.2 Error Accumulation
We have presented a procedure for controlling the local error, that is, the error incurred in
each iteration. However, the goal of ensuring the global error under the desired tolerance
is still problematic because of the accumulation of over-approximation error. As a result,
there are cases where, in the long run, the algorithm produces unboundedly large overapproximations of the reachable set.
Let consider a two-dimensional example shown in Figure 5.9 where the vector eld f is
constant with non-zero components in both dimensions and the initial set is the rectangle F .
The exact reachable set lies between the two dotted diagonal lines. After the rst iteration we
obtain the rectangle P 1 . The shaded regions in the gure represent the over-approximation
error in P 1 . In the next iteration we compute P 2 from P 1 , and one can see that the overapproximation error in P 1 propagates to P 2 . It is clear that the algorithm ends up with the
whole upper-right quadrant. For such systems, the use of local error control does not help
to avoid the growth of the global error. To remedy this, we propose in the following section
a modi cation to the face lifting algorithm.

5.4 Mixed Face Lifting
The reason for the accumulation of over-approximation error is that for every lifted face we
look only at the normal direction (which points outward) and ignore the other directions
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f
P

1

P2

P0 = F
Figure 5.9: A bad example: the over-approximation error accumulation leads to poor accuracy.
(which may point inward as in the above example). By exploiting some of the inward
information we can signi cantly reduce the accumulation of errors and use a computation
scheme similar in spirit to the one used in the previous chapter for linear systems. The idea
is to keep separately the sets P k of states reachable so far and the sets Qk which represent
the `frontiers' of the set of reachable states at time points kr. This can be formalized as
follows.
Let P 0 = F and Q0 = F . The reachable set from F can be computed using the following
iterative algorithm:
Qk+1 = r (Qk )
(5.14)
P k+1 = P k 0r](Qk )
Note that, due to the semi-group property, 0(k+1)r](F ) = 0kr] (F ) 0r] (kr (F )), which
guarantees that the above algorithm is correct. Next, we show how to over-approximate
r (F ).
In order to take inward evolution into account, we need a new neighborhood construction
for the faces of F . Recall that N (F ) is the neighborhood of F resulting from lifting outward
the faces e of F by the amounts e .
Consider a face e whose supporting hyper-plane is P (e) = fx j hn(e) xi = ce g where n(e) is
the unit outward normal to e. We de ne the neighborhood Ne (e) of e as
Ne (e) = N (F ) \ He (e)
where He (e) is the half-space de ned as He (e) = fx j hn(e) xi  ce ; e g. Thus, the new
neighborhood includes points on both sides of the hyper-plane P (e) (see Figure 5.10 for an
illustration).
We denote by f~e the maximum of fe over the neighborhood Ne (e), that is, f~(e) = maxffe (x) j x 2
Ne (e)g.
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e
b e0
d

e
F
e
e
Ne (e)
c
0

a

He (e)
Figure 5.10: Neighborhood construction for the polygon F with vertices fa b c dg: N (F ) is
the dotted polygon, and Ne (e) is the shaded one.
We observe that the successor of every point x 2 e at time point r satis es
hn(e) r (x)i  ce + rf~e :

(5.15)

The above formula provides us with useful information about the boundary of the reachable
set r (F ). We suggest a variation of the basic face lifting scheme: we lift the half-space of
every face e by the amount rf~e , and the direction of lifting (inward or outward) is determined
by the sign of rf~e . The intersection of the lifted faces gives a new polyhedron F 0 , which is
guaranteed to contain r (F ).
Remark that the polyhedron F 0 contains many points reachable before time r and is, therefore, a rough over-approximation of r (F ) however, it contains less over-approximation error
than the polyhedron obtained by pushing the faces uniquely outward.
e2

rf~e2
e1

rf~e1

F

rf~e3

e3

F0

e4

rf~e4

Figure 5.11: Combination of lifting inward and outward to derive an over-approximation of
r (F ).
As an example, the over-approximation of r for a rectangle F is depicted in Figure 5.11.
The arrows in the left gure show the directions and amounts of lifting. The faces e1 and e4
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whose f~e are positive are lifted outward, and the other faces whose f~e are negative are lifted
inward. The polyhedron F 0 is the shaded rectangle in the right gure, and the polyhedron
resulting from lifting outward alone is the enveloping rectangle.
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P0 = F

d m
Iteration 1
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Q2

q

Q1

h s
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Iteration 2

Figure 5.12: Illustration of the mixed face lifting algorithm.

Embedding the above scheme for over-approximating r in (5.14), we obtain Algorithm 7
shown on the next page. This algorithm, which we call mixed face lifting, can reduce the
accumulation of error by considering both outward and inward evolutions. Basically, in each
iteration we perform the additional computation of Qk , in which the lifting amounts do not
depend on the sign of f~e . The boundary of Qk is a better approximation of @ (r (P k )) than
P k , and Qk is used as the basis for the computation of 0r] in the next iteration. It should
be noted that P k is computed from Qk using the original face lifting algorithm hence, the
result obtained is guaranteed to be an over-approximation of (F ).
Figure 5.12 illustrates the behavior of the mixed face lifting algorithm on the bad example
of Figure 5.9. The initial set F is the rectangle with the vertices fa b c dg. After the rst
iteration, the set Q1 is the shaded rectangle shown in the left gure, and the set P 1 of states
reachable within the rst iteration is the rectangle with vertices fa g h mg. Next, starting
from Q1 (the dotted rectangle in the right gure) the set of new reachable states in the second
iteration is the rectangle with vertices fn p q sg, and the set Q2 is the shaded rectangle.
The set P 2 of reachable states accumulated so far is the enveloping orthogonal polygon with
vertices fa g p q s h mg. Here, one can see that the modi ed algorithm produces a much
more accurate approximation. Note that in this example, due to the constant derivative,
the sets Qk are the exact successors of F at time points kr, i.e. Qk = kr (F ). In more
general cases, these sets contain over-approximation errors, and the modi ed algorithm can
only reduce the accumulation of over-approximation error. Note also that when f~e is positive
everywhere, the mixed face lifting algorithm gives exactly the same result as the original
one.
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Algorithm 7 (Mixed Face Lifting Algorithm)
P 0 := F  Q0 = F 
repeat k = 0 1 2 : : :
/* Computing 0r] of Qk by lifting outward alone */
for all bj 2 decomp(Qk ) f
d; := 0 d+ := 0
for all i 2 f1 : : :  ng f
if (e;i @P k ) f
f^ := maxf;fi(x) j x 2 N (e;i )g
if (f^ > 0) d;i := rf^

g
g

g
if (e+i @P k ) f
f^ := maxffi (x) j x 2 N (e+i )g
if (f^ > 0) d+i := rf^
g

b0j := !(bj  d; d+)
P k+1 := P k b0j 

/* Computing Qk+1 from Qk by lifting outward and inward */
Qk+1 := 
forall bj 2 decomp(Qk ) f
d; := 0 d+ := 0
for all i 2 f1 : : :  ng f
if (e;i @Qk ) f
f~ := maxf;fi (x) j x 2 Ne (e;i )g
d;i := rf~

g
if (e+i @Qk ) f
f~ := maxffi (x) j x 2 Ne (e+i )g

g

g

d+i := rf~

b0j := !(bj  d; d+)
Qk+1 := Qk+1 b0j 

g
until P k+1 = P k
return P k+1
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5.5 Examples
We have implemented the above algorithms using both uniform and non-uniform grids. We
wish to mention that at the time we were exploring the technique, the work on the canonical
representation for orthogonal polyhedra was still in progress. All the results described below
were for demonstration purposes and obtained by a simple implementation. The data structure for uniform grids is an n-dimensional matrix. For non-uniform grids, in addition to the
matrix we used a linked list to represent the variable grid coordinates. Although advanced
data structures such as dictionaries or dynamic arrays allow compact storage for sparse matrices, this implementation is clearly very costly for the required geometric operations. We
intend to implement face lifting using the canonical representation of orthogonal polyhedra
in a near future and believe that this implementation will improve signi cantly the eciency
of the technique both in terms of space and time usage and thus increase the applicability
to high dimensional systems.

5.5.1 Linear Systems
Linear Systems in R 2
We demonstrate the behavior of the algorithm on various classes of linear systems of the form
x_ = Ax (see 56] for the classi cation). The examples treated are described in Figure 5.13
and the results obtained appear in Figure 5.14.
Type

A

Initial set

Center

 0:0 ;6:0

Node

 ;5:0

0:2 0:5] 0:2 0:4]

Saddle

 ;5:0 0:0

0:0 0:4] ;0:0 0:4]

Sink

 ;2:0 ;3:0

;0:1 0:3] 0:1 0:3]

3:0

0:0

0:0
0:0 ;2:0
0:0 4:0
3:0 ;2:0

;0:25 0:25] ;0:25 0:25]

Figure 5.13: Examples of linear systems.
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Sometimes, the use of a xed grid generates an over-approximation which covers all the space.
This is evident the case of the rst example (center) where every edge has a non-zero outward
component in some dimension. To obtain the desired result, we have changed in these cases
the rounding rule, that is, we push a face to the nearest grid unit and not necessarily outward.
The price paid is that the resulting polyhedron is no longer an over-approximation of the
reachable set. Using a variable grid is another way to solve this problem. Note that the
optimization of fe is much cheaper computationally in the linear case.

Figure 5.14: Reachable sets of linear systems of type: 1) Center, 2) Node, 3) Saddle and 4)
Sink. The white rectangles are the initial sets.
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Linear Systems in R 3
In Figure 5.15 one can see the reachable set of a 3-dimensional system with
0 ;2 0 0 1
A = @ 1 ;2 0 A
0 1 ;2
starting from the initial region ;0:025 0:025] ;0:1 0:1] 0:05 0:07].

Figure 5.15: Reachable states (left) starting from an initial region (right) for a 3-dimensional
linear system.

5.5.2 Mixing Tank
This example, taken from 100], is a typical non-linear equation encountered in chemical
engineering. The mixing tank, depicted in Figure 5.16, consists of a free outlet stream v3
and of two controlled inlets with dierent rates v1 , v2 and dierent concentrations c1 , c2 .
The variables x1 and x2 represent the height and the concentration of liquid, respectively.
The dynamics of these variables are described by the following dierential equations:
x_ = 1 (v + v ; k px )
1

k1

1

2

2

1

x_ 2 = k 1x (v1 (c1 ; x2) + v2 (c2 ; x2 ))
1 1

where k1, k2 are geometrical parameters.
With the following choice of parameters:
k1 = 1 m2  k2 = 0:02 m2:5=s c1 = 1 mole=l c2 = 2 mole=l
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c1  v1

c2 v2

x1

x2  v3

Figure 5.16: A Mixing Tank.
(1:322 1:652) is an equilibrium state of the system. Figure 5.17 depicts the set of states
reachable from an initial set 1:12 1:17] 1:56 1:68] (white rectangle), and one can see the
convergence to the equilibrium.

Figure 5.17: Reachable set of the mixing tank system.

5.5.3 Airplane Safety
The next example is taken from 75]. The state variables x1 , x2 represent, respectively, the
velocity and the ight path angle of an aircraft. Their evolution is governed by
2
x_ 1 = ; aDmx1 ; g sin x2 + um1
x2 + aLcx1 u
x_ 2 = aL x1 (1m; cx2) ; g cos
x
m 2
1

where u1 (the thrust), u2 (the pitch angle) are bounded control inputs such that u1 2
Tmin Tmax ] and u2 2 )min  )max ] m is the mass of the aircraft g is the gravitational
acceleration c, aL , and aD are the system parameters.
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The problem is to determine the safe subset of the state space, that is, the states from which
the system does not leave the envelope P de ned as the rectangle Vmin Vmax ]  min  max ].
For doing this, we take the complement of P , that is, X n P , as the set of initial states
and compute the set R reachable by the reverse system x_ = ;f (x). Therefore, the set R
contains all the states which can leave P , and the safe subset will be P n R. Note that our
technique produces an over-approximation of R and, as a result, the computed safe subset
is an under-approximation of the real set. The results, depicted in Figure 5.19, correspond
to the following parameters:

m = 85000 kg c = 6 aL = 30 aD = 2 )min = 40000N  )max = 80000N
Vmin = 180 m=s Vmax = 240 m=s min = ;22:5o  max = 22:5o
and for the speci c choices of the controls u1 = min  u2 = Tmax (for the left boundary of
the rectangle P ) and u1 = max  u2 = Tmin (for the right boundary of P ). These results are
consistent with those in 75] obtained using analytical methods.

Figure 5.18: Airplane Safety: u1 = min  u2 = Tmax :

Figure 5.19: Airplane Safety u1 = max  u2 = Tmin .
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5.6 Summary and Related Work
We have presented an algorithm for over-approximating reachable sets of non-linear continuous systems of arbitrary dimensions. The novelty of our method is the way of representing
high dimensional sets, which guarantees termination of the algorithm and, moreover, allows
an easy extension to hybrid systems, as we will show in the next chapter.
There have been various works on the computation of reachable sets for non-linear continuous
systems. However, few of these are concerned with the important questions of data structures
for high dimensional sets.
To our knowledge, the rst appearance of the ideas underlying face lifting was the work
of Kurshan and McMillan in 65]. Their approach can be classi ed as indirect since they
were trying to construct a nite-state discrete abstraction of an electrical circuit (de ned
using the dierential equations for voltage and current of transistor). They partitioned the
continuous state space into hyper-cubes using a xed grid and computed the reachability
relations between these cubes by optimizing normal derivatives, as in face lifting. No general
purpose tool has been built based on these ideas.
Our work was triggered by the paper of Greenstreet 43], motivated by similar problems as
in 65], where the idea of face lifting in two dimensions for arbitrary polyhedra was rst
proposed. Later works of Greenstreet and Mitchell 44, 45] concentrated on an alternative
method to represent high dimensional polyhedra by their two-dimensional projections (a
polyhedron is thus the largest set satisfying the constraints of its projections). By doing
this, all the operations are performed on the projections of the polyhedron. The advantage
of this representation is that successors of projections can be more eciently and accurately
computed. However, its obvious drawback is that polygonal projections, even non-convex,
cannot capture the real geometric form of the full-dimensional reachable sets, and this results
in further over-approximation error which is hard to control.
The reachability method of Chutinan and Krogh 29], which we have outlined in the previous
chapter, was rst developed for non-linear systems and then specialized for linear systems.
Their method diers from ours in their trajectory-based approximations and in our use of
orthogonal polyhedra to store reachable states.
The idea of approximating reachable sets over a grid was used by Puri and Varaiya in 91]
for dierential inclusions x_ 2 f (x). Their method consists in partitioning a-priori the state
space into a nite number of boxes such that the variation of f within each box is bounded
by a given constant  and then associating with each box a constant rectangular dierential
inclusion of the form cl  x_  cu . Then, the computation of the reachable set is performed
on the resulting approximate model (for which the reachability problem is decidable). This
approach, like ours, can guarantee error bounds only for a nite time horizon.
Finally, the reachability problem can be formulated using partial dierential equations (see,
e.g., 27, 103]). The reachable set 0t] (F ) can be described as 0t] (F ) = fx j l(x t)  0g
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where l : X T ! R is the solution to the following equation:

@l = ;grad(l)  f
@t

with the initial conditions:
l(x 0) = 0 if x is on the boundary of F ,
l(x 0) < 0 if x is in the interior of F .
Various methods for tracking the evolution of l exist (see, e.g., 97]). However, numerical
solutions are often complicated, and so far we have found no special computational advantage
of this formulation over the direct ODE formulation.
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Chapter 6

Verication of Hybrid Systems
In this chapter we show how the approximate reachability techniques for continuous systems,
presented in the previous chapters, are adapted to hybrid systems. Reachability analysis is
a basic component of many veri cation and synthesis procedures. We are interested in the
veri cation of invariance properties, which is equivalent to the reachability problem.
An outline of this chapter is as follows. We begin by stating formally the veri cation problem
for hybrid automata and then give an abstract veri cation algorithm, based on which we
develop an eective approximate algorithm. We also present a concrete implementation of
the approximate algorithm and discuss important computational issues. Finally, we illustrate
the application of our approach with some examples. Some of the results of this chapter have
been presented in 8].

6.1 Problem Statement
Consider a hybrid automaton A = (X  Q f G H R) of De nition 7. Let F = f(q Fq ) j q 2
Xg be the set of initial states. The problem of safety veri cation is stated as
follows.

Q ^ Fq

Problem 3 (Safety verication problem)
Given a set S = f(q Sq ) j q 2 Q ^ Sq Xg we want to verify that the hybrid automaton
A satis es 2S , i.e. all trajectories of A remain inside S .
We say that the hybrid automaton A is safe if it satis es the speci cation 2S and unsafe
otherwise.
In the hybrid automaton model to be considered, the sets Hq and Gqq are convex polyhedra
in R n for all q q0 2 Q. This assumption is not restrictive for two reasons. First, in many
practical systems, staying conditions and transitions guards are speci ed as conjunctions of
linear inequalities, which de ne convex polyhedra. Second, the algorithms presented here can
0
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be extended to hybrid automata whose staying and guard sets are non-convex polyhedra.
Similarly, we require the sets Sq and Fq to be polyhedral (convex or orthogonal). Nonpolyhedral sets should be replaced a-priori by their polyhedral approximations.
We consider ane, set-valued reset maps, more precisely, for all q q0 2 Q, Rqq (x) = Dqq x +
Jqq where Dqq is an n n matrix and Jqq is a convex polyhedron in R n . Of particular
interest are the following special cases of Rqq :
0

0

0

0

0

0

1. Deterministic resets: Jqq is a singleton fj qq g. The reset Rqq maps every point x 2 X
to a unique point Dqq x + j qq .
2. Identity resets: Dqq is the identity matrix and Jqq = f0g, which means that the
continuous variables remain unchanged after the transition from q to q0 .
3. Memoryless resets: Dqq is the zero matrix, and Rqq is thus an arbitrary set-valued
map. If all Rqq satisfy this condition, we say that the system is memoryless.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6.2 Veri cation Algorithm
Proving that the hybrid automaton A satis es 2S is equivalent to proving that A never
reaches the set B = f(q Bq ) j q 2 Q ^ Bq = X n Sq g, the complement of S , which represents
the set of unsafe (\bad") states. Problem 3 can be solved by using either forward or backward
reachability analysis. We focus rst on forward analysis and present an adaptation for
backward analysis in Section 6.5.
In essence, we compute the set reachable by the system from F and then check emptiness of
its intersection with the bad set B. The abstract algorithm for solving Problem 3 is shown
below.

Algorithm 8 (Forward Verication Algorithm)
P 0 := F 
repeat k = 0 1 2 : : :
if (P k \ B =6 ) return unsafe
Pc := c(P k )
Pd := d(Pc)
P k+1 := P k Pc Pd
until P k+1 = P k
return safe
The reachable set is initialized with the initial set: P 0 = F . In each iteration the continuoussuccessor operator c is applied to P k . This gives the set of states reachable by continuous
dynamics, to which the discrete-successor operator d is next applied to obtain the set of
states reachable by executing discrete transitions. If the intersection of the computed set P k
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with the bad set B is not empty, then the algorithm reports that the system is unsafe and
terminates. Otherwise, the algorithm continues until no new reachable states are found. If
the algorithm terminates and the bad set is not reached, then the system is proved to satisfy
the safety speci cation.
This abstract algorithm is in fact the basic model-checking algorithm implemented in the
veri cation tools such as Kronos 112] for timed automata and HyTech 51] for `linear' hybrid
automata. As discussed earlier, for systems with arbitrary continuous dynamics, exact computation of reachable sets is, in general, not possible. Our approach is to use Algorithm 8
with successive approximations of continuous- and discrete-successors using orthogonal polyhedra. Note that in the context of safety veri cation, over-approximations are required. In
the following we show how to over-approximate the operators c and d . From now on all
the sets we manipulate are either convex or orthogonal polyhedra.

6.2.1 Continuous-Successors
Given a set of states (q F ) where q 2 Q and F is a polyhedron in R n , we want to compute
an orthogonal over-approximation of c (q F ), denoted by bc (q F ).
We have presented in the previous chapters two algorithms for over-approximating the successor operator  of continuous systems. One is specialized for linear systems that can admit
uncertain input. For brevity, from now on we call it the LIN algorithm. The other algorithm,
based on the face lifting technique, can be applied to non-linear systems, and we call it the
FL algorithm. We will approximate the continuous-successors operator of hybrid automata
using these algorithms. Note that for the FL algorithm non-orthogonal initial polyhedra are
replaced by their orthogonal over-approximations, and for the LIN algorithm non-convex
initial polyhedra are rst decomposed into convex ones.
The only dierence between the operator c of hybrid automata and the operator  of continuous systems is the presence of staying conditions in the former. During the continuous
evolution at a discrete state q, some trajectories may go out of the staying set Hq and from
there no further continuous evolution at the current discrete state is possible. Hence, the
reachability algorithms for continuous systems should be modi ed to account for staying
conditions.
We consider rst the FL algorithm. Essentially, starting from F this algorithm iteratively
computes
P k+1 = P k b0rk ] (P k )
where b0rk ] is an over-approximation of the reachability operator 0rk ] and every P k is an
orthogonal polyhedron. Recall that for accuracy and eciency purposes the FL algorithm
uses variable time steps.
The treatment of staying conditions consists in removing from the sets P k+1 the states that
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do not satisfy Hq and starting the next iteration from the resulting set. In other words, in
the modi ed algorithm we compute P k+1 as follows:

P k+1 = (P k b0rk ] (P k )) \ Hq :

(6.1)

Since Hq is a convex polyhedron, the scheme (6.1) involves intersections of orthogonal and
convex polyhedra, which cannot be exactly computed (orthogonal polyhedra are obviously
not closed under such an operation). To remedy this, we approximate these intersections
using the following operator.

Denition 20 Given an orthogonal polyhedron G and a convex polyhedron C , C uo G is the
smallest orthogonal polyhedron de ned on the grid of G such that C uo G  C \ G.
We defer the computation of the uo operator to the end of this section.
Now, replacing \ with uo in (6.1) we obtain the following scheme

P k+1 = (P k b0rk ] (P k )) uo Hq 

which guarantees to produce an orthogonal over-approximation bc of c .

(6.2)

We turn now to the LIN algorithm. The basic iterative scheme of the LIN algorithm is
written as

P k+1 = P k+1 b0r](X k )
X k+1 = r (X k )

Recall that besides P k , which is used to accumulate the reachable states, the LIN algorithm
maintains a convex polyhedron X k which is the exact reachable set at time point kr and
used as the basis for the computation of P k+1 . Therefore, to adapt the LIN algorithm for
computing bc , we need interesect not only P k+1 but also X k+1 with Hq . Again, we make
use of the uo operator to compute bc as follows:

P k+1 = (P k+1 b0r](X k )) uo Hq
X k+1 = r (X k ) \ Hq

(6.3)

Since every r (X k ) is a convex polyhedron, X k+1 can be exactly computed.
Before proceeding, we make two important observations concerning the accuracy and eciency of the above modi ed algorithms.

 In both algorithms, the uo operator introduces further error into the approximation.
The FL algorithm computes P k+1 based on P k , it it clear that this error propagates
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from iteration to iteration. However, the LIN algorithm computes P k+1 based on
X k , which is exactly computed. Consequently, the LIN algorithm, when applied for
computing bc , preserves the property of not propagating over-approximation errors in
the continuous phase.
 Recall that the computation cost of the LIN algorithm depends on the number of vertices of the convex polyhedra X k . For purely continuous systems the number of vertices
remains constant, but for hybrid systems it might change due to the intersection with
Hq (see Figure 6.1).

P1
X1

Hq

X0 = F

X2
Figure 6.1: Over-approximating c (q F ) using the LIN algorithm: the intersection of X 1
and Hq results in more vertices in X 2 .
We now show how to compute the uo operator, which is used by both modi ed algorithms.

Computing the uo operator
The uo operator takes as input a convex polyhedron C and an orthogonal polyhedron G

and returns the smallest orthogonal polyhedron de ned on the grid of G that includes the
intersection C \ G.
Let G be the underlying grid of G. We can represent the orthogonal polyhedron G as the
union of, say, mg elementary hyper-cubes of G : G = fgi j i = 1 : : :  mg g. It is not hard
to see that (C uo G) is the union of the elementary hyper-cubes gi in G whose intersection
with C is not empty (see Figure 6.2). We write
C uo G = fgi j gi \ C 6=  i = 1 : : :  mg g:
The algorithm for computing uo is described in Chapter 8 (Implementation).
By construction, the distance between each hyper-cube gi in C uo G and C \ G is at most the
size of the underlying grid. It then follows by Lemma 1-(h1) that h(C uo G C \ G)  ,
which means that the error incurred in replacing \ by uo is bounded by .
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C

C uu G
C uo G
G

Figure 6.2: Orthogonal approximations of C \ G: C uo G is the dotted orthogonal polygon
and C uu G is the shaded one.
Remark that the above results can be naturally extended to under-approximate the continuoussuccessor operator. For doing this, we de ne C uu G as the largest orthogonal polyhedron
such that C uu G C \ G. It is easy to see that
C uu G = fgi j gi C i = 1 : : :  mg g
and the distance h(C uu G C \ G) is also bounded by . Hence, an orthogonal underapproximation of c (q Fq ) can be obtained by replacing uo with uu in the schemes (6.2)
and (6.3).

6.2.2 Discrete-Successors
For a given set of states (q F ) where q 2 Q and F is an orthogonal polyhedron in R n , we
want to compute an orthogonal over-approximation of d (q F ), denoted by bd (q F ).
The reason we consider the problem where F is orthogonal is that continuous-successors, as
shown above, are represented by orthogonal polyhedra. In addition, the algorithm presented
in the following is also applicable for convex polyhedra.
The set of discrete-successors of (q F ) is written as

d (q F ) =



q 2Q

qq (q F )
0

0

where qq (q Fq ) is the set of discrete-successors of (q F ) with respect to the transition from
q to q0 . Followed immediately from the de nition of qq ,
qq (q F ) = (q0  Rqq (F \ Gqq ) \ Hq ):
0

0

0

0

0

0
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Recall that by convention the guard Gqq is empty if there is no transition from q to q0 . We
consider rst the problem of nding an orthogonal polyhedron bqq (q F ) such that
0

0

bqq (q F )  Rqq (F \ Gqq ) \ Hq :
0

0

0

0

As mentioned earlier, the resets in the hybrid automata considered are linear transformations,
that is, Rqq (x) = Dqq x + Jqq where Dqq is an n n matrix and Jqq is a convex polyhedron
in R n .
Since the polyhedron F is orthogonal and Gqq is convex, we replace again F \ Gqq by
F uo Gqq . The orthogonal polyhedron F uo Gqq can be decomposed into, say, mb nonoverlapping hyper-rectangles bi :
mb

F uo Gqq = bi:
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

i=1

We can represent the convex polyhedron Jqq by the convex hull of its vertices fj 1  : : :  j mj g:
Jqq = convfj 1 : : :  j mj g. Then, the image of a point x 2 R n by Rqq can be written as
0

0

0

Rqq (x) = convfDqq x + j 1 : : :  Dqq x + j mj g:
0

0

(6.4)

0

Hyper-rectangles are convex, and their convexity is preserved by linear transformation therefore, the image of the hyper-rectangle bi by Rqq can be obtained by applying Rqq to its 2n
vertices fv1  : : :  v2n g as shown in (6.4) and then taking the convex hull of the resulting sets.
In other words, Rqq (bi ) = conv(Rqq (v1 ) : : : Rqq (v2n )). Hence, to compute bqq (q F ), we
need just transform every convex polyhedron Rqq (bi ) \ Hq into orthogonal using the grido
operator:
mb

bqq (q F ) = grido(Rqq (bi) \ Hq ):
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

i=1

We derive from the above formula the following algorithm for computing bqq (q Fq ). Recall
that decomp denotes the function that decomposes an orthogonal polyhedron into a list of
non-overlapping hyper-rectangles.
0

Algorithm 9 (Computing bqq (q F ))
0

P := 
Fg := F uo Gqq 
for all bi 2 decomp(Fg ) f
hi := Rqq (bi ) \ Hq 
G := grido(hi )
P := P G
0

0

g
return (q0 P )
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Note that the union of all the convex polyhedra hi is also an over-approximation of the set
Rqq (F \ Gqq ) \ Hq . This fact will be exploited in Section 6.3 to increase the eciency of
the veri cation algorithm in certain cases.
Now, bd (q F ) can be readily computed as follows:

bd(q F ) = bqq (q F ):
0

0

0

q 2Q

0

0

We proceed with the estimation of the approximation error. The error is rst introduced
by the uo operator and bounded at this stage by . After the linear transformation Rqq ,
the bound on this error becomes jjDqq jj , and hence after applying grido the total error in
bqq (q F ) is bounded by (jjDqq jj + 1).
0

0

0

0

As before, to under-approximate qq (q F ), one can use Algorithm 9 with the operators uo
and grido replaced by uu and gridu, respectively.
0

It remains now to replace the exact operators c and d in Algorithm 8 by bc and bd to obtain
an approximate veri cation algorithm for hybrid automata.

Algorithm 10 (Approximate Forward Verication Algorithm)
P 0 := F 
repeat k = 0 1 2 : : :
if (P k \ B =6 ) return bad-set-reached
Pc := bc(P k )
Pd := bd(Pc)
P k+1 := P k Pc Pd
until P k+1 = P k
return safe
In Algorithm 10, checking emptiness of P k \ B, when the bad set B is not orthogonal, is
done by decomposing P k into hyper-rectangles rather than by using uo in order to avoid
introducing additional error. Since the algorithm over-approximates the reachable set, it
might declare the system unsafe even though the exact reachable set does not intersect B.
On the other hand, Algorithm 10 is sound: if it terminates by declaring the system to be
safe, then the system is indeed safe.

6.2.3 Implementation
Algorithm 11, a more concrete version of Algorithm 10, appears, in pseudo-code form, in
Figure 6.3. Before detailing the implementation of this algorithm, let us recall the computational procedures on which it is based:
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 Over-approximation of reachable sets of continuous dynamics by orthogonal polyhedra
 Over-approximation of intersections of orthogonal polyhedra and convex polyhedra by
orthogonal polyhedra
 Exact Boolean operations on orthogonal polyhedra
 Tests of equivalence between polyhedra.

Algorithm 11 maintains two arrays, Reached and Explore, both of size m where m is the
number of discrete states. The qth element of Reached, denoted by Reachedq], contains an
orthogonal polyhedron that represents the reachable set at discrete state q. Each element of
the array Explore contains a list of polyhedra, each of which can be orthogonal or convex.
The polyhedra of Exploreq] represent the sets to be explored at discrete state q. The use
of lists of polyhedra for Explore facilitates some modi cations which will be explained later.
The algorithm uses two additional arrays of orthogonal polyhedra, Rc and Rd , both of size
m to store reachable states in one iteration.
Although the FL algorithm can work for linear systems, for eciency purposes it is preferable
to use the LIN algorithm to approximate c whenever possible. Recall that the FL algorithm
accepts as input only orthogonal polyhedra and the LIN algorithm only convex polyhedra in
order to use the LIN and FL algorithms in a uniform way, a pre-processing phase is needed:
if the dynamics at q is linear and the set F to explore is an orthogonal polyhedron, we
decompose it into hyper-rectangles. Similarly, if the dynamics at q is non-linear and F is
convex, we over-approximate it by grido(F ).
We detail now the steps of Algorithm 10. In the continuous phase, we compute the continuoussuccessors of the unexplored states at every discrete state. Thus, the orthogonal polyhedron
in Rc q] represents new states reachable by the continuous evolution at q. In the discrete
phase, we compute the discrete-successors of the states in Rc , and hence Rd q] contains the
polyhedra representing new reachable states generated by transitions leading to q. Therefore, the polyhedra in Rc and Rd represent the states reachable in one iteration. For the
termination decision we check whether these polyhedra are included in the previously computed Reached and then add them to Reached in the update phase. The array Explore is
next replaced with Rd since only the new states reachable by discrete evolution need to be
explored in the next iteration. Safety checking is done at the beginning of every iteration,
and the ag Bad indicates whether the bad set is reached.

6.3 Ecient Implementation
When coming to actual computation, our consideration is to economize on computational
cost while ensuring the desired accuracy. The main practical limitation of Algorithm 10 is its
computational cost, mostly due to the approximation of continuous-successors. One reason
for this comes from the continuous dynamics: if the dierential equations are sti, the numerical integration procedure needs to reduce signi cantly the step-size (in a portion of the
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Algorithm 11 (Concrete Verication Algorithm)
 Initialization
Bad = Stop = False.
For every q 2 f1 : : :  mg
{ Reachedq] = , Exploreq] = Fq .

 Main computation loop

As long as Stop = False the algorithm repeats the following steps:
1. Safety checking: for every q 2 f1 : : :  mg
{ If Reachedq] \ B 6=  then Bad = True and go to Output.
2. Pre-processing: for every q 2 f1 : : :  mg
{ If fq is linear
Every non-convex orthogonal polyhedron P in Exploreq] is replaced by
decomp(P ).
{ If fq is non-linear
Every convex polyhedron P in Exploreq] is replaced by grido (P ).
3. Continuous phase
Suppose Exploreq] contains mp polyhedra fPj j j = 0 : : : mp g.
For every q 2 f1 : : :  mg

Rc q] =

mp

b

j =1

c(Pj )

4. Discrete phase: for every q 2 f1 : : :  mg

Rdq] =

b

q 2Q

q q (Rcq0])
0

0

5. Termination checking:
If 8q 2 f1 : : :  mg (Rc q] Rd q]) Reachedq] then Stop = True.
6. Update: for every q 2 f1 : : :  mg

Reachedq] = Reachedq] Rc q] Rd q]
Exploreq] = Rd q]
Rdq] = 

 Output

If Bad = True then report that the bad set is reached. Otherwise, report that the
system is safe and stop.
Figure 6.3: A concrete version of Algorithm 10.
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time interval) to avoid instability. The other reason is the structure of the polyhedra to be
explored: if they are too complex, the geometric operations can be prohibitively expensive.
The measure of complexity for a polyhedron with regard to the LIN algorithm is the number
of vertices and with regard to the FL algorithm is the number of faces.
We propose the following methods and strategies for improving the performance of the
algorithm.

Convex-Hull approximation

When using the LIN algorithm to compute bc of a non-convex orthogonal polyhedron, we
rst need decompose it into hyper-rectangles, as described in the pre-processing phase, and
then treat each hyper-rectangle in the continuous phase separately. This is evidently costly
due to redundancy. An alternative is to over-approximate this orthogonal polyhedron by
its convex hull (see Figure 6.4). This may reduce signini cantly the number of vertices
and thus improve the eciency in both time and space without aecting the correctness of
the algorithm. Of course, the price is an increase of the approximation error, and a good
compromise between precision and eciency should be made. The idea of using convex hull
as an abstract operator to accelerate the computation is also employed in 36] for timed
automata and in 50] for `linear' hybrid automata.

Figure 6.4: Over-approximating an orthogonal polyhedron by its convex hull to reduce the
number of vertices.

Order of Exploration
The current algorithm works in a combination of breadth- rst and depth- rst search. The
algorithm is breadth- rst with respect to discrete transitions, but from the point of view
of elapsed time, in each iteration we explore rst all the continuous-successors at discrete
state qi and then all the continuous-successors at discrete state qi+1 . Alternatively, we can
explore the discrete states in a breadth- rst way. For example, we can x a time limit
for the continuous-successor computation in each discrete state. Beyond this limit, if the
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computation does not terminate we store un nished sets in a local variable and add them
to Explore at the end of the iteration. In case the system is unsafe, a dierent search
order might accelerate the detection of intersection with the bad set. In general, some
understanding of the system's dynamics is required to exploit this possibility. For a system
which is safe, we need to explore the whole state-space, whatever order we use. However,
experience with timed automata 18] shows that even in such situations the order of the
search might have a notable inuence on the performance of the algorithm.

Geometric Decompositions
For a given discrete state q, the polyhedra in Exploreq] may contain states which have
already been explored in the previous iterations. It is thus sucient to continue with the
states which are not included in the set Reachedq]. If the intersection of each polyhedron
in Exploreq] with Reachedq] results in a less complex polyhedron (with regard to the algorithm used for computing bc ), then this will reduce the computational cost of the continuous
phase at q. However, the resulting polyhedra may also be more complex, and in such cases
the separation is no more of interest. To illustrate, consider two examples in Figure 6.5. The
polyhedra Exploreq] are drawn in dotted lines and the polyhedra resulting from separating
Exploreq] from Reachedq] are shaded regions. One can see that in (a) the separation is
advantageous since the resulting polyhedron has fewer faces as well as fewer vertices than
Exploreq], which is not the case in (b).

Exploreq]

Exploreq]
Reachedq]

Reachedq]

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: Separating Exploreq] from Reachedq] is advantageous in (a) but not in (b).
Another improvement can be made by exploiting the fact that Algorithm 9 for computing
bqq (q Fq ) can produce, as an intermediate result, a list of convex polyhedra whose union is
already an over-approximation of qq (q Fq ). If fq is linear then we can use these convex
polyhedra instead of the orthogonal polyhedron bqq (q Fq ) as the initial sets when treating
the continuous dynamics at q0 . This not only reduces the over-approximation error but also
avoids decomposing the orthogonal polyhedron.
0

0

0

0
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6.4 Error Analysis
In the sequel we discuss briey the error in our approximation.
In the continuous phase, besides the error speci c to the approximate algorithm (LIN or
FL), the use of the uo operator introduces further error. The error incurred in the discrete
phase is due to both uo and grido operators. Although using the LIN algorithm the overapproximation errors do not accumulate during the continuous phase, they propagate to
other continuous dynamics whenever a discrete transition is taken.
To illustrate how the over-approximation errors propagate after successive discrete and continuous evolutions, let us consider a single discrete transition, say, from discrete state q1 to
q2 where Rq1 q2 (x) = Dq1q2 x + Jq1q2 .
Suppose that after treating the continuous dynamics at q1 , the error in the approximate set is
1. As shown in Section 6.2.2, when making the transition to q2 , we introduce an additional
error bounded by 12 = (jjDq1q2 jj + 1) where is the grid size. Consequently, the bound on
the total error is  = 1 + 12. At the target discrete state q2 , besides the new error inherent
in the computation of bc , the error  evolves under the continuous dynamics fq2 , in the worst
case, as:
(t) = eL2t  t  0:
where L2 is a Lipschitz constant of fq2 .
Hence (t) at this stage is bounded by eL  where  is the time needed for the computation
to terminate at q2 . However, depending on the nature of the continuous dynamics at q2 ,
(t) may increase or decrease over time, and it is thus dicult to make a general statement
about the magnitude of (t) when the next transition is taken. Due to the insensivity of the
Lipschitz constant, the above estimation may not reect the real error in practical situations.
A better assessement requires a mechanism integrated in the computational package whereby
the local error is evaluated and possibly controlled in the course of the computation.

6.5 Backward Veri cation Algorithm
The veri cation algorithm using forward reachability can be easily adapted for backward
reachability analysis. It remains to compute the orthogonal over-approximations b c and b d
of the continuous-predecessor c and discrete-predecessor d operators.
To compute b c (q F ), one can use the algorithm for bc (q F ) on the reverse dynamics, i.e. fq
is replaced with ;fq .
We now show how to over-approximate discrete-predecessors. The exact set q q (q F ) can
be written as
0 ;1
q q (q F ) = (q  Rq q (F ) \ Gq q \ Hq )
0

0

0

0

0

where Rq;1q : 2X ! 2X is the inverse map of Rq q de ned as Rq;1q (X ) = fx0 j 9x 2 X x =
0

0

0
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Rq q (x0)g. We consider the following two cases of Rq q .
1. The map Rq q is memoryless, that is, Rq q = Jq q . Then,
0

0

0

0

0

b q q (q F ) = (q0 grid (G \ H ))
o qq
q
0

0

0

if F \ Jq q = ,
otherwise.
0

2. The map Rq q is Rq q (x) = Dq q x + Jq q where Jq q = convfj 1  : : :  j mj g. Assume
that the matrix Dq q is invertible. It is not hard to see that Rq;1q (x) = convfDq;q1x ;
j 1  : : :  Dq;q1 x ; j mj g, and for a convex polyhedron P = conv fv1  : : :  vmp g
Rq;1q (P ) = conv(Rq;1q (v1) : : : Rq;1q (vmp )):
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Hence, we can compute b q q (q F ) by decomposing F into mb non-overlapping hyperrectangles bj and then
0

b q q (q F ) = (q0  grido(Rq;1q (bj ) \ Gq q \ Hq ))
mb

0

0

j =1

0

0

With b q q (q F ) characterized as above, we can next compute the orthogonal over-approximation
of discrete-successors as
b d(q F ) =  b q q (q F ):
0

q 2Q

0

0

The backward veri cation algorithm is sketched below. The algorithm computes the set
backward reachable from the bad set B and checks whether it intersects with the initial set
F . Note that for a given safety veri cation problem, backward reachability may be more
ecient than forward reachability and vice versa.

Algorithm 12 (Approximate Backward Verication Algorithm)
P 0 := B
repeat k = 0 1 2 : : :
if (P k \ F =6 ) return bad-set-reached
Pc := b c(P k )
Pd := b d(Pc)
P k+1 := P k Pc Pd
until P k+1 = P k
return safe

6.6 Veri cation Examples
In the sequel we illustrate our approach with some results obtained using the above algorithms implemented in d/dt .
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6.6.1 Example 1
Consider the hybrid automaton sketched in Figure 6.6. This automaton has two discrete
states q1 and q2 whose dynamics are the following:
 ;2:0 ;3:0
 0:0 ;0:6
A1 =
3:0 ;2:0  A2 =
3:0 0:0 :
The initial set is F = (q1  0:3 0:6] ;0:2 0:2]). In other words, the system starts at discrete
state q1 from the rectangle shown in Figure 6.7-(a). The successors by A1 (a center dynamics)
are computed until the trajectories all go out of the staying conditions H1 (x1  ;0:15). The
intersection with the guard G12 (x1 = ;0:15) is then computed and from there the dynamics
A2 is applied, shrinking the set until all the trajectories go out of H2 (see Figure 6.7-(b)).
From the intersection with the guard G21 (x1 = ;0:02) the dynamics A1 induces a \ring" of
states which stay in q1 forever (see Figure 6.7-(c)).

x_ = A1 x
x1  ;0:15
q1

x1 = ;0:15
x1 = ;0:02

x_ = A2 x
x1  ;0:02
q2

Figure 6.6: A hybrid automaton.

q1

q2

q1

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.7: The 3 stages in the computation of the reachable set.

6.6.2 Collision Avoidance
The second example is the model of a single lane of highway of an Automated Vehicle/Highway
System (AVHS), taken from 93].
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i+1
0

di+1

i;1

i
di

di;1

Figure 6.8: A single lane of highway.
Consider a vehicle i on the lane. Let di be the distance of vehicle i from the origin, and let
si and ai be its speed and acceleration, respectively (see Figure 6.8). The dynamics of each
vehicle depends on the state of the vehicle in front therefore, to avoid an in nite dimensional problem, when studying vehicle i, the dynamics of the vehicle i ; 1 is conservatively
abstracted by ai;1 = Al  Au ] where Al is the maximum deceleration and Au is the maximum
acceleration. Let d = di;1 ; di be the distance between vehicles i and i ; 1. We focus on the
leader control mode in which vehicle i follows vehicle i ; 1, and the control law is written as
follow:
(6.5)
a_ i = ;3ai ; 3(si ; si;1 ) + d ; si + 10:
This control mode is applied when the inter-vehicle distance is small or the relative speed
between vehicles is large. More precisely, it is applied to vehicle i if the following conditions
are satis ed.
8
>
d5
>
>
< si 2 0 30]
(6.6)
si;1 2 0 30]
>
>
a 2 ;5 2]
>
: di+ (s2i ; s2i;1)=2Al ; (si ; si;1)  10
A detailed description of the AVHS can be found in 93].
The goal is to prove that the control law (6.6), when applied to vehicle i, guarantees that
collision between vehicles i and i ; 1 never happens, i.e. the distance d is always positive,
regardless of the behavior of vehicle i ; 1. For doing this, we consider the following dynamical
system:
d_ = si ; si;1
s_i = ai
s_i;1 = ai;1
a_ i = ;3ai ; 3(si ; si;1) + d ; si + 10
The continuous state of the system is (d si  si;1  ai ), and the last dierential equation describes the control law. Note that the acceleration ai;1 of vehicle i ; 1 is now the input
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(disturbance) of the system ranging inside Al  Au ] where Al = ;5 m=s2 and Au = 2 m=s2 .
In addition, the system is subject to the constraints s_i;1  0 and s_i  0. Therefore we model
the system as a one-state hybrid automaton with these constraints as staying conditions at
the discrete state. To prove that the system never reaches a state where d  0, we take the
set Sl described by (6.6) as the initial set and compute its successors. The last inequality
of (6.6) is non-linear, and to over-approximate the initial set by a convex polyhedron we
replace it with
27 s  3:
si;1 ; 40
i

Figure 6.9: The reachable set projected on the rst three dimensions at time point t = 0:2s.
We perform bounded time reachability analysis, and the result obtained shows that the
system is safe until 200s. Termination can be checked if we restrict the analysis to a bounded
set. The projection of the reachable set at time point t = 0:2s on the rst three dimensions
is drawn within its bounding box in Figure 6.9. This safety property was proved by the
authors of 93] using optimal control techniques.

6.6.3 Double Pendulum
Another example we consider is inspired by the biped robot developed at Inria Rhone-Alpes.
We consider a simpli ed model of a robotic leg whose dynamics is described by the wellknown double pendulum equations. The leg of the robot has two motors installed at the hip
and knee (see Figure 6.10). The continuous state of the system is z = (z1 z2) where z1 and
z2 are the hip and knee angles.
Consider the following coordinate transformation parametrized by a = (a1  a2 ):

z = (z1 z2) ! (e1(z) z2)
where e1(z) = z1 ; a1 z2 ; a2 . We are interested in zero dynamics, that is, e1 is stabilized
at 0 (see 38]). In this case, the trajectory of the system starting from a given point z is a
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periodic orbit (corresponding to an energy level) and determined uniquely by the value of
a. We denote this orbit by z a. Hence, the paremeter a can be viewed as an additional
control to the systems (or a supplementary degree of freedom). In this study, the parameter
a is discretized, and we are interested in the following question: \Is a target orbit z1 a1
reachable from an initial orbit  z0  a0 by a nite number of discrete jumps in a?". A more
general question is whether a set of target orbits can be reached from a set of initial orbits.

l1
L1

m1

z1

l2

z2
m2

Figure 6.10: A double pendulum.
We focus on the case where only the hip is actuated. The evolution of the system in the zero
dynamics is described by the following equation:
M (a z2)*z2 + C (a z2)z_2 + G(a z2) = 0
Without getting into detail (see 38]), the above equation, linearized about an equilibrium
point (z2 z_2) = (a2 =(1 + a1 ) 0), becomes x_ = Ax + u where
(x1 x2 ) = (z2 z_2 ) u = (0 z2)
 0 1
A = ; 0  = ;g((1 + a1 )l2 + a1L1 cos(z2 ; z2) ; a2 =(1 + a1 ));1:
The condition under which there exists a periodic orbit is > 0.
The geometric parameters of the double pendulum 38] are as follows: L1 = 0:52m, l1 = 0:3m,
l2 = 0:29m, m1 = 6kg, m2 = 4kg, and the gravitational acceleration g = 9:81m=s2.
We consider 6 discrete values of a:
p1 = (0:8 8 ) p2 = (1:0 6 ) p3 = (1:4 7 )

p4 = (1:2 6 ) p5 = (1:0 6 ) p6 = (1:0 8 ):

Thus, the pendulum can be modeled as a 6-state hybrid automaton where each discrete state
qi corresponds to a parameter value pi . Since the controller is subject to certain mechanical
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constraints, the transitions between discrete states (or the jumps in a) cannot be arbitrary.
The transition relation of the hybrid automaton is shown in Figure 6.11. Note that the
transition guards also depend on the energy levels of the orbits (a detailed description of the
automaton is given in 16]).
Let O be the set of target orbits  x  a for all x 2 F  , and let O0 be the set of initial orbits
 x0  a0 for all x0 2 F . The parameters a and a0 correspond to discrete states q and q0
of the automaton. To determine whether the set O is reachable from O0 , we compute the
reachable set from (q0  F ) and check whether it intersects with O . The set O is computed
a-priori by performing reachability analysis on the continuous dynamics at q .
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 depict the results obtained for two cases: q0 = q1 and q0 = q3 . In
both cases, F = 0:00456 0:00656] ;0:002 0:002], a = p5 and F  = 0:056 0:058]
0:074 0:076].
To know the minimum time needed to reach O from O0 , we augment the system with a
clock variable and the reachability is performed on the resulting 3-dimensional system. The
results obtained show that from q3 the set of target orbits can be reached from O0 in 1:5s.


q1

q2



q3

q5

q6
q4

Figure 6.11: The transition relation of the hybrid automaton of the pendulum.

x2

x2

x1

x1
Figure 6.12: The reachable set from (q1  F ): the set of target orbits O is unreachable, and
only discrete state q2 is reachable. The `ellipsoidal' regions (from bottom to top) are the
reachable set at discrete states q1 and q2 .
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x2

x2

x1

x1
x2

x2

x1

x1

Figure 6.13: The reachable set from (q3 F ): the set of target orbits O is reachable the
`ellipsoidal' regions (from bottom to top) are the reachable set at q3 , q4 , q5 , and q6 .

6.7 Summary
We have described a veri cation algorithm for hybrid automata based on the approximate
reachability techniques for continuous systems. Our algorithm can work with a large class
of hybrid systems with arbitrary continuous dynamics and rather general discrete dynamics.
We have also discussed various methods for increasing the eciency of the algorithm and an
adaptation for backward reachability analysis. To illustrate the applicability of our approach,
we have shown some examples treated using the implemented algorithms.
Along these lines, there are the works of 29], 22], and 54], the results of which are the
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hybrid system veri cation tools CheckMate, VeriShift, and HyperTech, respectively. We
defer a discussion on these works to Chapter 8 after presenting our experimental tool.
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Chapter 7

Switching Controller Synthesis
In this chapter we study the problem of synthesizing switching controllers for hybrid systems.
The setup of the system we consider is shown in Figure 7.1. The system, which we refer
to as the plant, can be in one of several \modes", in each of which its behavior is governed
by a distinct continuous dynamics. In some zones of the continuous state space X R n
the system can switch from one mode to another. These modes can arise from dierent
structures of a continuous system (such as gears in a car or combination of open and closed
valves in a liquid container), the use of dierent operation ranges of continuous regulators, the
approximation of non-linear continuous systems by piecewise-linear ones, etc. . The choice
between the modes is made by a discrete controller, which continuously observes the state
of the plant and decides continuously which mode to select. The discrete controller can thus
be modeled as an automaton with a set Q of states, where each state is identi ed with a
mode of the plant. We assume the controller has complete observability of the plant, in other
words, the observation space of the controller is X . Hence, the domain of the feed-back map
is Q X .
We allow the controller to be non-determinisitic, i.e. a function s : Q X ! 2Q . This means
that when the current mode is q and the state of the plant is x, the controller might choose to
stay in q as well as to switch to one of several other modes. In synthesis problems, one usually
starts with a \liberal" controller which allows the system to be in one of several modes at a
given state. In other words, s(q x) contains all the modes to which it is physically possible
to switch from (q x). The result of the synthesis process is a more restrictive controller
which allows to stay in a mode or to switch to another mode only if this does not lead to bad
consequences. As in the previous sections, we concentrate on invariance properties, namely
the avoidance of bad states. In our setting, the combined system which is a product of the
controller and the environment is viewed as a hybrid automaton over the state space Q X ,
and the synthesis algorithm is performed on this automaton.
We begin by discussing some aspects of hybrid automata behavior, which are important in
the synthesis context. Next, we de ne formally the controller synthesis problem and give
an abstract algorithm to solve it. We then describe an approximate implementation of this
129
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Discrete switching controller

q1

q2
q3

q2Q

x2X
C1

Mode selection

C2
C3

Plant

Figure 7.1: A plant with a switching controller.
algorithm for systems with linear continuous dynamics, which is based on the reachability
techniques presented in Chapters 4 and 6 and gives an approximate switching controller that
guarantees correctness. We illustrate our approach with some examples and conclude with a
discussion of related work. The material of this chapter is developed from the presentation
in 9].

7.1 Preliminaries
The automata-theoretic formulation of the synthesis problem is as follows: given a hybrid
automaton, restrict the transition guards and staying conditions of the automaton so that
all remaining trajectories satisfy some safety speci cation. Our approach is to iteratively
reduce the staying and guard sets, so that the automaton will be forced to leave a continuous
dynamics which leads to bad states and will not take transitions which lead to such states,
until we obtain an automaton all of whose behaviors are good. There are two anomalies that
may result from a careless application of this approach, namely blocking and Zeno behaviors.

Blocking Behavior
In the process of iteratively restricting the automaton, one should ensure that the resulting automata are non-blocking, that is, from every reachable state there is always either a
continuous dynamics or a discrete transition which is enabled. To prevent blocking after
;1 (Hq ) where R;1 is
transitions, for every q, q0 2 Q, we replace Gqq with G0qq = Gqq \ Rqq
qq
0

0

0

0

0

0
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the inverse map of Rqq . Hence,
0

Rqq (G0qq ) Hq
0

0

(7.1)

0

There is always a trivial way to synthesize controllers with respect to a given safety property
by generating an automaton with H = G = . This automaton has no trajectories at all
and thus satis es the property. In order to obtain sensible solutions, we are interested in
nding the maximal non-blocking sub-automaton of A which satis es the property. As in
the theory of supervisory control of discrete-event systems 95], such a maximal controller
exists for safety properties. However, since we are dealing here with hybrid systems, we will
eventually produce an approximation of this maximal automaton.

Zeno Behavior
The importance of avoiding Zeno behavior in synthesis problems cannot be underestimated.
Indeed, because of this inevitable anomaly associated with modeling of interaction between
discrete and continuous dynamics, a synthesis algorithm may come to wrong conclusions and
produce a controller that `avoids' bad states by generating Zeno behaviors1. To illustrate
the problem, consider a car driving towards a wall. The driver's only means of control is to
turn the radio on and o. The system can be modeled as an automaton with two discrete
states corresponding to two modes (on and o) of the radio. In both discrete states, the
derivative of the continuous variable x which models the distance from the car to the wall is
;v where v > 0 is the constant speed of the car (see Figure 7.2).

x2X
radio_on

x_ = ;v
x2X

radio_off

x2X

x_ = ;v
x2X

Figure 7.2: Car driving automaton (the staying and guard sets are the whole state space X ).
Clearly such a car is doomed to reach the bad state x = 0 and bump into the wall. However,
formally, there is a behavior of the automaton where the driver switches the radio on and o
in nitely many times in a bounded time interval, and consequently the car does not progress
beyond a given point x > 0.
One straightforward way to ensure that our synthesis algorithm will not rely on such phenomena is to restrict its scope to hybrid automata which are non-Zeno by construction. This
motivates the following de nitions.
1

Similar phenomena have been extensively studied in sliding mode control 39].
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We consider a hybrid automaton A = (X  Q f H G R). The set of all trajectories starting
from (q x) 2 Q X is denoted by L(A (q x)), and the set of trajectories starting from any
(q x) such that x 2 Hq is denoted by L(A). The automaton A is non-Zeno if L(A) contains
no Zeno behaviors.
For the time being we assume that in the hybrid automata to be considered the reset map
Rqq is the identity for all q, q0 2 Q, that is, there are no jumps or resets in the values of
the continuous variables when transitions are taken. Hence R will be omitted, and we may
assume further that Gqq =  because a transition from a discrete state to itself without a
change in the continuous variables is meaningless. An extension of the synthesis algorithm
to automata with resets will be examined later.
0

Denition 21 (Strongly Non-Zeno Hybrid Automaton)
 A state cycle of A is a sequence of states q1 : : : qs such that q1 = qs.
 A cycle is non-Zeno if there exists a sub-sequence of states q q0 q00 in the cycle such
that cl(Gqq ) \ cl(Gq q ) =  where cl is the closure operator.
0

0

00

 A hybrid automaton is strongly non-Zeno if all its cycles are non-Zeno.
A Zeno cycle may allow the automaton to make in zero time a sequence of transitions leading
from a state (q x) to itself, and hence such a sequence can repeat inde nitely and result in
a Zeno behavior.

Lemma 9 If the automaton A is strongly non-Zeno, then it is non-Zeno.
Proof
By de nition of strongly non-Zeno automata, every state cycle  of A has at least a subsequence of states q q0  q00 such that the intersection of cl(Gqq ) and cl(Gq q ) is empty, which
means that there is a positive lower bound on the distance between Gqq and Gq q . Hence,
every traversal of  must do some continuous evolution between a point x 2 Gqq and a point
y 2 Gq q . This implies that every behavior whose discrete part is cyclic must pass some
time in the continuous phase and thus has a positive lower bound on its duration. Let d be
the minimal such lower bound over all cycles.
Let consider a behavior = (  ) of in nite logical length. Let q be a state which repeats
in nitely often in the discrete behavior . Then, the behavior can be decomposed into
q : : :  q : : :  q : : :  q : : : , that is, a concatenation of nite cyclic behaviors. As we have just
shown, each cyclic behavior spends at least d > 0 time in the continuous phase, and hence
any behavior of in nite logical length has an in nite metric length and is non-Zeno.
0

0

00

0

0

00

0

0

00

It can be veri ed that Lemma 9 is also true with a weaker de nition of strongly non-Zeno
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automata, that is, the automaton A is strongly non-Zeno if every cycle q1  : : : qs of A satis es
s\
;1
i=1

Gqi qi+1 = :

It is important to note that these conditions are both sucient but not necessary for a hybrid
automaton to be non-Zeno2 . In addition, the above conditions on the intersection of guards
are de ned for automata without resets for those with reset maps, more complex conditions
need to be de ned.

Denition 22 (Hybrid Automaton Restriction)
Let A = (X  Q f H G) and A0 = (X  Q f H 0 G0 ) be two hybrid automata. We say that
A0 is more restrictive (in terms of behaviors) than A, denoted by A0  A, if H 0 H and
G0 G, i.e. Hq0 Hq and G0qq Gqq for every q q0 2 Q.
0

0

Clearly if A0  A then L(A0 ) L(A) and, in addition, if A is non-Zeno, so is A0 .
Before formulating the synthesis problem we need some additional notations related to continuous evolutions of hybrid automata. Let us rst recall the notations introduced in Chapter 2. A trajectory of the hybrid automaton A = (X  Q f H G) is a pair (  ) where
: T ! X is a piecewise-continuous behavior and : T ! Q is a piecewise-constant behavqt
indicates that the dynamics q
ior. Let x, x0 be points in X and q 2 Q. The notations x ;!
qt 0
0
is enabled from x for time t > 0 and x ;!x indicates that x is q-reachable from x in time
t.

Denition 23 (Continuous Evolution)

Let F and G be subsets of X . Let = (  ) be a trajectory of A starting from (q x).
qt
qt
 If x ;!
, and, in addition, (t0 ) 2 F for every t0 2 0 t] we write it as x ;!
F .
qt 0
qt 0
 If x ;!x
and, in addition, (t0 ) 2 F for every t0 2 0 t] we write it as x ;!
F x.
qt 0
 The set G is q-reachable from x in time t if x ;!x
for some x0 2 G. We denote this
qt
qt
by x ;! G. If, in addition, (t0 ) 2 F for every t0 2 0 t], we write it as x ;!
F G (F

until G).

7.2 The Problem and An Abstract Solution
We formulate the simplest control problem of avoiding bad states in a non-trivial way.
2
In this thesis we do not address the problem of nding more precise non-Zenoness conditions. Recent
works on this topic can be found in 74, 113].
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Problem 4 (Safety Synthesis for Hybrid Automata)
Let A = (X  Q f H G) be a hybrid automaton and let F be a subset of Q X . The safety
controller synthesis problem is to nd the maximal non-blocking hybrid automaton A  A
such that for every trajectory 2 L(A) and every t 2 T , (t) 2 F .
In the following we present a synthesis algorithm which works for strongly non-Zeno hybrid
automata and then show how to generalize it to arbitrary hybrid automata. Our approach
to Problem 4 is to calculate the maximal set P  of `winning' states, that is, the states from
which the controller, by switching properly, ensures that all the trajectories of the controlled
system lie within F . Then, the switching rule can be derived from P , and we will call P 
the maximal invariant set.

7.2.1 Characterizing the Maximal Invariant Set
The calculation of the set P  is the core of any synthesis algorithm, and for doing this we
make use of the following operators.

Denition 24 (Unbounded-time-predecessor Operator)
Given q 2 Q, the unbounded-time-predecessor operator q1 : 2X ! 2X is de ned for a set
X X as
q1
1
q (X ) = fx j x ;!
X g:
Intuitively, q1 (X ) is the set of states from which it is possible to continue inde nitely with
the dynamics fq while staying in X (see Figure 7.3(a)).

Denition 25 (Until Operator)
Given q 2 Q the until operator Uq : 2X 2X ! 2X is de ned for two sets X , Y X as
qt
Uq (X Y ) = fx j 9t x ;!
X Y g:

The set Uq (X Y ) consists of states from which it is possible to continue with the dynamics
fq and stay inside X until Y is reached (see Figure 7.3(b)).

Denition 26 (One-step Predecessor Operator)
The one-step predecessor operator : 2QX ! 2QX is de ned for a set
F = (q1 F1) : : : (qm Fm)
where m is the number of discrete states in Q as
q1
qt 0
0
0
0
0 0
(F ) = f(q x) j x ;!
Fq _ (9t 9q 2 Q 9x 2 X x ;!
Fq x ^ x 2 Gqq ^ (q  x ) 2 F )g:
0
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X

X

x2

x2

x3
Y

x1
(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3: (a) Characterization of q1 (X ): the trajectory from point x1 stays in X forever
while the trajectory from x2 leaves X after some time therefore, x1 is in q1 (X ) but x2 is
not. (b) Characterization of Uq (X Y ): the trajectory from x2 stays in X until it reaches Y
while the trajectory from x3 leaves X before, and hence x2 is in Uq (X Y ) but x3 is not.
The intuition behind this de nition is the following. A state (q x) is in (F ) if either there
is an in nite trajectory without switching starting from (q x) and always staying in F , or
that it is possible to stay in F for some time and then make a transition to another state
(q0  x0 ) which is still in F . Note that, due to (7.1), the continuous evolution can always be
continued after a discrete transition is taken hence, the condition x0 2 Hq can be omitted.
It is not hard to see that (F ) can be expressed via the operators Uq and q1 as
0

(F ) = (q1 F10 ) : : : (qm  Fm0 )

where for every q


Fq0 = q1(Fq )
Uq (Fq  Gqq \ Fq ):
0

q 6=q

(7.2)

0

0

Figure 7.4 sketches the computation of Fq0 where the dynamics fq is the same as in the example of Figure 7.3.

Fq

x3

x2
x1

Gqq \ Fq
0

0

Figure 7.4: Computation of Fq0 : points x1 and x2 are in Fq0 since x1 2 q1 (Fq ) and x2 2
Uq (Fq  Gqq \ Fq ) (but x2 62 q1(Fq )). Point x3 is in neither and hence it is not in Fq0 .
0

0

Based on the one-step predecessor operator we obtain the following abstract algorithm for
computing the maximal invariant set P  .
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Algorithm 13 (Computing P )
P 0 := F \ H 
repeat k = 0 1 2 : : :
P k+1 := P k \ (P k )
until P k+1 = P k
P  := P k 
It is clear that the states in F but not in H are not admitted by the system, and it is thus
sucient to start with the set P 0 = F \ H . Algorithm 13 produces a decreasing sequence
fP k g, and if the algorithm terminates it gives the xed point P .

Lemma 10 (Property of Algorithm 13)
For every k, (q x) 2 P k i L(A (q x)) contains a trajectory remaining invariantly in F

which is either of logical length smaller than k and in nite metric length, or else of logical
length not less than k.

Proof
The proof concerning the length of trajectories is done by induction. For the base case, all
states in P 0 admit empty trajectories of length zero and all states outside P 0 (and outside F )
do not admit such trajectories. Consider a state (q x) in P k . If (q x) is in (P k;1), it can
either admit an in nite trajectory remaining invariantly in P k;1 (and thus in P 0 = F ), or
make one transition to P k;1 and then (k ; 1) transitions from there. On the other direction,
if (q x) 62 (P k;1), then it cannot make a transition to P k;1 nor an in nite trajectory, and
hence it can make at most (k ; 1) transitions. This proves Lemma 10.

The set P  contains all the states for which there exist switching controllers that can prevent
the system from going out of F . We restrict the automaton A to P  as follows.

Theorem 5 The automaton A = (X  Q f H  G) where for every q, q0 Hq = fx j (q x) 2
P g and Gqq = Gqq \ Hq \ Hq is the solution of the safety controller synthesis problem.
0

0

0

Proof
By Lemma 10, the set P  is the set of all states which admit either a trajectory inside F
of nite logical length whose last interval is in nite or a trajectory of in nite logical length,
which (for strongly non-Zeno hybrid automata) implies an in nite metric length. This shows
that A is a non-blocking automaton whose trajectories always stay in F .
In addition, in each iteration Algorithm 13 computes P k+1 by removing from P k the states
from which leaving P k is unavoidable. We then deduce that all the trajectories from X n P k
leave F after at most k transitions as a result, any automaton larger than A will contain
states outside P  from which the system goes out of F after a nite amount of time. We
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next conclude that A is the largest automaton whose trajectories can be extended to in nity
without leaving F .

7.2.2 Switching Controller
A switching controller can be derived from A by de ning a feed-back map s : Q X ! 2Q
as

s(q x) = fq0 j (q0 = q ^ x 2 Hq ) _ (q0 6= q ^ x 2 Gqq )g:
0

(7.3)

Notice that, unlike in continuous systems, the feed-back control depends not only on the
continuous state but also on the discrete state of the system.
This switching controller is non-deterministic since the sets Hq and Gqq might not intersect
with each other only on their boundaries, and hence in some parts of the state space the
choice between continuing with dynamics q and switching to q0 is not speci ed. This is
similar to the notion of \least restrictive supervisor" 95], that is, for all (q x) 2 Q X , all
other switching controllers that keep the system inside F have the feed-back maps which are
contained in s.
A deterministic controller can be obtained by reducing H  and G so that the feed-back map
becomes a function s : Q X ! Q. In general, there is no \canonical" reduction preferable
over the others, and we consider it an implementation issue.
0

Let us review what has been resolved so far. We have presented an abstract solution to the
safety controller synthesis problem which consists in restricting the automaton A to the set
P  characterized as the maximal xed point of the equation P = F \ (P ). This solution
can be useful if one is able to eectively implement Algorithm 13 whose main ingredient
is the operator. The following section is concerned with the problem of computing this
operator.

7.3 From Abstract to Eective Algorithm
From now on we restrict the continuous dynamics to be linear of the form fq (x) = Aq x for
every q 2 Q.
Given a set F = f(q Fq ) j q 2 Q ^ Fq Xg, our goal is to compute the set (F ). We
derive from (7.2) Algorithm 14 for characterizing (F ).
The algorithm uses the operators Uq and q1 which, like the successor and predecessor operators in the veri cation algorithms, cannot, in general, be exactly computed. Our approach
to an eective synthesis algorithm is to use our reachability techniques to under-approximate
these operators. It should be noted that for synthesis problems under-approximations are
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Algorithm 14 (Computing (F ))
P := 
for all q 2 Q f
X := q1 (Fq )
for all q0 =6 q f
X := X Uq (Fq  Gqq \ Fq )
g
P := P (q X )
g
return P
0

0

required since one needs to guarantee that the computed maximal invariant set is a subset
of the exact set P .
We begin with the until operator. Let us rephrase the meaning of this operator in terms of
reachable sets of hybrid automata. The set Uq (X Y ) is simply the set of states from which
the system can reach Y while remaining in X . Thus, Uq (X Y ) can be characterized as the set
of continuous-predecessors of (q Y ), i.e. c (q Y ), with X as the staying condition at q. Note
that computing continuous-predecessors is equivalent to computing continuous-successors of
the reverse dynamics: x_ = ;Aq x.
We proceed with the operator q1 . Let X be the complement of X . It is not hard to see that
the set q1 (X ) can be obtained by removing from X the states from which the continuous
dynamics fq leads the system to X . In other words, one needs rst to compute the set of
predecessors of X by the dynamics fq , i.e. (X ) where denotes the predecessor operator
of continuous systems. Then, q1(X ) = X n (X ).
We conclude from the formulation of using the predecessor operators that we can overapproximate it by orthogonal polyhedra using the machinery for linear continuous and hybrid
systems, developed in Chapters 4 and 6.

Example

Let us now illustrate the above computations with an example where the sets X and Y are
rectangles de ned as

X = ;0:1 0:1] ;0:03 0:1]
Y = 0:02 0:06] ;0:05 ;0:02]
and the linear dynamics fq is de ned by the matrix

Aq =

 ;0:5

4:0
;3:0 ;0:5 :
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Figure 7.5: Under-approximation of Uq (X Y ): all the trajectories from points in the orthogonal polyhedron remain in the rectangle X until they reach the rectangle Y .

Figure 7.6: Under-approximation of q1 (X ): all the trajectories from points in the orthogonal
polyhedron can stay in the rectangle X forever.

The results obtained for the approximation of Uq (X Y ) and q1 (X ) are depicted in Figures 7.5 and 7.6, respectively. In Figure 7.5, the set X is the big rectangle and Y is the small
one underneath X . The linear dynamics is a sink, similar to the example of Figure 7.4, and
its trajectories spiral clockwise to the origin. The orthogonal polyhedra lying between the
stair-like lines in the gures are the under-approximations of Uq (X Y ) and q1 (X ).
Plugging the approximate algorithm for into Algorithm 13, we obtain a sequence fPek g of
orthogonal polyhedra such that Pek P k for every k. The computed solution Pe is guaranteed to be included in P , and hence the restricted automaton Ae with respect to Pe satis es
the same properties as A except, of course, being maximal. This gives an eective solution
to the controller synthesis problem for hybrid automata with linear continuous dynamics.
Recall that we have also developed a reachability technique for continuous dynamics of the
form x_ = Ax + u where u is the input and takes values in a convex set U (see Section 4.5
of Chapter 4). Combining this with the computation procedure described above, one is able
to solve the safety controller synthesis problem for systems with continuous disturbances, as
the example in Section 7.6.2 will illustrate.
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7.4 Uncontrollable Switching
In the framework described so far, we assumed that all discrete transitions are controllable,
i.e. generated by the controller. However, in practice the environment in which physical systems work is often uncontrollable and can induce some of the switching in a non-deterministic
way. For instance, human interaction (such as an operator pushing a button) or a discrete
change in a physical process (such as a collision) can be modeled as uncontrolled transitions.
In addition, such transitions are very useful to describe the passage from one region of the
state space to another when piecewise-linear systems are used to approximate non-linear
dynamics.
Here we discuss an extension of the synthesis algorithm to hybrid automata with uncontrollable switching. In this setting, it is important to distinguish non-determinism of the
controller, which corresponds to the design choices, from non-determinism of the environment, which reects our imprecise knowledge about the latter's actions. Therefore, the
transitions of our systems are now labeled as controllable and non-controllable.
In the model to be considered we assume that the controller has no dominion over the actions
of the environment, i.e. if an uncontrollable transition and a controllable one are enabled at a
given state, the former has higher priority. The synthesis problem is formulated as nding a
controller by restricting the controllable actions such that the controlled system always stays
within a given set F regardless of the environment's behavior. We show now how to adapt
the operator to take uncontrollability into account.
When all transitions are controllable, in order to stay in F the controller's strategy might be
to wait some time t > 0 and then take a transition. However, in the presence of uncontrollable
transitions, one should consider the possibility that at some time t0 < t the environment
might take a transition that will lead the system outside F .
In order to incorporate uncontrollable transitions, we augment the model with a set T u
Q Q of uncontrollable transitions. We observe that if (q q0) is in T u , then from any state
(q x) such that x 2 Gqq the environment can enforce a transition to (q0  x), and if (q0  x) 62 F
this will make the system violate the safety speci cation. From this observation, we modify
the operator as follows.
Let F = (q1  F1) : : : (qm  Fm ). The computation of F 0 = (F ) = (q1 F10 ) : : : (qm  Fm0 )
is done in two steps:
0

1. Compute F+ = (q1  F+1 ) : : : (qm  F+m ) by letting

F+q = Fq n



(qq

0

)2T u

Gqq \ F q
0

0

where F q is the complement of Fq . By doing this, we remove from F all states (q x)
from which the environment can lead the system to some (q0  x) outside F .
0

0
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2. For every q 2 Q compute Fq0 as follows:

Fq0 = q1(F+q )

x3

Fq



(qq

0

26 T u )

Uq (F+q  Gqq \ F+q ):
0

(7.4)

0

Fq

x3

Fq

x2

x2

z

y

00

Gqq

00

x1

x1
Gqq \ Fq
0

0

Gqq \ Fq
0

0

Figure 7.7: The operator for systems with uncontrollable switching.
Figure 7.7 illustrates the above modi cation. In the left gure, (q q0) is the only outgoing
transition from q, and this transition is controllable. It is easy to see that points x1 , x2 and
x3 are all in Fq0 since the trajectories from them either stay invariantly in Fq or stay there
until Gqq \ Fq is reached. We now add to the system an uncontrollable transition (q q00 )
as shown in the right gure. The shaded rectangle consists of points inside Fq from which
the environment can force a transiton to q00 and take the system outside F . Hence F+q is the
result of removing this rectangle from Fq . Consequently, points like x2 and x3 are no longer
in Fq0 .
With the characterization of the operator (F ) given in (7.4), the extension of our synthesis
algorithm to systems with uncontrollable switching is straightforward.
0

0

7.5 Anti-Zeno Synthesis
We have developed an eective synthesis algorithm for strongly non-Zeno hybrid automata,
i.e. automata whose all state cycles are non-Zeno. Whenever the input automaton does not
satisfy this condition, Algorithm 13 might produce wrong results where P  contains states
from which bad behaviors can be avoided only due to Zeno behaviors. To remedy this, we
need to transform a-priori every hybrid automaton into a non-Zeno one.
An obvious method for doing this is to eliminate the Zeno cycles by reducing the guards
of the transitions involved in the cycles. The problem with this approach is that there are
in nitely many dierent ways to `separate' the guards, and the results might depend on the
choice we have made. For some choices of guard reduction, the maximal invariant set will
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be empty while for other choices there is a way to control the system. Making the right
choice requires knowledge about the qualitative behavior of the continuous dynamics. As an
alternative, we propose a systematic method for transforming any hybrid automaton into a
strongly non-Zeno automaton at the price of increasing the dimensionality of the system by
one, and adding non-identity resets to the transitions.
The idea is very simple: we force the automaton to spend a certain positive amount of time
at every discrete state by adding a clock variable c (a variable with c_ = 1 at any discrete
state), resetting it to zero at every transition, and adding the condition c  dqq (dqq is a
positive constant) to every transition guard Gqq (see Figure 7.8 for an example). In fact,
it is sucient to have one transition which resets c and one transition which is guarded by
c  d in any cycle of the automaton where d > 0.
x 2 G12 ^ c  d12=c := 0
0

0

0

x_ = f1(x)
x 2 H1
q1

x_ = f2(x)
x 2 H2
x 2 G21 ^ c  d21=c := 0

q2

Figure 7.8: Transforming an automaton into a strongly non-Zeno one using a clock c.
This construction guarantees that the guards are separated and the augmented automaton
is strongly non-Zeno. Putting positive lower-bounds on inter-transition times also adds some
realism to the model as physical systems indeed require some time to switch from one mode
to another. The appropriate choice of dqq might come from such realistic considerations or
can be based on knowledge of the continuous dynamics. In any case, tuning dqq seems to be
much simpler than separating the guards of the original system. In addition to increasing
the system dimensionality, the price of adding a clock is that the synthesis algorithm should
be modi ed to account for clock resetting. The rest of this section is concerned with this
modi cation.
0

0

We begin by giving a formal de nition of hybrid automata augmented with a clock.

Denition 27 (Hybrid Automaton with Anti-Zeno Clock)
o are the identity for all
Let Ao = fX o  Qo  f o  H o  Go  Ro g be a hybrid automaton where Rqq
q, q0 2 Qo . The automaton A = fX  Q f H G Rg constructed from Ao by adding a clock is
0

de ned as follows.

 The continuous state space is X = X o 0 1).
 The discrete state space is Q = Qo.
 The vector elds fq = (fqo 1) for every q 2 Q.
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 The staying conditions Hq = Hqo 0 1) for every q 2 Q.
 For all q, q0 2 Q, Gqq = Goqq dqq  1) where dqq > 0.
0

0

0

0

 For all q, q0 2 Q, Rqq (x1 : : :  xn;1 xn) = (x1 : : :  xn;1 0). In other words, Rqq
leaves the rst (n ; 1) continuous variables intact and resets xn (the clock) to 0.
0

0

Every safety synthesis problem on Ao characterized by a set F o = f(q Fqo ) j q 2 Qg is
transformed to a problem on A with F = f(q Fqo 0 1)) j q 2 Qg.
Geometrically speaking, all the sets Hq , Gqq , and Fq of the augmented automaton A are the
prisms extending in nitely in the positive direction of the axis xn from the corresponding
sets of Ao (see Figure 7.9).
0

x2
X
d
a Xo b

x1

Figure 7.9: Construction of X = X o d 1) where X o = a b] in one dimension (the jagged
lines mean that the set extends in nitely).
To deal with the resets in the clock values, we modify slightly the operator (the new
de nition holds for arbitrary resets and not only for those described in De nition 27).
;1 : 2X ! 2X be the inverse map of Rqq de ned as
Let Rqq
0

0

Rqq;1 (X ) = fx0 j 9x 2 X x = Rqq (x0 )g:
0

0

Then, the operator can be modi ed to handle the resets as follows:
(F ) = f(q q1(Fq )



q 6=q
0

Uq (Fq  Gqq \ Rqq;1 (Fq ))) j q 2 Qg:
0

0

0

(7.5)

The modi cation is made to the second argument of the operator Uq . Intuitively, we need
to guarantee that the system stays in F after every reset Rqq . The computation of the
until operator is done backwards as described in Section 7.3 but this time starting with the
;1 (Fq ). It remains now to compute the map R;1 .
initial set Gqq \ Rqq
qq
0

0

0

0

0
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Computing Rqq;1
0

;1 for the hybrid automaton A of De nition 27 is characterized as
The inverse reset map Rqq
0

Rqq;1 (X ) = f(x1 ::: xn) j xn  0 ^ (x1 :: xn;1 0) 2 X g:
0

The condition xn  0 is due to the fact that the clock can have only non-negative values. To
;1 (X ), we intersect the set X with the hyper-plane P0 = f(x1  ::: xn) j xn = 0g
compute Rqq
and build over the resulting set a prism extending in nitely in the positive direction of the
axis xn (see Figure 7.10 for an example).
0

x2

Rqq;1 (X )
0

X
P0

0

a

b

x1

;1 (X ): the set X is drawn in dotted lines. First, we intersect X
Figure 7.10: Computing Rqq
;1 (X ) is the shaded prism with the base
with P0 , which gives the line segment ab. Then, Rqq
ab.
0

0

;1 (Fq )) with
Before proceeding, we illustrate the computation of the set Y = Uq (Fq  Gqq \ Rqq
a simple example shown in Figure 7.11 where the dynamics fq is constant. In the rst step,
;1 (Fq ) and then intersect it with the set Gqq (see Figure 7.11-(2)). Next,
we compute Rqq
;1 (Fq ) with Fq as staying
we compute Y as the set of continuous-predecessors of Gqq \ Rqq
conditions (see Figure 7.11-(3)).
Let us give an intuition behind this result. Indeed, the point y is not in Y because the
trajectory from it stays in the set Fq for less than dqq time. On the other hand, from any
point in Y , such as x, the system can reach a point x0 in the guard Gqq after staying in Fq
for at least dqq time. From x0 the system makes the transition to q0 and, by clock resetting,
jumps to a point x00 in Fq as shown in Figure 7.11-(1).
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Having computed an under-approximation Pe of the maximal invariant set P  of the augmented automaton A, we restrict A to Pe using Lemma 5 and derive a switching controller
as in (7.3). The clock will be part of the controller, and the controller observes the state of
the system and the value of the clock, switches according to the switching rule and resets
the clock while doing so.

7.6 Examples
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Gqq

0

Gqq

0

a

0

c0

0

x2

x2

x2

dqq

Fq

0

fq

Gqq \ Rqq;1 (Fq )

x0

0

dqq

b
d0

x00

Y

(1)

a

0

h

0

dqq

Rqq;1 (Fq )
0

0

x1

0

c0

d0

x1

(2)

0

0

c

0 x

x0

a

y

h
d

(3)

x1

;1 (Fq )) for an automaton with anti-Zeno clock:
Figure 7.11: Computing Y = Uq (Fq  Gqq \ Rqq
(1) the sets Fq (the shaded prism) and Gqq (the dotted prism based on a b]) (2) the set
Rqq;1 (Fq ) and its intersection with Gqq (the darker prism based on a h]) (3) the sets Fq
(the prism based on c d]) and Y (the shaded region).
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7.6 Examples
We have implemented the synthesis algorithms described above into d/dt and we now illustrate the behavior of the algorithms on two examples. Note that the results are obtained in
a fully automatic manner once the model has been written.

7.6.1 Two spiral system
The rst example is a system with two discrete states where the goal is to stay within a set
F = ;0:65 0:35] ;0:35 0:68]. The dynamics are de ned by
 0:05 ;2:0
 0:05 ;0:5
A1 = 2:0 0:05  A2 = 0:5 0:05
The continuous dynamics in both discrete states are characterized as `sources' and their
trajectories are diverging spirals. Therefore the only way to keep the system within F is to
switch between two discrete states. The initial transition guards are:

G12 = ;0:2 ;0:01] ;0:2 0:01]

G21 = 0:01 0:32] ;0:01 0:1]:

One can see that the guards do not intersect with each other, and the system is thus strongly
non-Zeno. The synthesis algorithm terminates after three iterations, and the running time
is 75s (with run-time visualization) on a Sun Ultra Sparc-10. Figure 7.12 depicts the sets
Fq and Gqq \ Fq obtained in each iteration (the latter set lies inside the former). These
sets are used as initial sets to compute Uq in the next iteration (all the sets q1(Fq ) are
0

0
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q1

q2

Figure 7.12: The phase portrait of the two spiral system and the evolution of F1 and G12 \ F2
(left) and of F2 and G21 \ F1 (right) within 3 iterations. The nal results show for each
discrete state the safe set where the system can spiral and then make a transition to the safe
set of the other discrete state.
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empty since the continuous dynamics are diverging). One can see from the gures that the
safe sets become smaller after each iteration until they remain unchanged and the algorithm
terminates.

7.6.2 Thermostat with Delay and Disturbances
Consider a thermostat with two modes (on and o). The continuous variable x1 models the
temperature and the input u models uncontrolled disturbances. The dynamics of the modes
`on' and `o' are described by the dierential equations

x_1 = ;x1 + u
and

x_1 = ;x1 + 4 + u
where u ranges inside the interval ;0:5 0:5].

We augment the system with an additional clock variable x2 as in De nition 27. We choose
dqq = 0:5 for every transition, which means that the thermostat stays in each mode at least
0:5 time. We let the staying conditions and initial guards be the whole continuous state
space. The hybrid automaton of the thermostat with delay and disturbances appears in
Figure 7.13.
x2  0:5=x2 := 0 on
o
x_1 = ;x1 + 4 + u
x_1 = ;x1 + u
x_2 = 1
x_2 = 1
q1
q2
x2  0:5=x2 := 0
0

Figure 7.13: The hybrid automaton of the thermostat.
Our goal is to keep the temperature x1 within the interval 1:5 3:6], and hence we start with
F = fq1 q2g 1:5 3:6] 0:5 1). The synthesis algorithm is performed on the augmented
system and converges after three iterations. The results are shown in Figure 7.14 and the
running time is 18s (with run-time visualization) on a Sun Ultra Sparc-10. By intersecting
the two dimensional safe sets with x2 = 0 we obtain the safe sets for x1 : 2:48365 3:5] at
discrete state `on' and 1:5 3:15736] at `o'.
From the computed safe sets, we can de ne a deterministic switching controller which turns
the thermostat on when x1 = 12 ^ x2  0:5 and turns the thermostat o when x1 =
21 ^ x2  0:5 for any 12 and 21 satisfying
2:48365 <

12

<

21

< 3:15736:

The automaton of the thermostat with the controller can be viewed in Figure 7.15.
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x2

x2

x1

x1

(o)
(on)
Figure 7.14: The safe sets of the thermostat.
o

x1 =

x_1 = ;x1 + u
x_2 = 1
q1
x1 =

12

21

^ x2  0:5=x2 := 0

on
x_1 = ;x1 + 4 + u
x_2 = 1

^ x2  0:5=x2 := 0

q2

Figure 7.15: The hybrid automaton of the thermostat with the controller.

7.7 Summary and Related Work
In this chapter we have developed a simple framework for studying control by switching.
We have proposed an eective algorithm for synthesizing switching controllers for hybrid
automata with linear continuous dynamics subject to safety requirements, making use of the
approximate reachability techniques. We have also presented an adaptation of the algorithm
for systems with uncontrollable switching and a method to guarantee non-Zenoness of any
synthesized system.
In the rest of this chapter we present some related work on controller synthesis for hybrid
systems.
Controller synthesis for discrete systems is well-known in computer science (see, for example,
the surveys in 12, 80]) as well as in control theory (supervisory control of discrete-event systems 95]). The rst extension toward hybrid systems appeared in the work of Wong-Toi and
Homann 111], which can be characterized as indirect: they transform a timed automaton
into a nite automaton (by using the nite partition of the state space, known as the region
graph 4]). Algorithm 13, presented in this chapter, is based on the direct algorithm suggested in 80, 13] for timed automata. In that work, due to the special properties of timed
automata, the exact computation of winning states and of a controller is guaranteed to terminate. These results were extended recently to the synthesis of time-optimal controllers for
timed automata 10].
Another class of hybrid systems with simple continuous dynamics for which an exact con-
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troller synthesis algorithm always terminates are the initialized rectangular hybrid automata,
studied by Henzinger et al. 55, 53]. For other classes of hybrid systems with constant derivatives, synthesis procedures are not guaranteed to terminate, although the operator can be
exactly computed by using linear algebra. An exact synthesis algorithm for `linear' hybrid
automata, which also considers non-Zenoness, was given in 110] and implemented in HyTech.
Earlier work on controller synthesis for eventuality for such systems was reported in 102].
Outside the world of hybrid systems with trivial continuous dynamics, results have been hard
to come by due to the diculties discussed in Chapter 3. Recent work in 76, 104], using a
game-theoretic approach, is very close in spirit to ours. The authors try to solve the controller
synthesis problem for arbitrary continuous dynamics with time-varying piecewise continuous
control and disturbance inputs, using an abstract algorithm similar to Algorithm 13. The
operator is characterized using Hamilton-Jacobi partial dierential equations. Techniques
to solve such equations were investigated in 104, 84]. However, numerical solutions can be
complicated, and no evidence has been given so far of the computational advantages of this
point of view. In 98] it has been shown that the synthesis problem for the sub-class of linear
systems where the matrices are either diagonal or nilpotent is solvable by using computer
algebra.
In addition, the synthesis problem has been studied in the discrete-event supervisory control
framework by various authors (see 62, 71] and references from there). Since the continuous dynamics treated by theses authors are non-trivial, they look for approximating automata 85, 33] rather than exact nite state abstraction as in 111]. In 62], the problem
of extracting a discrete-event system from the continuous part of the system has been investigated. Once the DES has been extracted, discrete-event supervision techniques can be
applied to synthesize a controller.
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Chapter 8

The Tool d/dt
In this chapter we describe d/dt , an experimental tool for the veri cation and synthesis of
hybrid systems. It is a C++ implementation of the algorithms presented in the previous
chapters. We present rst the modules of the implementation and then the main features of
the tool.

8.1 Implementation
The modules of the implementation are summarized in Figure 8.1. The parts enclosed in the
solid boxes are the modules that we implemented and the others are the software packages we
use. The veri cation and synthesis algorithms are described in the previous chapters here
we present only the geometric manipulation, numerical integration and interface modules.

8.1.1 Geometric Algorithms
One important component of our veri cation and synthesis algorithms are procedures for
manipulating convex and orthogonal polyhedra. Besides common geometric operations
(Boolean operations, membership testing, etc..), for which we can use available software
packages, some orthogonal approximation operations speci c to our approach need to be
implemented. We begin by presenting the data structures for polyhedra.

Data Structure for Convex and Orthogonal Polyhedra
Since we are interested in analyzing the system only in a bounded subset of the state space,
called the analysis set, all polyhedra of interest are bounded. Every bounded convex polyhedron P can be represented either by the convex hull of a nite number of vertices or by
the intersection of a nite number of half-spaces. Given either form, the other can be computed using standard algorithms. Since both forms are needed for dierent operations and,
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OpenGL, LEDA

Interface

d/dt
Verification Algorithms
Controller Synthesis Algorithms

Numerical Integration
CVODE

Geometric Algorithms

Qhull

New Polka

Cubes

Orthogonal
Approximations

LEDA
Figure 8.1: The modules of the tool.
moreover, the duality computation is expensive, our data structure for convex polyhedra
maintains both forms, which means that the trade-o between memory and computation
time was made in favor of the latter. An n-dimensional vertex is encoded as a real (or
rational) vector, vertex, of size n whose elements are the coordinates of the vertex. An
n-dimensional half-space is encoded as a real (or rational) vector, halfspace, of size (n + 1)
whose the rst n elements represent the normal to the half-space and the last one represents
the oset, i.e. the distance from the half-space to the origin if the normal is an unit vector. Rationals are used to avoid precision problems in certain cases. The basic C -like data
structure for a convex polyhedron is as follows.

f

Convex-polyhedron
int , nbvertices, nbhalfspaces
vertex V
halfspace H

n

g

*

*
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Concerning orthogonal polyhedra, as we have already seen, a bounded orthogonal polyhedron can be represented by a nite number of extreme vertices (see Section 3.2 of Chapter 3).
Thus, the data structure for orthogonal polyhedra is simply a list of extreme vertices as shown
below.
Orthogonal-polyhedron
int , nbvertices
vertex V

n

g

f

*

In all the implemented algorithms, basic data types (rational, array, dictionary, etc..) are
provided by LEDA1 library 83].

Convex and Orthogonal Polyhedron Operations
For operations on convex polyhedra, we use two libraries: Qhull 17] and a new implementation of Halbwachs's library 47]. Although Qhull does not provide ready polyhedral
operations (and some auxiliary programs were thus implemented to t the needs), the motivation of this choice is that convex hull is the most frequently used operator and the general
dimensional convex-hull algorithm implemented in Qhull is one of the fastest available. In
addition, Qhull provides an ecient algorithm for half-space intersection, a crucial element
in our computations.
The `new Polka' library implemented by B. Jeannet 58], using exact arithmetic, is much
less time-ecient than Qhull, but its advantage is the ability to deal with degeneracies for
which Qhull, using oating point arithmetic, may fail due to precision problems. In order to
obtain a good compromise between time usage and accuracy, we combine these two libraries
as follows: the algorithms of Qhull are used whenever possible and those of `new Polka' for
degenerate cases.
To manipulate orthogonal polyhedra, we use the library Cubes, implemented by O. Bournez 23],
which provides algorithms for Boolean operations, inclusion test, convex decomposition, and
face detection.

Orthogonal Approximations
Our veri cation and synthesis algorithms make use of four orthogonal approximation operators grido , gridu, uo , and uu to over- and under-approximate convex polyhedra and
intersections of convex and orthogonal polyhedra. In the sequel we describe how these operators are implemented.
1

Library of Ecient Data types and Algorithms.
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The Operators grido and gridu

We describe rst an algorithm for computing grido. For a clear understanding, let us recall
the de nition of this operator. Let G be the uniform underlying grid over which our orthogonal polyhedra are de ned. Given a convex polyhedron C , grido(C ) is the smallest orthogonal
polyhedron G de ned on G such that grido (C )  C . We have shown that grido(C ) is the
union of all the elementary hyper-cubes of the grid whose intersection with C is not empty.
Let V be the set of vertices of the polyhedron C . We denote for all i 2 f1 : : :  ng
li = minfbvi c j v 2 V g ui = maxf(bvi c + 1) j v 2 V g
where bvi c is the integer part of vi = . We de ne the bounding box Bb of C on the grid G
as Bb = l1 u1 ] : : : ln  un ].

Figure 8.2: Re nement using the Binary Space Partition principle.
The key idea of the algorithm is the following. Using the principle of Binary Space Partition
from computational geometry (see 40] for an introduction to this method), we split the
bounding box Bb into sub-boxes and then re ne recursively those sub-boxes which intersect
C until they become elementary hyper-cubes of the grid (see Figure 8.3).
We denote by bsp the function that takes as input a box b and returns a list of 2n sub-boxes.
Note that the vertices of the sub-boxes must be grid points. Let len(b) be the maximal side
length of the box b. The pseudo-code of the recursive re nement algorithm for computing
grido(C ) is sketched below. The algorithm starts with the bounding box Bb of the input
polyhedron C .

Algorithm 15 (Computing grido(C ))
f
if (b \ C 6= ) f
if (len(b)  ) G := G b
else f
b:

refine(

box)

Lb := bsp(b)
for all (bi 2 Lb) f refine(bi ) g

g

g
g
return G
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Essentially, the re nement algorithm works as follows. If the box b intersects C , we distinguish the following two cases:

 If b is bigger than elementary hyper-cubes of the grid G , then it is split into sub-boxes
and each of these boxes is recursively re ned.

 If b is an elementary hyper-cube of G , then it is added to G.
b1

C
Bb
Figure 8.3: Illustration of the computation grido(C ).
As an example, consider a two-dimensional convex polyhedron shown in Figure 8.3. After
successive re nements of the bounding box Bb we obtain the box b1 whose sub-boxes become
elementary hyper-cubes, and three shaded ones are added into G.
It is clear that ecient box-polyhedron intersection detection is crucial to the performance
of the algorithm since the number of boxes encountered can be large. A straightforward way
is to compute the intersection using standard convex polyhedron intersection algorithms.
Nevertheless, the expense of nding geometric intersections makes it quite costly. To reduce
the number of intersections we combine several tests exploiting the geometry of boxes, which
are commonly used for interference detection in computer graphics 42, 72, 90].
The algorithm can be easily adapted to grids where a dierent constant i is used for every
dimension and therefore elementary hyper-cubes become hyper-rectangles. Depending on
the geometric form of the input polyhedron C , the use of such grids can improve signi cantly the performance of the algorithm.
We turn now to the operator gridu. Given a convex polyhedron C , gridu(C ) is the largest
orthogonal polyhedron de ned on the grid G that is included in C . It is not hard to see
that gridu(C ) can be computed in a similar way, but only the sub-boxes that are entirely
inside C will be added to G. The algorithm for gridu is as follows.
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Algorithm 16 (Computing gridu(C ))
refine(

b:

box)

f

if (b C ) f G := G b g
else f
if (b \ C 6=  ^ len(b) > ) f

Lb := bsp(b)
for all (bi 2 Lb) f refine(bi ) g

g

g
g
return G

Algorithm 16 requires the additional inclusion test, which is trivial since testing whether a
box is included in a convex polyhedron amounts to testing whether all the vertices of the
former are inside the latter.

Remarks
 The approximation accuracy can be ne-tuned by de ning a tolerance  2 N and only

the boxes whose size is greater than  need to be re ned. This can help to increase
time-eciency, but the approximations are no longer tight.

 An alternative method to compute orthogonal approximations is to use linear pro-

gramming to nd the largest hyper-rectangle inscribed in the polyhedron C and do it
recursively 19]. This method is time costly in case the input polyhedron C is `narrow',
i.e. its bounding box has very dierent side lengths. The reason is that the volume
of hyper-rectangles inscribed in C is small compared to that of C , which results in a
large number of linear programming problems to solve. We have also implemented this
method into d/dt , and the choice between this and the algorithm based on re nement
is a user-de ned parameter.

The Operators uo and uu

We discuss only the computation of uo (uu is similar). Recall that given a convex polyhedron
C and an orthogonal polyhedron G, C uo G is the smallest orthogonal polyhedron Go de ned
on the grid of G such that Go  C \ G. The polyhedron Go is thus the union of all the
elementary hyper-cubes in G which intersect with C .
A naive implementation consists in testing all the elementary hyper-cubes in G. This can
be very expensive in case G contains many hyper-cubes. A more ecient implementation
consists in decomposing G into non-overlapping hyper-rectangles and then applying the
re nement procedure, as is done for grido and gridu.
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8.1.2 Numerical Integration
For numerical integration, we use CVODE 31], a software package for solving initial value
problems for ordinary dierential equations. The main attractive feature of CVODE is that
it can deal with both sti and non-sti systems. CVODE implements two linear multistep methods, namely variable-coecient Adams and BDF (Backward Dierentiation Formula) 57]. The former is used for non-sti problems and the latter for sti ones. Both
methods, being implicit, require solving non-linear systems, and to this end CVODE employs a variety of linear solvers and thus allows ecient solutions to a large class of problems.

8.1.3 Interface
Visualization is an increasingly important component in the design of a software package
since it helps the user to easily interpret the results obtained. However, writing ecient
3D animation programs integrated into a computation tool is a highly professional and
time-demanding task. Moreover, the computation time needed to obtain good visualization
quality is considerable and sometimes exceeds the computation time of the reachability algorithms. The solution we adopt here is to develop only some simple OpenGL 108] programs
(omitting advanced visualization features), which allow the user to display the results during
the execution and provide an option to generate data in the input formats of other standard
viewers. The interface programs, which manage the input and output as well as optional
settings, are implemented using the Windows library of LEDA 83].

8.2 Functionalities
The current version of the tool handles hybrid automata in which

 Continuous dynamics are linear of the form f (x) = Ax + u where u is the input and
ranges inside a convex polyhedron.
 All the staying conditions and transition guards are speci ed as convex polyhedra.

In the current version of d/dt , the face lifting algorithm (which has been implemented
separately) and the treatment of resets have not yet been integrated. Adding these features
is straightforward and can be done without modifying the current modules.
We present rst the input languague and then the functionalities of the tool.

8.2.1 Input Language
The input hybrid automaton and the speci cation are described in a model le (.hyb). The
speci cation is given in form of a polyhedron which represents the bad set or the safe set.
The input language is simple and can be easily understood through an example. The textual
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description of a 2-state hybrid automaton is shown below.
: 2

dimension
badset type rectangle

:

0:62 0:67,
;0:1 0:1

initloc
initset

;0:2
0:2

;0:2
0:2

: 0
: type griddy
0:2,
0:2,
0:6,
0:6

location
matrixA

: 0

:
0:0 ;6:0,
3:0 0:0
stayset : type rectangle
;0:15 1:0,
;1:0 1:0
transition :
label to1 :
if in guard : type rectangle
;0:16 ;0:15,
;1:0 1:0
goto 1
location
matrixA

:

: 1

;2:0 ;3:0,
3:0 ;2:0

: type convex vert
0:5 0:5,
0:5 1:0,
1:0 0:5
stayset : type rectangle
;1:0 ;0:02,
;1:0 1:0
inputset
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:

transition
label to0
if in guard



:

1:0
;1:5
;1:0
;1:0
goto 0
:

limits

x0] >= ;1:0
x0] <= 1:0
x1] >= ;1:0
x1] <= 1:0

2:0
0:8
1:0
0:5

161
:

type convex halfsp

;0:02,
;1:5,
1:5,
;1:0

and
and
and

Convex polyhedra can be speci ed using two formats: a list of vertices (convex vert) and
a list of half-spaces (convex halfsp). In case a polyhedron is a hyper-rectangle, it can be
de ned simply by intervals. While the staying and guard sets must be convex polyhedra,
the initial set can be orthogonal. Orthogonal polyhedra are speci ed by lists of extreme
vertices following the keyword griddy. The analysis set (limits) can be speci ed either as
a conjunction of inequalities, like in the example, or as a convex polyhedron. The grammar
of the input language is detailed in 34].

Computation Parameters
Since approximations are used in our algorithms, the tuning of some computation parameters
can be useful to nd a good compromise between computation time and accuracy. The tool
allows for computation parameters to be de ned textually in a parameter le (.par) or
through the graphical interface. If they are not de ned, default parameters will be used.
Here we outline only some important parameters (see 34] for more details).

 Time step: the choice of the time step for each discrete state depends on the desired

accuracy and also on the matrices of the continuous dynamics. It must be chosen
according to Theorem 2 in Chapter 4.
 Grid size: errors in orthogonal approximations depend on the granularity of the grid.
By reducing the grid size one can achieve better approximations at the price of more
computation time.
 Convex-hull approximation option: this option is used only for reachability and verication purposes. In order to speed up the computation in the continuous phase, the
user has an option to over-approximate orthogonal initial sets by their convex hull (see
Section 6.3 of Chapter 6). This, however, reduces the approximation accuracy.
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It is clear that prior knowledge of continuous dynamics will facilitate the ne-tuning of
computation parameters in order to achieve the maximal computational eciency.

8.2.2 Function Modes
An overview of the functionalities of the tool is shown in Figure 8.4. Given a model le and
optionally a parameter le, the tool can work in the following three modes:
1. Reachability: this mode performs forward reachability analysis from the initial set. The
output is an over-approximation of the reachable set.
2. Safety Veri cation: using forward reachability analysis, this mode can check whether
the system starting from the initial set can reach the bad set. The output is a yes/no
answer accompanied by a set of bad states that the system has reached, in case the
answer is yes.
3. Safety Controller Synthesis: by computing an under-approximation of the maximal
invariant set, this mode can synthesize a switching controller so that the system always
remains inside the safe set. The output is the under-approximation of the maximal
invariant set and the synthesized automaton.
The analysis results are stored in .res les in form of a sequence of sets of states (q P )
where q is a discrete state and P is a polyhedron.

8.2.3 Graphical User Interface
The goal of the graphical interface is to ease the use of the tool and facilitate interactive
analysis. It consists of a menu bar and a window where the results are displayed. The menu
bar has ve sub-menus: Input, Preferences, Run, View, and OOGL-Save. The user selects
the model le to work with through the Input menu and the type of analysis (reachability,
veri cation, synthesis) to perform through the Run menu. During the analysis of a system,
the main computation parameters can be changed via the Preferences menu. The tool
oers the possibility to display the results from the output les (.res) using the View menu.
This is useful when the user might wish to skip run-time visualization in order to reduce
computation time. The OOGL-Save menu is used to transform results stored in output les
into OOGL2 format data, which can be then input to GeomView 89], an interactive viewer
with many attractive 3D features. A snapshot of the graphical interface can be viewed in
Figure 8.5.
2

OOGL stands for Object Oriented Graphics Language.
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Reachability
Hybrid Automaton .hyb

d/dt

.res

Set of reachable states

Computation Parameters .par
(optional)
Verification
Hybrid Automaton
.hyb
Safety Specification

d/dt
Computation Parameters
.par
(optional)

Hybrid Automaton
.hyb
Safety Specification
Computation Parameters
.par
(optional)

Yes/No (bad set is reached or not)
.res Set of reachable states
Set of bad states reached

Synthesis

d/dt

.res

Maximal invariant set
Synthesized Automaton

Figure 8.4: The functionalities of the tool.

Figure 8.5: The menu bar of the tool.
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8.3 Summary and Related Work
We have presented the overall structure of the experimental tool d/dt for automatically analyzing hybrid systems. We were able so far to treat rather easily continuous systems in up
to 6 dimensions and recently a 3-dimensional hybrid system with 7 discrete states 16]. The
tool is still under development, and there is an ongoing eort to add new features and to
improve the implementation in order to increase its applicability. We have analyzed using
d/dt many academic examples and several examples inspired by real-life applications. We
are also currently investigating more applications in automotive control, robotics, and process control.
It is not easy to compare our tool to other tools in the domain for the following reasons.
The hybrid systems research is still young, and hence it is not always possible to understand
exactly the functionalities of some innovative tools from the papers which describe them.
Moreover, due to the complexity of the problem and the approximate nature of the solution,
it is still hard to de ne performance measures and to compare tools according to standard
benchmarks. Here we discuss only the relationship between d/dt and three tools for the
analysis of hybrid systems with non-trivial continuous dynamics, of which we are aware.
The rst dierence between these tools and d/dt is that they do not support controller
synthesis.

 CheckMate 29, 28]

CheckMate is a veri cation tool, developed by Chutinan and Krogh, for thresholdevent-driven hybrid systems where continuous dynamics are de ned by general ODEs.
The input system is modeled using Simulink block diagrams and then converted into
a hybrid automaton with the following restrictions: all the guard sets Gqq lie on the
boundary of the staying sets Hq , which are convex polyhedra the reset maps are the
identity, i.e. there is no jump in the continuous variables at discrete transitions. Unlike
our tool, CheckMate takes the indirect approach, that is, it computes a nite-state
abstraction of the original system using approximate reachability analysis and then
applies standard veri cation algorithms to the resulting discrete model. As mentioned
in Chapter 4, the reachability algorithm used by CheckMate for linear continuous dynamics is similar to and potentially more ecient than ours, but it is not easy to
extend to systems with uncertain input. One attractive feature of CheckMate is its
interface for Matlab/Simulink, a commonly used formalism for specifying and simulating continuous and hybrid systems. The most complex example reportedly treated
using CheckMate is the batch evaporator, which is modeled as a hybrid automata with
3 continuous variables and 5 discrete states where continuous dynamics are non-linear.
0

 HyperTech 54]

HyTech 51], developed by Henzinger, Ho and Wong-Toi, was the most popular tool
for verifying systems with piecewise-constant continuous dynamics. HyperTech is an
attempt to extend HyTech to systems with arbitrary dierential equations. However,
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the tool treats only simple discrete dynamics, i.e. the resets are either arbitrary setvalued maps or the identity. The design philosophy of HyperTech is to use existing
interval arithmetic packages in order to over-approximate reachable sets. Concretely,
the typical computation step of HyperTech in the continuous phase starts with a hyperrectangle F (a product of intervals) and uses the numerical integration of the interval
arithmetic package to over-approximate the reachable states at time r by a hyperrectangle F 0 . Then, the reachable set within the interval 0 r], i.e. 0r] (F ), is approximated by a hyper-rectangle F 00 containing both F and F 0 . In 54] the authors do not
detail how F 00 can be guaranteed to be an over-approximation of 0r] (F ). The reachable states accumulated over the execution are stored as a union of hyper-rectangles.
The most complex example treated using HyperTech in 54] is an air-tra c conict
resolution system modeled as an automaton with 3 discrete states and 3 continuous
variables whose dynamics are non-linear.
 VeriShift 22]
VeriShift is a tool, developed by Botchkarev and Tripakis, for hybrid automata with
linear dierential inclusions. The basic hybrid automaton model treated by VeriShift is similar to ours, and the tool can accept systems of communicating hybrid
automata. VeriShift is designed to perform bounded time veri cation. To overapproximate continuous-successors, VeriShift employs the ellipsoidal techniques, developed by Kurzhanski and Varaiya 67]. To treat discrete transitions, new methods
for over-approximating unions of ellipsoids and intersections of ellipsoids and convex
polyhedra are proposed. Input models should be written in C++ code, which is not
always trivial for users not having a computer science background. A recent example
treated by VeriShift is a train-gate system 21] which consists of three 4-state communicating automata sharing one continuous variable.
Note that in all the abovementioned tools reachable sets are represented in a non-canonical
way (as unions of convex polyhedra/hyper-rectangles/ellipsoids), which limits their applicability to high dimensional systems. The tool d/dt has been designed with generality in mind,
and hence the problem of representing polyhedra of arbitrary dimension has been tackled
and solved before the development of the rest of the algorithms. Therefore, one positive feature of d/dt is that it extends easily to more general systems (in terms of the dimensionality
and the complexity of dynamics).
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Chapter 9

Conclusions
9.1 Contributions
Hybrid systems which combine continuous and discrete dynamics have been considered in
this thesis. We have presented a practical framework for algorithmic analysis of hybrid
systems, using the commonly accepted hybrid automaton model. The main contributions of
the thesis are summarized as follows.

 Formal Veri cation:

The lack of methods for computing reachable sets of continuous dynamics has been
the main obstacle towards an algorithmic veri cation methodology for hybrid systems.
This motivated us to tackle rst the reachability problem of continuous systems. Unlike the conventional approaches which attempt to nd exact solutions and are thus
limited by undecidability of most non-trivial systems, our approach is based on an efcient method for representing sets and a combination of techniques from simulation,
computational geometry, optimization, and optimal control. We have developed two
eective approximate reachability techniques for continuous systems: one is specialized for linear systems and extended to systems with uncertain input the other can be
applied for general non-linear systems.
Next, we have shown how these techniques can be adapted for hybrid systems and
developed a safety veri cation algorithm which can work for a broad class of hybrid
systems (with arbitrary continuous dynamics and rather general switching behavior).
The main advantage of our veri cation algorithm over other existing algorithms is its
easy application for high dimensional systems due to the canonical representation of
reachable sets. In addition, with this representation our algorithm terminates in many
cases while other algorithms do not.

 Controller Synthesis:

We have considered the problem of synthesizing switching controllers for hybrid systems with respect to a safety speci cation. A safety speci cation is speci ed as a subset
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of the state space within which the system must remain. We have presented an abstract
synthesis algorithm based on the calculation of the maximal invariant set. The usefulness of this approach depends on the ability to eectively implement the operator,
the main ingredient of the synthesis algorithm. We have shown how our reachability techniques can be used for this purpose and provided an eective and automatic
procedure for synthesizing controllers. Furthermore, we have extended this procedure
to systems with uncontrolled switching coming from the environment. We have also
proposed a simple method for ensuring non-Zenoness of any synthesized system.

 Tool:

Another, not less important, goal of this thesis is to develop a working tool for analyzing
hybrid systems. Many veri cation and synthesis algorithms have been proposed, but
so far not many tools exist. We have implemented most of the algorithms presented
in this thesis into the tool d/dt . The current version of the tool deals with hybrid
systems with linear dierential inclusions and provides automatic safety veri cation
and controller synthesis. Some eort has been made to develop a graphical interface
which helps the user to gain insight into the analysis and facilitates user intervention.
Besides numerous academic examples used to evaluate the implementation, we have
successfully applied the tool to verify some practical systems.

9.2 Future Research Directions
There are many promising research directions to pursue.

 Formal Veri cation:

Much work can be done to improve the face lifting technique. The main drawback of
this technique is the accumulation of over-approximation error. We have proposed a
method to remedy this. However, further investigations should be made to devise a
more clever approximation scheme by exploiting the qualitative behavior of the system.
On the other hand, the current implementation of face lifting uses linked lists and
matrices to encode orthogonal polyhedra. A new implementation using the canonical
representation will increase signi cantly the eciency of the algorithm.
The performance of our veri cation algorithm can be improved in numerous ways.
Experiments with many examples showed that most of the computation time is spent
for geometric operations especially in high dimensions. We are currently exploring
more ecient orthogonal approximation algorithms combining divers techniques from
computational geometry. Enhancing the implementation of some operations of the
Cubes library is another way to make geometric manipulations more time-ecient.
In addition, we have highlighted in Chapter 6 how search order can inuence computation time, and we need thus to nd the search strategies suitable for each problem
instance. This could be done using qualitative reasoning. Since our veri cation algorithm can be readily used for simulation purposes, a method to reduce the search
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space is to de ne search order during the execution based on the information obtained
by some simulations. In addition, prior simulation results can also suggest ways to do
veri cation more eciently.

 Controller Synthesis:

We consider the following extensions of the synthesis results presented in this thesis:

{ Synthesis for eventuality: the dual synthesis problem of safety, eventuality, is

concerned with nding the set of states from which the controller can enforce the
system into a target set in nite time and nite number of switchings and compute the strategy for these states. Adapting our techniques for this performance
criterion is rather straightforward.
{ Hybrid game automata: we have extended the synthesis algorithm to hybrid
automata with uncontrollable switching which the controller cannot govern. The
next extension is to more general hybrid games where the controller and the
environment can have joint moves, as is done in 13] for timed automata. The
synthesis of controllers in this setting can be solved at the price of adding a
quanti er to the one-step predecessor operator.
{ Dierential games: we believe that our techniques can be adapted to construct
strategies for linear dierential games of the form x_ = Ax + B u + C v, where u
is a control input and v is an uncontrolled disturbance. One way to solve this
problem is to discretize u and hence restrict the control to be piecewise-constant.
This reduces the synthesis problem to the problem of mode switching solved in
Chapter 7.
More ambitiously, our synthesis algorithm could be generalized for systems with nonlinear continuous dynamics. This requires a method for under-approximating reachable
sets, and hence an extension of face lifting or a new technique needs to be investigated.

 Tool:

The current version of the tool is not yet as general purpose as we would like. Many
features can be added, such as the integration of the face lifting algorithm. As verication is often expensive, we are considering an extension of the tool to include the
analysis in a `simulation' fashion, that is, reachability is performed from only some
subsets of the initial set. Although this analysis does not give a formal proof that the
system is safe, it provides more reliable results than traditional simulation techniques.
Besides the improvements on the algorithmic level, the graphical interface needs to
be enhanced to allow more interactive analysis. This feature should not be underestimated since it facilitates better understandings of the behavior of the model and can
serve for diagnostics purposes.
Clearly there is signi cant work that needs to be completed. Experimentation is not
only a way to assess the methods and tools, but also a source of inspiration. The
tool is currently under testing with examples taken from trac control, engine control,
robotics, and chemical process control, and more improvements can be made based on
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the accumulated experience. Recent results seem encouraging, and we feel hopeful that
the techniques developed in this thesis will eventually be applied to real-life problems.
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